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Abstract
This thesis examines the mid-latitude circulation and tracer transport using zonal average isentropic
diagnostics. The Underworld (i.e. the region roughly below the 300K-isentrope) is targeted by our
research. Currently, there is a lack of rigorous and consistent theoretical formalism to deal with
isentropes that intersect the Earth's surface. In this thesis, we develop such a formalism and use
it to address three main questions: (1) How is the mean circulation forced by the eddies in the
region - dubbed "surface zone" - where isentropes intersect the surface in the longitude-height
plane? (2) What are the pathways of global chemical transport due to mean circulation and eddies?
(3) How are eddy chemical and PV transports related? A primitive-equation model on a sphere,
equipped with simple physical parametrizations and on-line tracer transport, is used to investigate
these questions.
We tackle question (1) by looking for explanations in terms of angular momentum balance and
surface heat transport. Our results show that equatorward PV flux forces a poleward mean flow in
the warmer region of the surface zone. In the colder region, an equatorward mean flow is forced by
eastward surface form drag, which is attributed to poleward eddy heat flux at the surface. We also
evaluate and modify the kinematic explanation put forth by Held and Schneider (1999).
As regards question (2), we found that idealized chemical tracers released into the planetary
boundary layer (PBL) are transported equatorward in the surface zone by the mean circulation and
the eddies. Some are recirculated polewards by the eddies, both along the surface and along isen-
tropes (in the absence of latent heat release). Mid-tropospheric tracers are adiabatically transported
by eddies into the mid-latitude PBL.
Question (3) is addressed using a diffusive formulation for isentropic eddy transport. The eddy-
diffusion coefficients for several idealized chemicals of lifetime 20 days agree rather well, demonstrat-
ing the usefulness of the parametrization. But the eddy-diffusion coefficient for PV, while showing
the same enhancement at steering levels, is sufficiently different from chemical eddy-diffusion coef-
ficients to imply that diabatic heating is significant in a baroclinic wave.
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Title: Professor of Meteorology
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Subject Matter
The atmospheric region of interest in this thesis is the extratropical troposphere, focusing on the
Underworld - the region traversed by isentropes that intersect the Earth's surface (see Figure 1-
1) - and particularly just above the Earth's surface. We are primarily interested in phenomena
during winter, when baroclinic eddies dominate synoptic events and where moist convection is mostly
suppressed over continents.
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Figure 1-1: The (PV,9) view of general circulation, reproduced from Figure 1 of Hoskins (1991). Thin
lines represent isentropes. The thick line represents the tropopause. Arrows represent transports.
The research presented hereafter follows two parallel but inter-connected lines of thought: one on
circulation, and the other on tracer transport. The two issues are obviously related: the circulation
advects tracers and so contributes to tracer transport. And the transport of dynamical tracers,
like potential vorticity (PV) and potential temperature (6), determines the circulation. Transport
of chemical tracers also affects the circulation, usually via associated diabatic effects, such as the
release of latent heat when water vapor rises and condenses, and the changes in radiative heating
when triatomic trace gases (e.g. H2 0, Co 2, 03 etc.) are redistributed. But the feedback of chemical
tracer transport on circulation is not studied in this thesis.
In particular, this thesis aims to answer three main questions:
" What determines the near-surface circulation in the mid-latitudes?
" What zonal average transport pathways exist for a chemical tracer in the Underworld?
" How is eddy transport of a chemical substance related to eddy transport of PV substance in
the Underworld?
The zonal average framework lies at the heart of the thesis. We employ this framework to study
the general circulation of the atmosphere for two important reasons: first, global-scale atmospheric
flow is ultimately driven by differential solar fluxes across latitudes, the zonal variations of which is
small when averaged over a day or longer; second, the Earth's curvature coupled with rapid rotation
imparts a strong meridional gradient in potential vorticity which induces strong zonal symmetry in
the background circulation. As for chemical transport, Pierrehumbert and Yang (1993) [84] showed
that tracers are advected zonally around the globe over 10-15 days in the mid-latitudes. Therefore,
for chemicals (e.g. CO 2) or chemical families (e.g. NOy) that survive over such time scales, zonal
average patterns of transport are particularly pertinent. Three-dimensional dynamics and transport
are examined insofar as they shed light on zonal average behavior.
The answers to the posed questions will depend, to an extent, on the coordinate system adopted
in the analysis. This is because zonal averages in different coordinates are averages over different
slices of the atmosphere. Clearly, a zonal average system that avoids large cancellation between
eddy and mean transport is most physically meaningful. The isentropic zonal average framework is
one such system. Moreover, PV-dynamics of primitive-equation systems is most simply formulated
and understood using potential temperature as the vertical coordinate.
Having decided on the isentropic zonal average framework, it quickly became apparent that one
has to modify and extend the currently existing theory. The current theory was originally developed
to investigate stratospheric dynamics and transport where isentropes are topologically closed surfaces
(cf. Andrews (1983) [3] and Tung (1986) [110]). It does not deal with isentropes that intersect the
Earth's surface, which is the case in the Underworld. Hence, the fourth objective of this thesis is
born:
* To develop the isentropic zonal average theory in order to rigorously include the boundary
condition at the Earth's surface, and yield a rigorous dynamical explanation for the near-
surface circulation.
As will become clear, the isentropic zonal average theory to be developed for the Underworld is
not merely a theoretical detail warranted by the current research. In fact, it has a wider use. For
example, it can be applied readily to isopycnal analyses in oceanography by making the analogy
between potential temperature in the atmosphere and potential density in the oceans. Additionally,
the treatment of open coordinate surfaces in isentropic coordinate may also find useful parallels in
other coordinate systems.
1.2 Motivation
The surface branch of the zonal average mass circulation in isentropic coordinates has been argued to
provide an important link to understanding the general circulation in the extratropical atmosphere
by Held and Schneider (1999) [40]. The argument is made in three steps: (1) a given equator-pole
temperature gradient at the surface determines the surface eddy heat flux via an eddy-diffusive
formulation (Held (1999) [39]); (2) the poleward eddy heat flux at the surface determines the equa-
torward mean flow near the surface outside the tropics (Held and Schneider (1999) [40]); and (3)
the horizontal convergence of the near-surface circulation acts as a mass source for the circulation
away from the surface. Unfortunately, the dynamical and kinematic arguments for step (2) made by
Held and Schneider were not accompanied by supporting evidence from model computations or data
analyses. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the simplifying assumptions made in these arguments
are in fact valid, and hence whether the arguments indeed provide explanations for the near-surface
circulation. As the question of how the equator-pole temperature gradient gives rise to the extrat-
ropical mean circulation is one of the central themes in general circulation studies, it is important to
clarify the dynamical and kinematic basis for the near-surface circulation in isentropic coordinates.
Another good reason to study isentropic zonal average circulation is its importance to zonal
average chemical transport. Section 9.4.3 of Andrews et al. (1987) [4] shows that the mass-weighted
zonal mean circulation in isentropic coordinates is the mean transport circulation opposing isentropic
mixing represented by eddy diffusion, as long as eddies are steady and linear, and diabatic and tracer
sources are weak over an eddy lifetime. This brings us to the question of why zonal average chemical
transport is important in the troposphere.
In the present day, a number of three-dimensional global chemical transport models (GCTM)
are available to simulate the transport of large numbers of trace chemical species in the atmosphere,
e.g. the MATCH model of Rasch et al. (1997) [90], the MOZART model of Brasseur et al. (1998)
[15]. Continued improvements in model resolution, transport and chemical schemes, and emission
inventories would improve the performance of these models and narrow the gap between model
results and observations with time. So, understanding three-dimensional transport characteristics of
these models and of the atmosphere is undoubtedly important. Nevertheless, while GCTMs increase
in sophistication, the basic concept of global-scale transport may become more and more obscure,
as it becomes increasingly hard to sort out details from generalities. Perhaps eventually, the deepest
understanding of chemical transport that one can get out of a complicated GCTM, would be no
more than a statement that chemicals travel wherever the wind blows. So, ironically, for greater
insight into tracer transport, it may be helpful to return to simpler conceptual models of zonally
averaged transport. These conceptual models can only be developed and tested from zonal average
studies of transport in the atmosphere and in three-dimensional GCTMs.
Of course, there are other more pragmatic reasons for engaging in studying zonally averaged
transport. Plumb and Mahlman (1987) [86], in their introduction, give a good account of these
reasons. GCTMs are computationally expensive, especially those with elaborate chemistry. Two-
dimensional zonal-average models are popular for their economy in computational resources.
Parametrizations for eddy transports in two-dimensional models can be derived from zonal aver-
age transport studies in the atmosphere and in three-dimensional models.
The understanding of zonal average transport is more advanced in the stratosphere than in the
troposphere. Thus, one may reasonably look into the study of stratospheric transport for potentially
useful insights for the study of tropospheric transport. Plumb and Ko (1992) [85] explained that
the slopes of zonal average tracer mixing ratio isopleths are due primarily to a balance between the
overturning effect of the mean diabatic flow and isentropic mixing by eddies. And in the strato-
sphere - and more generally, in the Overworld and the Middleworld (cf. Figure 1-1) - isentropic
eddy transport of chemicals is well characterized by the eddy transport of potential vorticity along
isentropes (Bowman (1993) [11], Waugh et al. (1994) [113], Appenzeller et al. (1996) [7]). This is
ultimately because potential vorticity is a quasi-conserved tracer, and important chemicals like 03
and H2 0 are also quasi-conserved tracers over the lifetime of an eddy. Therefore, in the study of
zonal average transport in the Underworld, it is useful to know whether eddy transport of potential
vorticity continues to be a good proxy for eddy transport of sufficiently long-lived chemicals.
1.3 Synopsis of Thesis
Parts II, III and IV correspond to the literature review, theoretical and modeling components of
this thesis respectively. Most of the discussion of the theoretical and modeling results are made as
they appear, as is more practical for a thesis of such scope. The thesis closes with conclusions and
more general discussions in Part IV. Below is a brief synopsis of each chapter:
Chapters in Part II are brief reviews of recent literature covering the two aspects of transport
and circulation, in order to place the contributions of the thesis in perspective:
Chapter 2 is an overall survey of the background literature to this thesis. Because of the scope
involved and the branching structure of scientific research, it was difficult to organize the surveyed
material in a linear fashion. Instead, the chapter comprises two sections centered around two themes
that are by no means mutually exclusive. The first section is on isentropic diagnostics of chemical
and PV transport, and the mass circulation. The idea is to illustrate the current state of isentropic
analysis, and not to be exhaustive in its coverage.
The second section of Chapter 2 looks at tracer transport in the troposphere. The basic concept of
transport by baroclinic eddies in the mid-latitudes is first explained. Then, recent studies of tracer
transport using baroclinic-wave life-cycle models are reviewed. This is pertinent as my research
involves the use of such a model. Zonally averaged transport characteristics of the troposphere
are discussed next. At the end, a selection of chemical transport observations is presented, to lay
down an observational platform from which we could appreciate subsequent modeling results. The
observations were also chosen to reflect the relevance of this thesis to a wide range of important
issues, such as water vapor transport and atmospheric pollution.
Because theoretical development is integral to the research in this thesis, the next three chapters
examine certain key theoretical developments in the literature in more detail.
Chapter 3 introduces the important relation between the zonal mean circulation and forcings,
vis-A-vis mean diabatic heating, eddy PV transport and drag, using the less complicated quasi-
geostrophic transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) equations. This idea is revisited in our subsequent
theoretical development.
Chapter 4 is a review of the existing isentropic zonal average theory found in Andrews et al.
(1987) [4]. The drawbacks of the current isentropic theory are highlighted. They will be overcome
later in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5 takes a focused look at the kinematics and dynamics of the near-surface meridional
circulation, by presenting the arguments in Held and Schneider (1999) [40]. This is an important
reference for our subsequent work on the near-surface circulation.
Chapters in Part III develop the theory of isentropic zonal average circulation and transport
beyond the current existing framework.
Chapter 6 is perhaps the most important chapter in this thesis as several new ideas are de-
scribed. Firstly, it introduces the use of zonal mean absolute angular momentum (per unit mass)
as a meridional coordinate. The result is that mean meridional flow is identical to the sum of eddy
PV transport and zonal mean drag, just as the mean vertical flow is identical to the mean diabatic
heating in a 0-coordinates. The direct relation between the mean meridional circulation and the
forcings holds true even when the atmosphere is not in steady state. Relatedly, the mean state
changes in time if and only if there is an imbalance among the forcings. These results can be viewed
as the same ideas under quasi-geostrophic scaling generalized to primitive-equation systems.
The second advance made in Chapter 6 involved the treatment of the lower boundary in potential
temperature coordinates. Zonal averages on open isentropic surfaces are defined such as to involve
regions above the Earth's surface only. This is a break from the tradition of artificially constructing
underground meteorological variables. It is shown that additional angular momentum sources/sinks
are present near the surface. These sources/sinks are due to eddy form drag from the undulating
surface potential temperature, and eddy advection of the eddy angular momentum discontinuity at
the surface. The identification of such sources/sinks in the zonal mean zonal momentum equation
is a novel result, coming out of the rigorous approach to the lower boundary condition.
The third theoretical result demonstrated in Chapter 6 is that the concentration of PV substance
in angular momentum-potential temperature coordinates is constant wherever isentropes at a fixed
latitude do not intersect the Earth's surface. This implies that mean transport of PV must always
exactly balance eddy transport of PV, even when the atmospheric state is evolving in time. In a
sense, we can see this result as a supplement to the impermeability theorem of Haynes and McIntyre
(1987 & 1990) [35],[36] for PV substance.
The fourth and final idea put forth in Chapter 6 relates to the concept of potential vorticity
inversion. The mean state of the atmosphere is encoded in a single quantity, the pseudodensity
in the new coordinates. Pseudodensity can be shown to be inversely related to the zonal average
potential vorticity. The nonlinear thermal wind relation is the balance condition necessary to invert
pseudodensity to obtain the geographical latitude and zonal average pressure in the new coordinates.
This signifies the retrieval of information on the distribution of dry entropy and angular momentum
in the atmosphere from potential vorticity. Near the surface where geostrophic balance is not a good
approximation, a substitute empirical observation is proposed to facilitate inversion.
Chapter 7 extends the isentropic analysis to include time averages so that climatological states can
likewise be rigorously treated. The significant result here is that there is an exact analogy between
the temporal zonal average framework and the instantaneous zonal average framework. This is
because eddies are defined with reference to the temporal zonal averages, leading to the elimination
of transient terms. Hence, the same physical understanding that applies to the instantaneous steady
state, also applies to the climatological steady state, unifying the two frameworks of understanding.
The relation between near-surface mass circulation and heat transport at the surface is also
clarified in Chapter 7. A rigorous kinematic relation, analogous to that in Held and Schneider
(1999) [40] is derived, for testing Held and Schneider's arguments.
Chapter 8 gives the theoretical formulation of zonal average chemical transport in the angular
momentum-potential temperature coordinates. The relation between PV transport and chemical
transport is also analyzed, using a eddy-diffusion formalism. This chapter provides the theoretical
framework used in subsequent diagnostics of transport in the computational experiments.
Chapters in Part IV deal with computational experiments and results in the research:
Chapter 9 describes the global primitive-equation model that is employed in the research. A
brief explanation is also given for the choice of simple physical parametrizations and on-line tracer
transport.
Chapter 10 describes the numerical experiments carried out with the model, and shows some
preliminary results. The goal is to acquaint the reader with the behavior of the model atmosphere
in the experiments before more important results to the subject of this thesis are presented in
Chapter 11.
Chapter 10 is organized into two sections explaining two different types of experiments. The first
section is a collection of baroclinic-wave life-cycle experiments where a wave grows and saturates in
an baroclinically unstable jet under different numerical and physical parameters. The focus is on a
control run, but comparisons with the other runs provide checks on the quality of the results. For an
expository survey of transport in the baroclinic wave, the transport of two tracers initialized with
stratifications parallel to p- and 9-coordinate surfaces are presented. The issue of transport barriers
is also discussed. The second section describes an experiment where the model is run to statistical
equilibrium, and analyzes the resulting temporal zonal average circulation. It also describes an
experiment with atmospheric circulation in the absence of mixed layers.
Chapter 11 contain the model results that support the theoretical work in Part III and address
the main objectives of this thesis. Thus, the chapter is organized into sections dealing with four main
themes: (1) near-surface circulation; (2) PV in the Underworld and inversion of pseudodensity; (3)
chemical transport in the Underworld; and (4) relation between eddy transport of PV and chemicals.
The key findings contained in these sections are summarized next.
The strong equatorward flow near the surface is principally driven by eastward form drag from
the undulating surface in 0-coordinates, and can be ultimately attributed to poleward surface heat
flux. This is a new angle to understand a known result e.g. from Held and Schneider (1999) [40].
Another key result concerns the testing of Held and Schneider's kinematic arguments for the near-
surface circulation. It is shown that one of their premises must be modified so that prior emphasis
on the role of the mixed layer is no longer justified.
Potential vorticity distribution in the Underworld is much modified by hyperdiffusion. (Hy-
perdiffusion prevents complete frontal collapse in the model and so notionally plays the role of
three-dimensional turbulence in the atmosphere.) Eddy advective PV flux in the equilibrated cli-
mate is largely directed down mean PV gradients. Inversion of mean PV or pseudodensity is shown
to be feasible.
Temporal zonal average transport patterns in the Underworld are related to synoptic pathways
of tracer movement in a baroclinic wave. Tracers with extratropical surface sources show strong
equatorward transport near the surface, and two pathways of subsequent poleward migration: one
climbs up the atmosphere roughly along isentropes (but across isentropes in the presence of latent
heat release), and the other along the surface towards colder potential temperatures. The latitude
at which these tracers are released affects how high they rise above the poles. Tracers with mid-
tropospheric sources are entrained almost isentropically into the mid-latitude boundary layer where
they have their sinks.
The idealized chemicals have lifetimes longer than the duration of a baroclinic eddy and so may
be thought of as quasi-conserved tracers. In contrast, PV is generated from the surface and is
redistributed by both advective and non-advective means during the lifetime of a baroclinic eddy.
Therefore, PV is not a quasi-conserved tracer and its eddy-diffusion coefficient is more different from
chemical eddy-diffusion coefficients than chemical eddy-diffusion coefficients are from one another
(for chemicals that survives longer than a baroclinic wave). However, eddy transport of PV and
chemicals are both enhanced in the critical layer where the phase velocity of a baroclinic wave is
about the same as the mean flow.
Finally, Part V with its single chapter, Chapter 12, wraps up the thesis. The conclusions reiterate
the principal theoretical and modeling results. Then, some further remarks are made in the wider
context of circulation and transport in the troposphere. The applicability of the methods used in
this thesis to meteorological datasets is also briefly discussed.
1.4 Remarks on Notation
As the theoretical formalism used in this thesis involves many physical quantities, confusion over
mathematical notations may be an issue. To avoid this problem, different physical quantities are
always denoted by different symbols, perhaps at the risk of using less conventional notations. Less
conventional notations are collected together and explained in Appendix A. Mathematical operators
are chosen to facilitate quick comprehension: a zonal averaging operator is placed above the symbol
for the quantity being averaged, e.g. is and -V; a temporal averaging operator is represented by
brackets, e.g. Li] and (') for temporal averages of zonal averages; and a deviation from the average
value is indicated by a superscript to the right of the symbol, e.g. u', ut, ut, v* , v#, v*. The tilde
notation A is meant to denote a specially defined zonal average that differs on a case by case basis
depending on what quantity A is. The curly prime notation A denotes the deviation from that
particularly defined zonal average A.
The reader should watch out for the repeated use of , , and ()' between the transformed
Eulerian mean theory and the isentropic zonal average theory. This is done to avoid having too many
operator symbols, but it also shows the underlying analogy between the corresponding quantities
between the two theories. Which meaning the operators imply should be clear from the context in
which they are employed. Also note that the symbol A stands for both the (non-dimensional) zonal
mean and the temporal zonal mean absolute angular momentum (per unit mass).
Part II
Background Review

Chapter 2
Brief Literature Survey
2.1 Use of Isentropic Diagnostics
2.1.1 Transport and Mixing
For a statically stable atmosphere, potential temperature increases in a monotonic fashion with
height and so may be substituted as a vertical coordinate. There is an obvious advantage to using 9-
coordinates: non-zero vertical velocity 9 is a direct indication of diabatic physical processes at work.
On an isentropic map, the distribution of 9 shows the intensity and location of such physical processes
(e.g. condensation of water vapor), and the associated cross-isentropic transport. And where 9 is
small, motion is roughly adiabatic over synoptic time-scales. Then, vertical motion is implicit, as air
parcels move on isentropes that slope upwards towards the poles. Isentropic analysis of Lagrangian
parcel trajectories has long been in use (e.g. Green et al. (1966) [28]). Nowadays, ensemble analysis
of isentropic Lagrangian trajectories has become a common procedure for investigating pathways of
chemical transport (e.g. Merrill (1994) [72], Ridley et al. (1997) [91]).
Recently, Lagrangian advection of parcels on isentropes has been taken to another level with the
advent of nonlinear dynamical systems techniques in geophysical fluid flows. Rigorous mathematical
theories now exist that identify Lagrangian features (e.g. hyperbolic trajectories) in two-dimensional
Lagrangian-chaotic flows, and relate them to transport across well-defined boundaries. (See e.g.
Ottino (1989) [77], Malhotra and Wiggins (1998) [68], Haller and Poje (1998) [33].) Because air
motion in the stratosphere and upper troposphere is practically adiabatic over a few weeks, and
large-scale Eulerian structures persist long enough to organize chaotic advection, these theories have
been applied to study mixing and transport on isentropes. Pierrehumbert and Yang (1993) [84]
advected passive tracers on the 315 K isentropic surface using winds from a general circulation model
(GCM), and examined transport characteristics using histograms of finite-time Lyapunov exponents.
They concluded that a weak transport barrier exists between the tropics and the mid-latitudes.
The position of this barrier is in the region of the tropopause. The presence of transport barriers,
characterized by high gradients, is commonly observed in chaotic flows (see e.g. the travelling Rossby-
wave flow in Pierrehumbert (1991) [82]). Pierrehumbert and Yang did not examine transport on
isentropic surfaces that intersect the Earth's surface.
We defer to Section 2.2 for further discussion of tracer transport in the troposphere, where we
are not restricted to isentropic diagnostics.
2.1.2 "PV-thinking"
There is a another advantage to using 9-coordinates: isentropic maps of Ertel's potential vorticity
(PV) are, dynamically speaking, analogous to isobaric maps of quasi-geostrophic (QG) pseudo-
potential vorticity. Hoskins et al. (1985) [46] demonstrated that much understanding gained from
QG theory may be applied to the mid-latitude synoptic events through the use of isentropic PV maps.
From a theoretical perspective, the expression for Ertel PV is particularly simple in 0-coordinates,
being vertical vorticity divided by mass density. This facilitates "PV-thinking", or thinking in terms
of PV. Moreover, according to the concept of PV transport in Haynes and McIntyre (1987 & 1990)
[35],[36], isentropic surfaces are naturally impermeable to PV. So 9-coordinates provide a natural
framework to examine PV transport.
Hoskins (1991) [45] proposed a PV-6 view of the general circulation, where the atmosphere
is divided three-fold: (1) the Overworld where isentropes lie entirely above the tropopause; (2)
the Middleworld where isentropes cross the tropopause but not the Earth's surface; and (3) the
Underworld where isentropes intersect the Earth's surface (cf. Figure 1-1). The Underworld is
analogous to the ventilated thermocline in oceanography, for there is an adiabatic route for air
parcels to reach the surface. The highest isentrope in the Underworld, roughly at 300 K, grazes both
the polar tropopause and the tropical surface of the Earth.
PV mixing and transport on Overworld isentropes have been intensely studied over the last few
decades, not least because it is related to the important problem of cross-edge transport in the winter
polar vortex (e.g. Waugh et al. (1994) [113]) and the Antarctic ozone hole (e.g. Bowman (1993)
[11]). In principle, PV mixing on the topologically closed isentropic surfaces in the Overworld and in
the Middleworld are the same. This is because of the impermeability and conservation theorems of
Haynes and McIntyre (1987) [35]: PV substance may not cross isentropes, and may not be created
or destroyed between isentropic layers. So, it was natural to extend the same isentropic techniques
to study cross-tropopause transport, e.g. Appenzeller (1996) [7]. In fact, the PV transport budget in
the Overworld and the Middleworld has been computed by Koshyk and McFarlane (1996) [57] using
a GCM. By a simple theoretical argument on the Middleworld isentropic PV budget, Pierrehumbert
and Yang (1993) [84] demonstrates that the extratropical cyclonic PV pools must on average be
associated with diabatic cooling, given positive vertical zonal wind shear in the atmosphere.
PV transport in the Underworld is a different case altogether. The "ventilation" of the Under-
world allows non-advective exchanges of PV between the atmosphere and the Earth's surface. Fronts
in the surface potential temperature are particularly active sources of PV in this respect (Cooper
et al. (1992) [18]). Hoskins (1991) [45] considered analytically the PV budget for the Underworld,
and found a novel relationship that associates westerlies with diabatic cooling, and easterlies with
diabatic heating, in some average sense. Unfortunately, a global-scale assessment of isentropic PV
transport in the Underworld for the atmosphere or a GCM is not available at present. Part of
the difficulty undoubtedly lies in the non-trivial surface boundary condition in 9-coordinates. I shall
elaborate on this problem in the review chapter 4, and tackle it properly the theoretical developments
of Chapter 6.
2.1.3 Mass Circulation
Away from the Earth's surface, the mean zonal force due to eddy PV flux provides the principal
balance to the Coriolis force on the mean meridional mass flow in 6-coordinates (Held and Schneider
(1999) [40]). Using the analogous transformed Eulerian mean equations (Andrews and McIntyre
(1976 & 1978) [5],[6]), Haynes et al. (1991) [34] argued further that PV mixing by breaking plane-
tary Rossby waves in the stratospheric surf zone (McIntyre and Palmer (1984) [71]) must therefore
exert a downward control on the extratropical diabatic circulation in the Overworld . Since the
atmospheric mass in the Middleworld stratosphere is fixed on average, overall mass exchange be-
tween the extratropical stratosphere and troposphere must depend on the planetary wave-drag in
the stratosphere, rather than on details of the tropopause folding events (Holton et al. (1995) [43]).
In the troposphere, the mean mass circulation in 6-coordinates has been diagnosed by Townsend
and Johnson (1985) [108] using the First GARP Global Experiment dataset, and by Karoly et al.
(1997) using analyses from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The tropical
Hadley cell was examined in detail by Johnson (1989) [50]. The mid-latitude direct circulation
observed in 9-coordinates was attributed to be the result of mean diabatic heating by Townsend and
Johnson (1985) [108]. However, one might think of applying a "downward control" -type of reasoning
and hold the viewpoint that the diabatic circulation is slaved to PV transport by baroclinic eddies.
(In fact, the stratospheric circulation was also thought to be forced by diabatic heating before the
work of Haynes et al. (1991) [34].) The contrast in viewpoints on the forcing of the mass circulation
should be noted: eddy PV transport versus mean diabatic heating. This point of contention will be
picked up in Section 12.2.2.
Held and Schneider (1999) [40] suggested that the circulation near the Earth's surface may play a
role in the general circulation by having its divergence act as mass sources for Underworld isentropic
layers. They demonstrated that the near-surface mass flow is related directly to the eddy heat
flux. Since low-level eddy heat flux may effectively be parametrized by a flux-gradient relationship
(Held (1999) [39]), Held and Schneider's suggestion may appear as viable route to understanding
mass circulation in the Underworld. The relevant parts of their paper will be reviewed in detail in
Chapter 5.
2.2 Tracer Transport in the Troposphere
2.2.1 Basic Concept
Baroclinic eddies play fundamental roles in the mixing of potential temperature and potential vor-
ticity in the mid-latitude troposphere. The reduction of the mean meridional gradient of these
dynamical tracers is often posed as the underlying principle in baroclinic adjustment (e.g. Stone
(1978) [102], Stone and Nemet (1996) [103], Lindzen (1993) [63], Sun and Lindzen (1994) [104]).
But during the adjustment process, trace species of chemicals are also transported and mixed in the
troposphere. Figure 2-1, taken from Holton (1992) [42], represents schematically the average tracer
trajectories with respect to the climatological isentropes and the horizontal. For available potential
energy to be released in baroclinic adjustment, potentially warmer parcels must move upwards and
potentially cooler parcels must move downwards, i.e. the trajectory slope must be on average within
the "wedge of instability", i.e. between isentropes and the horizontal. Implicit in this argument is
that diabatic processes must be present to maintain the isentropes against such parcel displacements,
for potential temperature itself is one of the tracers transported by the baroclinic eddy. Thus, po-
tentially warmer parcels cool as they travel upwards and polewards, while potentially cooler parcels
warm as they travel downwards and equatorward, carrying trace gases along with them. (Note that
in reality, diabatic processes do not instantaneously restore isentropes to their original positions,
and in the event of a net release of mean available potential energy, the isentropes are eventually
displaced from their original positions.)
2.2.2 Baroclinic-Wave Life-Cycles
A baroclinic-wave life-cycle is a nonlinear solution to an initial-value problem, where a baroclinically
unstable axisymmetric state is initially perturbed by a small disturbance of some order of axisym-
metry. Initially, there is rapid baroclinic growth of the most unstable normal modes, but this is soon
followed by nonlinear saturation at the surface and upward propagation of wave activity. Eventually
barotropic decay sets in as the wave breaks at the tropopause level, feeding eddy momentum into
the zonal mean jet (Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107]). These nonlinear waves may seem idealized, but
in fact, they have been observed in the atmosphere, e.g. as reported by Randel and Stanford (1985)
[89]. Hence, Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107] proposed that two particular life-cycles, dubbed LC1 and
LC2, serve as paradigms to investigate mid-latitude synoptic eddies.
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Figure 2-1: Slopes of passive tracer trajectories relative to mean isentropic surfaces for a baroclini-
cally unstable disturbance (solid arrows) and for a baroclinically stable disturbance (dashed arrows).
Taken from Figure 8.8 of Holton (1992).
Baroclinic-wave life-cycles were first designed and studied by B. J. Hoskins and A. J. Simmons
(cf. Hoskins and Simmons (1975) [47] & Simmons and Hoskins (1977, 1978, 1980) [96],[97],[98]).
Hoskins and Simmons were mainly addressing the question of nonlinear equilibration in baroclinic
eddies. Since then, numerous other investigators have used them as simple models of baroclinic
waves to examine a range of issues, e.g. the effect of surface heat and momentum fluxes (Branscome
et al. (1989) [14], Barnes and Young (1992) [8]), the role of moisture (Gutowski et al. (1992) [30],
Pavan et al. (1999) [80]), frontal cyclogenesis (Thorncroft and Hoskins (1990) [106]), mean flow
adjustment (Gutowski et al. (1989) [31]), and finite-amplitude wave activity (Magnusdottir and
Haynes (1996) [65]). The use of baroclinic-wave life-cycles to study tracer transport only appeared
in the literature over the past two years. These recent papers warrant some attention here for their
relevance to this thesis:
Stone et al. (1999) [101] investigated the transport of passive tracers in two adiabatic, frictionless
baroclinic-wave life-cycles that are closely akin to LC1 and LC2. Three tracers were employed: one
vertically stratified, one horizontally stratified, and one more concentrated in the mid-latitude lower
troposphere. Most of their analysis were performed in the transformed Eulerian mean formalism,
but they did present some results from isentropic analysis using Andrew's formulation. (We shall
review both methods of analysis in detail in Chapters 3 and 4.) They concluded that isentropic eddy
transport was the dominant means by the baroclinic wave moves tracers. Synoptic tracer transport
was only investigated on the 315 K isentrope in the Middleworld.
von Hardenberg et al. (2000) [111] computed Lagrangian trajectories of passive tracers on the
315 K isentropic surface, using winds from an adiabatic, frictionless baroclinic-wave life-cycle. They
showed that tracers are only trapped by stratospheric PV cut-offs. High mixing entropy and high
relative dispersion at the boundary of the trapping vortex indicate respectively that air comes from
and subsequently disperses to widely separated regions.
Wang and Shallcross (2000) [112] computed three-dimensional Lagrangian trajectories of pas-
sive tracers in an adiabatic, frictionless baroclinic-wave life-cycle. These tracers were initialized at
about 1 km above the Earth's surface. (The bottom topography is flat, as is consistent with the
axisymmetric basic state.) Wang and Shallcross found that high-latitude tracers were advected
equatorwards and downwards, while low-latitude tracers were advected polewards and upwards. A
notable contribution from their paper is the study of a simplified N0 2-PAN chemical system follow-
ing a 14-day parcel trajectory in the baroclinic wave. (PAN is the acronym for peroxyacetyl nitrate,
a gaseous reservoir species for nitrogen atoms in the troposphere.) As the air parcel rises in its
poleward migration, lower mid-tropospheric temperature and OH-concentration favor the reversible
conversion of NO 2 to PAN, which has a much longer chemical lifetime than NO 2 . And upon descent
into the lower troposphere, PAN decomposes to yield back NO 2 . The temporary conversion to PAN
has allowed NO 2 to be transported across 50 of longitude by the end of the 14-day journey. Wang
and Shallcross' experiment clearly demonstrates the significant role of chemical reservoirs in the
transport of chemical tracers by baroclinic eddies.
It is interesting to note that none of the last three papers reviewed considered effects of diabatic
heating and mechanical drag in relation to tracer transport. Yet, surface heat and momentum
fluxes and latent heat release have been shown to affect the circulation in a life-cycle (cf. references
above). Besides, adiabaticity is clearly responsible for the absence of considerable cross-isentropic
tracer transport reported in all three papers. Therefore, to complement current research efforts,
diabaticity and drag are included in the investigation of tracer transport in this thesis.
2.2.3 Global-Scale Transport Characteristics
The meridional and vertical transport of tracers is most directly revealed by projecting 3D par-
cel trajectories onto the latitude-height plane (Kida (1977 & 1983) [53],[54]). The mean projected
displacements of parcels initiated at the same latitude and height yields the Lagrangian mean cir-
culation. The dispersion about the mean displacement represents eddy transport. Bowman and
Carrie (2000) [12] pointed out that the probability distribution of parcels - otherwise seen as the
ensemble-mean Green's function for the Lagrangian advection equation - gives a fuller description
of Lagrangian transport characteristics. They used a GCM that has zonally symmetric forcing and
boundary conditions. From the time-evolution of the ensemble-mean Green's function initiated at
different latitudes and heights, they concluded that there is a subtropical transport barrier that
exists in the Middleworld. The upper portion of this barrier lies in the tropopause region and agrees
with the barrier that Pierrehumbert and Yang (1993) [84] found on the 315 K isentropic surface.
The lower portion of the subtropical barrier slopes slightly more steeply than isentropes, and crosses
from about 300 K at 850 mb to about 320 K at 300 mb. Bowman and Carrie also found that exchange
between the tropics and the extratropics occurs mostly near the surface (below about 850 mb). The
point corroborates with a GCM simulation carried out by Yamazaki and Chiba (1993) [114], where
tracers released from surface sources in Japan are transported at low-levels to Southeast Asia and
the equatorial Indian Ocean by strong winter monsoonal outflow from the Asian continent.
Plumb and Mahlman (1987) [86] studied zonal average transport characteristics of a GCTM in
log-pressure coordinates. They proposed a flux-gradient parametrization for eddy tracer transport.
Then, the transport of pairs of horizontally and vertically stratified tracers was used to deduce the
value of the rank-2 eddy-diffusion tensor. The authors found that there is strong quasi-horizontal
mixing in the mid-latitude lower troposphere. They think that the strong mixing is associated with
occlusion of fronts in synoptic systems. Intense vertical mixing was seen around the intertropical
convergence zone.
To the best of my knowledge, a study of global-scale climatological transport in 9-coordinates has
not been carried out for the troposphere. Yet, such a study will directly connect to the mentioned
isentropic diagnostics on mixing and transport of tracers - PV, chemical, passive - that has proven
so helpful to our understanding. The research reported in this thesis makes an initial attempt at
such a study.
2.2.4 Observations of Chemical Transport
Finally, to close our brief survey of the literature, we present a selection of chemical observation
studies to buttress our appreciation of tropospheric transport in real-world phenomena, and to
illustrate the importance of this topic of research.
* Newell et al. (1992) [76] examined the vertically integrated flux of water vapor and found
long narrow regions of intense water vapor transport from the tropics into the mid-latitudes.
(c.f. Figure 2-2, reproduced from Newell et al. (1992) [76]). They dubbed these features
"tropospheric rivers", owing the fact that they contain as much water discharge as earthbound
rivers. There are typically four or five such rivers in a latitude circle and they persist for
10 days or more. In fact, they could be associated with synoptic eddies in the mid-latitudes.
Moreover, the locations of these "tropospheric rivers" coincide well with cloud streets observed
by satellites, indicating that they are within regions of ascent. It is possible that tropospheric
rivers are manifestations of water vapor transport along the warm conveyor belts of mid-
latitude synoptic weather systems (c.f. Browning (1990) [17]).
* Higher-latitude poleward transport of tracers is evidenced by observations of arctic haze dur-
ing wintertime. As reported by Heintzenberg (1989) [38], the arctic haze is largely confined
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Figure 2-2: Maps of vectors showing vertically integrated water vapor flux for October 13, 1991.
Taken from Figure 1 of Newell et al. (1992).
to the lower troposphere, with highest aerosol concentrations frequently around 1.5 km height,
and seldom above 4 km. Chemical composition analysis and isentropic back trajectories sug-
gest that the aerosols have continental surface sources in the mid-latitudes (e.g. Europe in
Heintzenberg (1989) [38], Northeast Asia in Rahn et al. (1977) [88]).
.Near-surface equatorward transport of tracers are regularly observed during episodes of cold-
air outbreaks (Palmen and Newton (1951) [78]) in the mid-latitudes. Allen et al. (1996) [1]
reported elevated 222 Rn measurements at a surface station on Bermuda island just after a
cold front traversed the island on January 15, 1992 (see Figure 2-3, taken from Allen et al.
(1996) [1]). As 222Rn has its source in continental soils, this is clear indication that continental
air from North America lies behind the cold front. Elevated levels of urban pollutants, like
CO, CH 4 , non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) and chlorofluorocarbons, have been observed
in other cold-air outbreak events in the Atlantic (e.g. Milne et al. (2000) [73]) and in the
Pacific (e.g. Gregory et al. (1997) [29]). Such long-range transport has consequences on
the chemistry, e.g. mixtures of NOT, CO and NMHICs transported into sun-bathed tropical
maritime boundary layers create excellent conditions for the production of ozone (Crawford et
al. (1997) [20]).
* Elevated levels of ozone at remote maritime sites like Bermuda have also been attributed to
dry-air intrusions from the mid-latitude mid-troposphere (e.g. Moody et al. (1995) [74]).
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Figure 2-3: Elevated levels of 222 Rn is observed on January 15, 1992, after cold air behind a front
(denoted by the sudden shift in surface wind direction) sweeps over Bermuda island (marked by a
cross). Reproduced from Figures 6 and 8 of Allen et al. (1996).
Mid-tropospheric ozone can either come from the stratosphere via tropopause folding, or from
the planetary boundary layer over industrialized centers by convective or frontal uplifting.
Whatever the case may be, the observation suggests that downward and equatorward transport
occurs regularly in anticyclonic weather systems.
Chapter 3
Transformed Eulerian Mean
(TEM) Equations
3.1 Brief Exposition
The transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) equations were developed by Andrews and McIntyre (1976)
& (1978) [5],[6] and Boyd (1976) [13]. As these equations have since become rather well-known
among dynamicists, I shall use it to point out some physical ideas which will feature much in later
theoretical development.
The TEM equations on the beta-plane, under quasi-geostrophic dynamical scaling, are:
Dynamics:
- fo5 = v'q + FA (3.1)
at+ Wioz = Q (3.2)
v+ po" z POW = 0 (3.3)
S+ go= 0 (3.4)oz Oref a
Chemical Transport:
+ +i =S-po1 Ve. (3.5)
at Vy Dz
(cf. equations (3.5.5), (3.5.10) and (9.4.13) of Andrews et al. (1987) [4].) The above equations use
the log-pressure coordinate, z = -H log (pipref), with H and pref being the constant reference scale
height and surface pressure respectively. The mass density in z-coordinate is po = (gH) 1 pref e-z/H.
The reference potential temperature is denoted by 0ref = gHR- 1 (pref /p)i = gHR-lenz/H, while
the basic-state static stability is denoted by Ooz (z). fo is the constant reference Coriolis parameter.
Pseudo-potential vorticity is denoted by q, zonal drag in the boundary layer is denoted by FA, and
diabatic heating (as potential temperature change per unit time) is denoted by Q. S is the tracer
source and M is the flux of chemical substance1 . All other symbols have their usual meaning. In
this chapter (and only in this chapter), an overbar () denotes the Eulerian zonal mean, a prime
denotes deviation from the Eulerian zonal mean, and a hat () denotes the transformed Eulerian
mean.
The residual circulation (ii, if) is defined by:
V U - p- (pov' O/00z
By
The above transformation from Eulerian mean circulation (T, T) to residual circulation (;a, i7) re-
moves the large cancellation between mean vertical transport and eddy horizontal transport of heat,
vis-a-vis the underbraced terms in the Eulerian mean thermodynamic equation:
- +Wioz = 0+at - oy~
Because of this, if we consider potential temperature as a dynamical tracer and suppose that chemical
tracers are advected the same way as potential temperature (notwithstanding the sources of chemicals
and heat), then the same transformation also removes a large cancellation between mean and eddy
transport of chemicals. (This last statement is proven for linear, steady, adiabatic, and tracer-
conservative eddies in Appendix 9A of Andrews et al. (1987) [4].) From the physical standpoint, the
main achievement of the TEM formalism is that, by careful conceptualization of the zonal average,
it gives a more meaningful picture of dynamics and chemical transport. This provides inspiration
for subsequent theoretical development.
3.2 Observed Residual Circulation
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show respectively the Eulerian mean circulation and the residual circulation of
the atmosphere, taken from Holton (1992) [42]. (See also Peixoto and Oort (1992) [81] and Edmon
et al. (1980) [23] for the respective circulations.) The residual circulation in the mid-latitudes is a
direct circulation, unlike the indirect Ferrel cell in Eulerian mean circulation. Note that the TEM
framework does not handle the near-surface circulation well. (Held and Schneider (2000) proposed
Mi is defined with the opposite sign in Andrews et al. (1987) [4], in analogy to the Eliassen-Palm flux in zonal
momentum transport.
a modification to the TEM theory to improve its performance on this point.) However, generally
speaking, the residual circulation conveys a good approximate idea of the transport circulation in
the atmosphere.
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Figure 3-1: The observed Eulerian mean circulation during Northern hemisphere winter in pressure
coordinate, reproduced from Fig 10.7 of Holton (1992).
3.3 Key Principles
Using the thermal wind relation, (3.4), the time-derivatives in the zonal momentum and thermody-
namic equations, (3.1) and (3.2), can be eliminated to yield
(3.6)N 82  f 2 g 8 f &
ref _g _ = +-fo-7 v'q' +FAay Oz Bref By Lz
where the reference Brunt-Vassala frequency Nref is given by
N2 0ox
ref 
- O~
From the continuity equation, (3.3), we may describe the residual circulation by a streamfunction
T, defined so that
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Figure 3-2: The observed residual circulation during Northern hemisphere winter, reproduced from
Fig 10.9 of Holton (1992).
Thus, equation (3.6) can be simplified as
,92 f2 a _1 09 po 8a7 POf A81(2 + N~ poz oyi~ + Npoo2 (v'q' + F ) (3.7)1Y N2, Oz 0 Oz 0 0Z ay N2 f &
This is not a new result, as equation (3.2) of Haynes et al. (1991) [34] expresses the same idea,
although it was formulated in @.
Since the linear operator on the LHS of equation (3.7) is elliptic, under the boundary conditions
4i 0 at the top and bottom of the atmosphere and &BW'/8z = 0 at the poles, the residual circulation
represented by IF is determined entirely by the forcing terms: (1) mean diabatic heating Q; (2)
eddy pseudo-potential vorticity flux v'q'; and (3) mean zonal turbulent drag FA\. This is always
true as long as quasi-geostrophic scaling is valid, even when the mean state is evolving in time. In
this thesis, it is proven that the mean circulation in primitive-equation systems observes the same
principle, as long as the appropriate coordinate system is used.
The other key point about the TEM formulation is more subtle. Equations (3.1) and (3.2)
are commonly understood as follows: the mean state, represented by (:al ), evolves as a result
of an imbalance between the forcing terms and the momentum and heat transport by the residual
circulation. But equation (3.7) shows that the residual circulation is in fact determined by the forcing
terms. Therefore, the variability of (Th ) is totally due to the forcing terms in the quasi-geostrophic
TEM formalism, although this fact is often overlooked at first glance. The isentropic zonal average
formalism that is developed in this thesis brings out this dynamical fact for primitive-equation
systems, and gives an explicit relation for how the forcing terms change the mean state.
3.4 Primitive-Equation Systems
In primitive-equation systems, the TEM formalism is not as elegant as when quasi-geostrophic
scaling applies. (See chapter 3.5 of Andrews et al. (1987) [4] for TEM equations for primitive-
equation systems.) This occurs for several reasons:
First, mean horizontal transport and eddy vertical transport of heat in log-pressure coordinate
are significant. So, the cancellation between mean and eddy transports is not entirely removed by
the transformation to the residual circulation, as evidenced by the thermodynamic equation on a
sphere:
# + a- + - - po w'9' - v''- 1 0z
at a <p &z 0 z La ap)yj
mean transport eddy vertical transport
Second, pseudo-potential vorticity is no longer conserved, and the RHS of the zonal momentum
equation cannot be simply expressed as a PV flux.
Third, the elimination of mean state tendencies (aU/8t,8&/8t) is not straightforward due to
nonlinear advection terms. This implies that the direct relation between residual circulation and
forcings (i.e. eddy PV transport, mean zonal drag and mean diabatic heating) is no longer apparent.
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Chapter 4
Isentropic Zonal Average Theory
The isentropic zonal average equations were first derived in Andrews (1983) [3], and then collected in
Andrews et al. (1987) [4]. Tung (1986) [110] provided an alternative form for the zonal momentum
equation. But before going to the equations, some remarks on notation are in order.
4.1 Notation and Definitions
For the remainder of this thesis, an overbar ( indicates zonal mean, while a hat () denotes mass-
weighted zonal mean in e-coordinates:
A= 27 A dA (4.1)
2-7r fo
O=const.
A =_ p (4.2)
where p = g10p/86 denotes the isentropic mass density. Remember that as the equations in An-
drews et al. (1987) [4] were developed mainly for the stratosphere, we are dealing with topologically
closed isentropic surfaces here.
A prime ' indicates deviation from the zonal mean, while an asterisk * refers to deviation from
the mass-weighted zonal mean:
A' -A (4.3)
A* = A-A (4.4)
The following elementary identities can easily be verified:
A' E 0 (4.5)
SABE AB+ A'B' (4.6)
A* = 0 (4.7)
->AB EAB + A*B* (4.8)
4.2 The Zonal Average Equations
The isentropic zonal average equations for circulation and transport can be found in Chapters 3.9
and 9.3.4 of Andrews et al. (1987) [4]. We write these equations as follows
Dynamics:
0 1-8
- 1 + os + - = (4.9)j7 +c Ps V Cos ± fO - O (4.10)
at a cos WOo 80
a f + -tan c U + H (P) ~0 (4.11)86 a a aW
Chemical Transport
+ - + =- $ -O -f(4.12)at aaq a o 90 j
where t E -g 10p/O is the isentropic density and (o is the component of absolute vorticity normal
to an isentrope. H (p) - c, (p/pref)' is Exner's function, where pref - 1000 mb. J stands for the
eddy PV flux along isentropes, in the sense of Haynes and McIntyre (1987) [35]:
hE A jv** -9* + FA cos O (4.13)
where ( (o/p is Ertel's potential vorticity. The viewpoint of PV transport is elaborated shortly in
Section 4.2.3. Do denotes pseudo-divergence and Y is the "chemical flux" in extended phase space
(0,, t):
Y 1 Y+a yO+ Y
acoso a ao Ot
Y e (Pv)'x' cos O
YE YO( p)'x'
Yi gAT
Pseudo-divergence and extended phase space are concepts borrowed from Tung (1986) [110]. All
other symbols have their usual meanings.
4.2.1 Mass-weighted Mean Circulation
The zonal average meridional-vertical circulation in 9-coordinates is expressed using the mass-
weighted zonal mean. The reason why mass-weighted means have not appeared in the TEM theory
is that theory uses log-pressure coordinates where mass density is constant at every vertical level.
Thus, a mass-weighted mean on a log-pressure coordinate-surface is identical to the mean.
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Figure 4-1: The mass circulation denoted by the streamfunction IF in the 9-coordinate. Taken from
Figure 7(a) of Townsend and Johnson (1985).
Figure 4-1 shows the mass streamfunction T that Townsend and Johnson (1985) [108] analyzed
from observations in the First GARP Global Experiment. The mid-latitude mean circulation in 6-
coordinates is a direct circulation, not unlike the residual circulation in this sense. (But notice that
the near-surface circulation is well represented, unlike in the residual circulation, cf. Figure 3-2).
Townsend and Johnson explains that the mid-latitude circulation is direct because it is dominated
by the geostrophic wind:
and that the correlation between the isentropic density and the geostrophic wind is negative at
low-levels and positive at high-levels for an amplifying baroclinic wave mode in the northern hemi-
sphere (cf. Figure 4-2.) (Note that opposite to an amplifying baroclinic wave, a decaying baroclinic
wave has an indirect circulation because temperature and meridional wind anomalies are negatively
em
Figure 4-2: Schematic diagram showing the (A,p)-cross section of an amplifying baroclinic wave
mode in the northern hemisphere. North is into the page. Dashed lines show contours of geostrophic
meridional wind v.. Dotted lines denote trough and ridge positions. Solid lines represent isentropes
at the top (0,), bottom (01) and middle (0m) of the atmosphere. Reproduced from Figure 5 of
Townsend and Johnson (1985).
correlated.)
4.2.2 Mean versus Mass-weighted Mean
Andrew's zonal momentum equation is expressed using the mean zonal wind U. Tung (1986) [110]
suggested using i instead of U for an improved formulation of the extended Eliassen-Palm (EP)
theorem. However, the next paragraph demonstrates that the -formulation is more appropriate for
the subject of this thesis.
Let Uabs, =a cos p + u be the velocity in an inertial frame. Then,
c 2) Uabs COS Y
at , 0 U Oal 0
a 2-r
OC Ufcabos dA
,00W,9 const.
C(9)(0 ds
oca p ds
where E (W) is the isentropic area poleward of the latitude circle p, and ds is an isentropic areal
element. (The last two steps made use of Stoke's theorem and the definition of PV respectively.)
Taking ( as the mixing ratio of a "potential vorticity substance" (PVS), the amount of PVS per
kelvin on the surface E is ffg pI ds. Therefore, the time-tendency of U cos V (zonal mean angular
momentum per unit mass) signifies the rate of change of the amount of PVS poleward of latitude
o on isentropic surface 0. As we want the theory to relate to PV transport, U rather than ft is the
more suitable choice.
Notwithstanding the preceding point, the mass-weighted zonal mean is preferred to the zonal
mean in another case: in the chemical transport equation (4.12), the pseudo-divergence D e Y is
unhelpful to diagnostics because of the time-differential eddy term WYl/at. In Tung (1986), the
author supplanted the pseudo-divergence of EP-flux in the U-equation with the (true) divergence of
EP-flux in the U-equation. Thus inspired by Tung's work, I demonstrate in Chapter 8 that j rather
than - is the more appropriate choice in chemical transport.
4.2.3 PV Transport
Haynes and McIntyre's concept of PV transport deserves some elaboration. According to their
conception, PV substance can neither be created nor destroyed in the interior of the atmosphere,
and cannot pass through isentropes, even in the presence of diabatic and frictional effects (Haynes
and McIntyre (1987) [35]). The flux of PVS on isentropes is J = Qv - k x (# av/8O - F), where
k is the normal to the isentropic surface. So, Haynes and McIntyre distinguish PVS from chemical
substance. Translated into a more conventional viewpoint, where PV substance is transported
like any chemical substance, diabatic or frictional processes always produce (destroy) as much PV
substance as is lost (gained) from cross-isentropic PV transport in the interior of the atmosphere.
Equation (4.13) defines the eddy PV flux along an isentrope according to Haynes and McIntyre's
viewpoint. The first term is the advective flux of PVS due to eddy isentropic motion. The second
term is the non-advective flux of PVS along isentropes due to eddy diabatic effects. The eddy nature
of this term is clear as it can be rewritten as:
Bu a-u' 1 . 8
0* = e' p'0' -
ao) a) 0 v
The interpretation for the last term is more subtle:
Haynes and McIntyre's formulation of PVS flux does include the term k x F, and so, we may
formally interpret the term FA as a meridional flux of PVS due to small-scale processes that generate
mechanical drag. There are two different classes of processes that gives rise to F. In the first class,
small-scale waves that originate elsewhere break and deposit momentum in a local region. For
example, gravity waves carry momentum as they propagate from the troposphere to the middle
atmosphere. As their amplitude increases above some threshold, they break and deposit momentum
in the middle atmosphere (Garcia and Solomon (1985) [27]). Compare this to the case where
planetary Rossby waves propagate into the stratosphere and break in the surf zone (McIntyre and
Palmer (1984) [71]), generating a wave-drag force ftv*(* (Haynes et al. (1991) [34]). In such cases,
FA is physically similar to pv*: it is a wave-drag force that is associated with the PV transport
by breaking small-scale waves. In the second class, F arises from local turbulent "diffusion" of
momentum such as in the PBL. (Molecular diffusion also belongs to this class, but it is negligible
in the atmosphere except within a few mm from the surface.) In this case, FA is a friction-like
dissipative force on the local mean flow. (The distinction between the two cases in the meaning
of FA has been made before, e.g. in Haynes et al. (1991) [34].) Despite the different underlying
physics for both cases, the change in zonal momentum due to FA implies a non-advective meridional
redistribution of PV. The eddy nature of FA may be appreciated if we rewrite it as a Reynolds stress
term:
FA= A ( puv" cos c + p
A Cos W 09W 861
where the double-quotes " symbolize small-scale eddies, like gravity waves or turbulence. But we
shall keep to the FA notation throughout this thesis.
4.2.4 Heat Transport
In 9-coordinates, heat transport is implicit in the mass continuity. Since
P = g (4.14)
equation (4.10), together with upper boundary condition p -+ 0 as 9 -+ oc, effectively predicts the
zonal mean pressure p on a 9-surface. p tells us on average how "high" a 0-surface is, using the more
familiar pressure units. Hence, p signifies the zonal average distribution of 9 and the time-evolution
of ft represents the transport of heat.
4.3 Two Key Issues
4.3.1 Dynamics of the Mean Circulation
The zonal average thermodynamic equation in 0-coordinates is reduced to:
0=Q
i.e. the mean vertical velocity 0 is given by the mean diabatic heating Q. This relation is so simple
and direct that it is seldom made explicit, although in it lies the essence of using 9-coordinates.
As the mean circulation (b, 0) is divergent, the meridional flow is not simply due to the mean
diabatic heating. Equation (4.9) shows that, because of the variability of zonal momentum (or
equivalently angular momentum), the meridional flow i cannot be fully explained even if we include
eddy PV transport (including the zonal mean drag). Furthermore, it is difficult to eliminate the
time-tendency terms from equations (4.9) and (4.10) using equations (4.11) and (4.14). Contrast
this to quasi-geostrophic TEM theory, where the residual circulation was shown to depend only on
the eddy pseudo-PV flux, mean zonal drag and mean diabatic heating, even in non-steady zonal
mean states (cf. Chapter 3). The existing isentropic zonal average theory clearly fails to make clear
the essential relationship between the mean circulation and these forcings (with pseudo-PV replaced
by PV) in non-steady states. I shall return to tackle this problem in Chapter 6.
4.3.2 Bottom Boundary Condition
The atmosphere's bottom boundary condition is inherently complicated. This is because of topog-
raphy and the transport of heat and momentum along and normal to the surface. In 9-coordinates,
the bottom boundary undulates even when there is no topography, because of variations in surface
air potential temperature due to heat transport.
Andrews (1983) [3] used the idea that underground isentropes lie just below the surface - the
same idea as in Lorenz (1955) [64] - and so prescribed surface geopotential, surface pressure and
surface winds for underground isentropes. This method sufficed for the paper's purpose of proving
an EP theorem, but it violates the momentum equations, as noted by the author himself.
Held and Schneider (1999) [40] prescribed surface geopotential 4), and surface pressure p, for
underground isentropes. Then, they define the underground wind from geostrophic balance, since
the underground Montgomery streamfunction M = OI (ps) + 4, is known. However, this method
introduces a discontinuity in the surface winds, as ageostrophic components are not necessarily zero
there. This is not a problem for the mass-weighted mean meridional wind iY, but the mean zonal
momentum equation (4.9) is again violated.
In this thesis, the zonal momentum equation is crucial in relating the mean circulation to eddy
PV transport (cf. Section 4.2.2). Therefore, neither Andrew's nor Held and Schneider's approach
can be employed. Instead, an alternative treatment of the bottom boundary condition is developed
in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Near-Surface Circulation
This chapter reviews the section of Held and Schneider (1999) [40] that serves as the primary
reference for this thesis with regards to the near-surface circulation. We shall repeatedly refer to
this paper as HS in this chapter. (Note that much notation in this chapter is different from that in
HS, in order to be consistent with the rest of this thesis.)
From a 50-year January climatology in a GCM simulation, HS noted that there is a strong
equatorward mean flow near the surface in 9-coordinates. It occurs mostly below the mean surface
potential temperature. A weaker poleward flow, less emphasized by the authors, was evident just
above that equatorward flow (cf. Figure 5-1). Three explanations were offered for the structure of
the near-surface circulation, all using basic principles and simple compelling reasoning. However,
no model results were presented as support. This thesis carries on the work begun in HS by cross-
examining their explanations in the light of our theoretical and modeling results.
The remainder of this chapter reviews HS's explanations. But first a definition is in order.
5.1 Definition of the Surface Zone
The Earth's surface in 9-coordinates undulates in both zonal and meridional directions, and the
undulations vary with time (Figure 5-2). Let's denote the minimum and maximum potential tem-
perature of air at the Earth's surface at latitude cp over all longitudes and time by 9G () and
'OH (V) respectively. So, on a climatological zonal average plot, one may define a "surface zone" that
lies between 0 = iG (V) and 0 = OH ( o). HS practically defined the same concept and named it
the "surface layer". But their terminology is avoided here lest it be confused with the "planetary
boundary layer".
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Figure 5-1: Figure 2 of Held and Schneider (1999) showing the meridional mass flux in 109 kg s- 1
K-' near the surface. The dotted lines denote isolines of the the probability distribution function
p(Oa > 0) of surface air potential temperature 0a at 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
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Figure 5-2: The undulating Earth's surface shown in the (A, 0)-plane.
5.2 Zonal Momentum Balance
Equation (2) of HS representing zonal momentum balance in the surface zone is reproduced here as:
D + C + S ~ 0
where D is the form drag on the top of the surface zone plus any mountain torque, C is the Coriolis
force on the mass flow, and S arises from the surface frictional stress. They have neglected the
convergence of horizontal momentum fluxes, which is small near the surface. The conceptual picture
implied by HS can be summarized by the schematic in Figure 5-3
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Figure 5-3: Schematic diagram of a longitude-height section summarizing Held and Schneider's
reasoning for zonal momentum balance in the surface zone. vg stands for the geostrophic meridional
wind. See text for the meanings of D, C and S. The isentrope OH that demarcates the top of the
surface zone actually grazes the surface at the same latitude somewhere outside the diagram.
Using their approach to underground isentropes (cf. Section 4.3.2), HS show that for any isen-
tropic layer within the surface zone, the Coriolis force on the geostrophic meridional wind exactly bal-
ances the form drag plus any mountain torque. Hence, integrated over the surface zone, D + C9 = 0.
The Coriolis force Ca on the ageostrophic mass flow thus balances surface friction: Ca + S ~ 0, so
that the ageostrophic mass flow is essentially an Ekman drift. In mid-latitudes, surface westerlies
imply that S < 0, and so Ca > 0, leading to an poleward Ekman drift. But the total mass flow
in the surface zone is net equatorward, implying that C = C. + Ca < 0. Hence, C, < 0 and C,
must be stronger (in magnitude) than Ca. In other words, surface friction is weak compared to the
form drag in the surface zone. (The dominance of the geostrophic circulation to the ageostrophic
circulation in the extratropics has also been recognized by Townsend and Johnson (1985) [108].)
In short, from the analysis of zonal momentum balance, HS concludes that the net equatorward
mass flow in the surface zone is primarily due to eastward form drag in the surface zone. Although
the question why the form drag is eastward is not addressed in HS, we can understand it easily as
follows:
Assuming that mountain torque does not play the principal role, we may consider the case where
bottom topography is flat. Figure 5-4(a) shows that high-pressure regions lie west and low-pressure
regions lie east of potentially cold air. This is because of the strong temperature advection by
geostrophic winds. Figure 5-4(b) demonstrates that, relatedly, the western side of the surface zone
has higher pressure than the eastern side. Hence, a net eastward form drag is exerted on the surface
zone.
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Figure 5-4: Schematic diagram showing the pressure distribution: (a) on the surface, (b) in a
longitudinal-vertical section, in relation to the potential temperature distribution.
As it is difficult to see why frictional effects should be stronger further away from the surface,
the poleward mass flux in the upper region of the surface zone is not explained by the momentum
balance argument in HS. One is left to speculate if the divergence of horizontal momentum fluxes is
indeed negligible in this region.
5.3 Surface Heat Transport
Suppose there is a mixed layer, where 00/p ~ 0, at the bottom of the atmosphere. Let ps,Pm,PH
denote the pressure at the Earth's surface, at the top of the mixed layer, and at the top of the
surface zone respectively (Figure 5-5). HS assumes that, above the mixed layer but in the surface
zone, isentropic density and the geostrophic meridional wind are roughly independent of 0, i.e.
zFigure 5-5: Schematic diagram of a longitude-height section showing the Earth's surface, the mixed
layer and the surface zone. PH, pm and ps refer to the pressure at the top of the surface zone, at
the top of the mixed layer, and at the surface respectively. Dashed lines represent isentropes.
p ~90 (A, p) and vg V ogo (A, W) . Thus,
(5.1)g- 1 (Pm - PH) ~ 10 ( 9 H - 0a)
where OH (p) is the potential temperature that defines the top of the surface zone and 0a (A, (p) is
the potential temperature of surface air. Note that all quantities in the above equation are functions
of (A, p) only and defined for the entire latitude circle. So, the zonal mean (indicated by a tilde) is
well-defined, regardless of the vertical coordinate:
(5.2)
Equation (5.2) subtracted from equation (5.1) yields a relation among the anomalies (indicated by
curly primes):
9~ (pI - pH -100Z
This is a relation between eddy mass flux and eddy potential temperature of surface air. Thus, the
geostrophic mass flux in the surface zone is:
g-vgo (Ps - PH) 9 1vgo (Ps - Pm + Pm - PH)
- g 1VgO (Ps - Pm) - povgoO4 (5.3)
where the last step used T-o = 0.
PH
g-' (p.m- p H) rM O (1H - a )
HS argues that the climatological eddy heat flux at the surface vgoO is downgradient and hence
poleward. Hence, equation (5.3) implies that the geostrophic mass flux is equatorward in the absence
of a mixed layer. In the presence of a mixed layer, an additional contribution from the covariance of
meridional wind and surface zone thickness must be accounted for. Although HS's argument stops
here, it is not difficult to make the following extension:
In a baroclinic eddy, as cold air moves equatorward over warmer surface, vigorous convection
can result due to heating from the surface. On the other hand, warm air moving poleward comes
into contact with cooler surface, and convection is suppressed due to low-level cooling. Thus, one
may expect mixed layers to be thicker in equatorward-moving cold air than in poleward-moving
warm air at the same latitude. This implies that the mixed layer contribution Vgo (Ps - Pm) to the
geostrophic mass flux is likely to be equatorward as well.
HS's explanation for the relationship between surface-zone mass flux and surface heat flux de-
serves much credit, for it is both physically sound and mathematically straightforward. Nevertheless,
as it is built upon a vertically-invariant po and vgo, it does not explain the variation of mass flux
within the surface zone, especially the fact that there is a poleward mass flux in the upper region of
the surface zone (cf. Figure 5-1).
5.4 Kinematic Explanation
The question of the mass circulation within the surface zone - so far unexplained by the previous
arguments on zonal momentum balance and surface heat transport - is addressed in HS by the
third and final explanation. The argument to be presented is based on simple kinematic principles,
rather than dynamical reasoning.
HS essentially makes the following assumptions:
1. the probability density function 7r for potential temperature of surface air is symmetric about
the mean surface temperature &a:
7r ( 7) r(- )
2. the mass flux is vertically invariant above the mixed layer, and can be represented as a delta-
function in the mixed layer:
pV = Vm 6 (0 - Oa - e) + ([pv)o
where E is a small positive number meant to indicate that the mixed layer lies just above the
surface.
3. the mass flux is directly proportional to the potential temperature anomaly of surface air:
(V) = Ia'
(PO~O = #Oa'
where a and # are constants, positive in northern hemisphere and negative in southern hemi-
sphere, i.e. cold air moves equatorwards and warm air moves polewards.
(HS actually consider separately the isentropic density p and the meridional wind v. And they
only consider the geostrophic wind v because v is the dominant component of v. Thus, the
assumptions they make in place of premises 2 and 3 above are actually: (a) the density above the
mixed layer po is constant; (b) v. is dominated by a vertically averaged value vgo in the surface zone;
and (c) vgo proportional to Oz. Clearly, the presented premises 2 and 3 represent a more compact
version of HS's actual assumptions.)
Thus, the climatological mass flux MV at a potential temperature 9 is the expectation value of
pv whenever 9 > 0,:
Mv= I 7 (OZ) d6a
0-a
=a (0 -Ua) r (0 - a) Ga ,r (O ) d(' (5.4)
A
The mixed layer contribution A is antisymmetric about Oa while the contribution B from above
the mixed layer (but still below the 0-isentrope) is symmetric about Wa. It has been reasoned (cf.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3) that the net mass flux in the surface zone should be equatorward. Therefore,
a possible configuration is that contribution B is equatorward, while contribution A is equatorward
for 9 < Oa and poleward for 9 > 9a, giving us the distribution seen in Figure 5-1.
I shall develop a rigorous formulation analogous to equation (5.4), and use it to test the above
kinematic argument in a computational model. And if the agreement between HS's argument and
the model results is not good, I shall identify which of the 3 assumptions made is/are oversimplifying.
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Part III
Theoretical Development

Chapter 6
Zonal Average Circulation
In Chapter 4, we reviewed the existing isentropic zonal average equations and identified two issues:
1. The connection between the mean circulation in the meridional-vertical plane and forcings from
eddy PV transport, mean zonal drag and mean diabatic heating is indirect due to variability
of zonal (or angular) momentum;
2. The assumptions for values of meteorological variables on underground isentropes were not
consistent with angular momentum conservation.
In this chapter, I shall develop an alternative isentropic zonal average formalism to overcome
the two problems above. The relevant physical context here is a mid-latitude wave evolving over
synoptic time-scale, such as a baroclinic wave or a planetary Rossby wave. (The case for an equili-
brated extratropical atmosphere is relegated to the next chapter.) A time-dependent zonal average
theory for the atmosphere is important because it provides the means to investigate how synoptic
meteorology influence global circulation and tracer transport.
6.1 Alternative Conception of Zonal Average Circulation
To gradually build up the thesis, let us first tackle the first problem on circulation-forcing relation-
ship, assuming that the bottom boundary is not a consideration (e.g. in the Middleworld and the
Overworld in Figure 1-1).
A p
1 ~00
0.75 ~300
0.5 ~450
0.25 ~ 600
0 900
Table 6.1: Table showing approximate correspondance between 4 and A.
6.1.1 Angular Momentum as a Meridional Coordinate
To clarify the relation between the meridional flow and PV transport, let us rewrite equation (4.9)
as
HL 68L aoL
8t W' a 9Bo ao8
L E a cos2 c+u cos P
where aL is the absolute angular momentum per unit mass about the Earth's spin axis. The LHS
basically represents mass flow normal to L-surfaces. Hence, we propose to adopt a non-dimensional
absolute angular momentum per unit mass as the meridional coordinate:
A = cos2  + U cos p (6.1)
The transformation is contingent upon L being monotonic with respect to p. As
(=- -1 - (6.2)
p1 pacosp Bp }
and 0 < ft < oo in a statically stable atmosphere, this implies that the mass-weighted zonal mean
PV ( is required to be single-signed, which is indeed the case in the extratropical atmosphere. (See
Appendix C.1.1 for the subtlety at the poles.) Note that the transformation for the northern and
southern extratropics are performed separately.
Because the planetary angular momentum contribution dominates in L, an approximate relation
between A and p can written down:
A ~ cos 2 p (6.3)
Table 6.1 shows that the mid-latitude region is emphasized in A-coordinates.
Angular momentum coordinates play a central role in semi-geostrophic theory (e.g. Hoskins
(1982) [44]), where their use clarified frontal dynamics. Schubert and Magnusdottir (1994) [94]
developed a set of transformed primitive equations that is mathematically isomorphic to the semi-
geostrophic framework. They use "vorticity coordinates" in which horizontal coordinate-area is
equal to the absolute vorticity enclosed. In zonally symmetric systems, vorticity coordinates re-
duce to absolute angular momentum coordinates and they have been used in this form to model
tropical circulations (Hack et al. (1989) [32], Schubert et al. (1991) [93]). Therefore, the extra-
tropical A-coordinate formalism developed in this thesis can be viewed as complementary to the
vorticity-coordinate equations, in the sense that A-coordinates apply to the zonal average extrat-
ropical atmosphere whereas vorticity coordinates apply to the three-dimensional atmosphere or the
zonally symmetric atmosphere.
6.1.2 Angular Momentum Conservation
0
Let us use the operator () to denote the rate of change with time following the zonal average
circulation:
()E --)0 t e (6.4)
Thus, the zonal average circulation in (A, 0)-coordinates is (A, 6) (where 0 = 0 of course). For
future reference, the operator () is invariant under transformation to A-coordinate, i.e.
8t
00
+A + A0B9A ) 6A (6.5)
In A-coordinates, the angular momentum equation reduces to a direct relation between meridional
o
flow A and eddy PV flux if:
A=g
Pa
(6.6)
(6.7)
Thus, the transformation from p- to A-coordinate is parallel to that from p- to 0-coordinates, as the
latter achieves the direct relation between vertical flow and diabatic heating.
Note that J in equation (6.6) represents the flux of PVS by eddies and unresolved motion in
p-coordinate. I shall return to elucidate the meaning of the above relation between A and j shortly
in Subsection 6.1.4.
a 8 0e 8
6.1.3 Mass Continuity
The variability in angular momentum and the potential temperature are absorbed into the mass
continuity equation in (A, 0)-coordinates:
7A + ) 7A + ) 6 = 0 (6.8)
where the pseudodensity -y in (A, 0)-space is
7E T27ra 2 Acos OA J (6.9)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively.
The proof of equation (6.8) can be obtained by substituting for -y using equation (6.9), and
0 O
substituting for A and 0 using equation (6.4) and showing that it reduces to mass continuity in
(p, 0)-coordinates, equation (4.10). Otherwise, considerations from first principles will suffice as
well.
6.1.4 Non-Transport of PVS
Equations (6.2) and (6.9) show that:
- ±27ra 2 Q (6.10)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. The fact that the concentration of PVS '(
is constant says that there is NO net transport of PVS in (A, 0)-coordinates.
This key result may seem surprising at first, but it can be easily understood in zonally symmetric
systems: PV in (y, p)-coordinates is essentially the Jacobian of angular momentum and potential
temperature (y = a sin p):
(o O(L,0)
p1 &(y,p)
Since a mass element transforms as
dm E g'dy dp= g-1 (Y )dL dO =- dL dOO(L,0)
the amount of PV substance (dm in the mass element must be constant in angular momentum -
potential temperature coordinates We provide next a physical reason why equation (6.10) must hold
for the three-dimensional atmosphere, once we choose to use zonal mean angular momentum and
potential temperature as coordinates.
the part of isentropic
surface I
North Pole
latitude circle
surface zone
isentropic
sudface 0
Earth's surface
with no topography
Figure 6-1: The cyclonic circulation around a closed latitude circle # on isentropic surface 6 in the
northern hemisphere. The surface zone is defined as the region where isentropes in the latitudinal
plane intersect the Earth's surface: see Section 6.2.1.
With reference to Figure 6-1, consider the cyclonic circulation around a closed latitude circle so
on an isentropic surface 0:
/27rC = f2o Uabs a cos WodA (6.11)
where Uabs, is the air velocity measured in an inertial frame. Without loss of generality, let us consider
the northern hemisphere. Using Stoke's theorem and equation (6.2), while taking the isentropic area
E poleward of V to be always positive,
C = JJ E a 2 cos s ds dA
= 27ra 2 jlr/2 ft cos so1 dspi
Thus, C 69 is the total amount of PVS between isentropes 9 and 9 + 69 poleward of the merid-
ional position sp. Of course, we may use some other coordinate A, to label meridional position
corresponding to latitude sp, so that
/A() y,(dA, (6.12)JA,(ir/2)
where -y, E -27ra 2 p cos S 89 /9Ap,)o is the corresponding pseudodensity in A,-coordinate. The
physical meaning of C is no different upon changing the label for the meridional position.
From equation (6.11), C is also proportional to the mean angular momentum:
C = 27raL
In choosing A, _ A E L/ (Qa) as the new meridional coordinate, we are almost deliberately making
C a linear function of meridional position:
C = 27ra 2QA (6.13)
Then, the amount of PVS 6C between two meridional positions A and A + 6A must be a constant.
Taking the limit as 6A -+ 0, we see that the concentration of PVS in A-coordinate is constant.
Mathematically, we have from equations (6.12) and (6.13),
-- =y 7= 27ra 2Q
OA 0'
as in equation (6.10) for northern hemisphere.
Carrying the argument further, since isentropes are impermeable to PVS (Haynes and McIntyre
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Figure 6-2: The arrows A and B respectively represent the transport of PVS across A- and 9-surfaces.
Since the amount of PVS is constant in the boxed region poleward of A,, arrow A must equal arrow
B. But arrow B must be zero because PVS cannot pass through 0-surfaces. This implies that arrow
A must be zero as well.
(1987) [35]), the amount of PVS poleward of A can only be time-independent if there is no net
transport of PVS across the A-coordinate surface. (See Figure 6-2.) This implies that the transport of
PVS by the mean flow, eddies and unresolved motion must always exactly cancel. The mathematical
expression of the last statement is obtained by multiplying together equations (6.6) and (6.10) to
get:
7yA -F 27ra 2 QJ = 0 (6.14)
The first term on the LHS is the mean flux of PVS in (A, 0)-coordinates. The second term is the
flux of PVS by eddies and unresolved motion in (A, 0)-coordinates (see Appendix C.4.3). The non-
transport of PVS is the physical reason for why the mean flow is always given by the flux of PVS
by eddies and unresolved motion in equation (6.6). Central to this conceptual simplification is the
use of the angular momentum coordinate A.
6.1.5 Zonal Wind, Geographical Latitude, and PV
In (A, 0)-coordinates, the zonal mean zonal wind ft is determined from equation (6.1) as:
i = Qa cos p (A sec2 p - 1) (6.15)
Therefore, to know the zonal wind distribution, we need to know the geographical latitude o (A, 0)
first.
Geographical latitude p is related to the mean PV ( as follows: using equations (4.14) and (6.10),
we rewrite equation (6.9) as
= (gQ)l a"(sinpi) (6.16)
This is a first order nonlinear p.d.e. for V and p, given -'. To solve it, we need another first order
p.d.e. relating p and p, which brings us to the subject of the next section.
6.1.6 Nonlinear Thermal Wind Balance
We have two remaining equations of motion in (V, 0)-coordinates that are so far not transformed
into (A, 0)-coordinates. They are the meridional momentum and hydrostatic balance equations. To
the lowest order, the zonally averaged versions of these equations may be replaced by gradient-wind
balance and hydrostatic balance in the zonally averaged fields. (The validity of these two balance
assumptions will be justified in Section 6.4.1.) The two balance condition can be combined as a
single nonlinear thermal wind relation that provides the required relation between V and p in order
to invert the zonal average PV (.
From equations (3.9.7b) and (3.9.7d) of Andrews et al. (1987) [4], the two balance conditions
are
an a - 0- (6.17)
am) m H (P) (6.18)
where M E cT+<4) is the Montgomery streamfunction, and H (p) = cp (p/pref)' is Exner's function.
These can be combined to yield a nonlinear thermal wind balance in the "zonal average" atmosphere:
(f+ - tanV ) 11 - H(p)86 a a B9V 0
which has already been introduced in Section 4.2.
A similar relation can be derived in (A, 9)-coordinates by substituting for ii in the above equation
using equation (6.15), and multiplying by 8p/BA)0 , to get:
a( p, A) 1 a
&(A,0) a OA ,
A U (f + tan V) ii = a 2 sin V cos (A2 sec 4 yp- 1) (6.19)
Now using the identities 0) A oA, + a A' B and ( oFp) 0, the relation simplifies to:
Q2 a2  8) sec2 A )
or in dimensionless form,
c- Q2a2 a) sec 2 ( k ) (p/P)ef (6.20)
6.1.7 Brief Summary: (A, 0)-view of Global Circulation
Collecting the preceding boxed equations, we have respectively for the northern and southern extra-
tropics,
')A,7+ y )e7A+ ) A 00
0
0 = Q
0
A=
±27ra 2 Q (6.21)
=(gQf 4i aOsiW)
c- l 2a2 -)A sec2  A 9 (i3Pref)r
= a cos p (A sec 2  _1)
Up to this point in our theoretical work, there is only one prognostic variable in the zonal
average atmosphere in (A, 9)-coordinates: the pseudodensity -Y. (We have assumed that hydrostatic
0
and gradient-wind balance prevail.) The vertical mean flow 0 is equal to the mean diabatic heating
Q. This is a well-known consequence of using isentropic coordinates. The meridional mean flow
0
A is exactly determined from the PVS flux J by eddies and unresolved motion. Hence, by using
(A, 9)-coordinates, we have shown that, for primitive-equation extratropical atmospheres, the mean
circulation is always, directly and entirely, driven by forcings from eddy transport of PVS (formally
including mean zonal drag) and mean diabatic heating.
Physically, A is given by J because of the non-transport of PVS characteristic of the (A, 9)-
coordinate system. This unique feature must be emphasized: the concentration of PVS -Y is con-
stant, even when the system is time-dependent. Then, j, the mixing ratio of PVS, is determined
from the redistribution of mass by the zonal average circulation (A, . In fact, one can view (
as a scaled specific volume in (A, 6)-coordinates. And from the dynamical foundations of the mean
circulation, we recover the familiar concept that eddy PVS transport J (formally including mean
zonal drag) and mean diabatic heating Q changes the mean PV (.
The Jacobian definition of mean PV (, together with the nonlinear thermal wind relation, form a
pair of nonlinear first order p.d.e. for geographic latitude o and mean pressure p. Under appropriate
assumptions, it is possible to invert ( to obtain (p,p). (The details of these conditions will be
discussed later in Section 6.4) (W,p) can be interpreted as the zonal average location of a 6-surface,
and hence they signify the distribution of (dry) entropy cp In 0 in the atmosphere. At the same
time, the mean zonal wind U is completely determined by W in (A, 0)-coordinates, and so (W, p) also
contain information on the mean vertical and meridional wind shear. Thus, the distribution of mean
PV ( codes for the distribution of heat and momentum as well. These remarks are characteristic of
any PV-inversion theory. For example, in quasi-geostrophic theory, the inversion of pseudo-potential
vorticity yields the distribution of potential temperature and geostrophic wind. Hence, a change in
( effected by eddy PV flux J and the mean diabatic heating Q signifies a change in the mean state.
6.2 Including the Bottom Boundary in 0-coordinates
Apart from the o--coordinate system, many other vertical coordinates like z, p, or 0, have coordinate
surfaces that intersect the Earth's surface. The problem is especially severe in 9-coordinates, because
air temperature at the Earth's surface is non-uniform: there are permanent north-south temperature
gradients ultimately due to changing zenith angle of the sun, and east-west temperature gradients due
to influences from topography and land-sea contrast. Transient temperature variations associated
with planetary waves and baroclinic eddies further complicate the lower boundary condition. In fact,
the isentropes 0 < 300 K intersect the Earth's surface in the extratropics. This raises the important
questions of what is meant by the zonal average along latitude circles on 0-surfaces that intersect the
ground, and how the zonal average equations of motion are modified in the presence of the bottom
boundary.
In this section, we rederive the zonal average equations in (W, 0)-coordinates, taking account of
the bottom boundary of the atmosphere.
6.2.1 Definition of Zonal Averages
The Earth's surface in 0-coordinates undulates in both zonal and meridional directions, and the
undulations vary with time (cf. Figure 5-2). Let's denote the minimum and maximum poten-
tial temperature of air at the Earth's surface at latitude W and time t as 0G (p, t) and GH (p, t)
respectively. The line 0 = OG (p, t) demarcates the lowermost boundary of the atmosphere on a
zonal-average section. At any time t on a zonal-average section, we may define a "surface zone" that
lies between 0 = OG (W, t) and 0 = OH (W, t). Within the surface zone, latitude circles on isentropic
surfaces intersect the Earth's surface. Above the surface zone, the atmosphere is uninterrupted by
the Earth's surface. The union of all instantaneous surface zones gives the climatological surface
zone defined in Section 5.1.
First, we define a normalized zonal sum US over a latitude circle on an isentrope, including only
the contributions above the Earth's surface:
As j A -H [0 - (A)] dA (6.22)
27r "
where 71 is the Heaviside step function. (h (0 - 0a) is identically one above the surface, and zero
below the surface.) Referring to Figure 5-2, we may rewrite As as
r 27 f A dA for latitude circles entirely above ground
As n A2 for latitude circles above ground only over intervals (6.23)
1 1 f A dA
i=1A2z 1  [A 2i- 1, A22] : A1 < A2 < . . < A2n
n is the number of segments of the latitude circle above the surface. The () operator is linear in
the limits of integration A-, which is crucial for simplifying subsequent theoretical development.
Next, we define the zonal mean ()for the fraction w of the latitude circle above ground:
As
A= A -(6.24)
n
E [ _1 (6.25)
i 1
Thus, only above-surface values in the surface zone are used in our definition of the zonal mean,
unlike Andrew's and Held and Schneider's approach. This circumvents the issue of the balance
condition to use for fictitious underground quantities and avoids introducing fictitious forces in the
zonal momentum equation. At the lowermost boundary 9 = 9 G, As = 0 and W = 0, and so A must
be defined as the limit of As/wu as 9 tends to OG. Above the surface zone, - = 1 so that averaging
is carried out over the whole latitude circle, just as before in equation (4.1).
The mass-weighted zonal mean () is defined as before in equation (4.2), reproduced below:
S
-pA pAS
but see Appendix C.1.2 for the numerical evaluation of the mass-weighted integral within the mixed
layer near the surface. The identities (4.5) to (4.8) are valid throughout the atmosphere, as proven
in Appendix B.2.1.
For reasons that will become clear, we shall have to define other zonal averages for certain
quantities. These modified zonal means - i.e. modified in the sense that they are dependent on
our judicious treatment of the surface zone - are indicated by a tilde like so: (). We leave these
definitions to the relevant sections where their conception appear naturally.
Since we allow the latitude circles on an isentropic surface to be partially underground, the zonal
average theory that we develop is still applicable even in the presence of rigid east-west boundaries
(e.g. in ocean basins). In such cases, the surface zone extends throughout the entire fluid body
considered. Because of the choice of our definitions, boundary terms will appear explicitly in the
zonal average theory, elucidating the role of physical boundaries on the dynamics.
6.2.2 Time-Evolution of the Surface Zone
Suppose a latitude circle on an isentropic surface in the surface zone intersects the ground at longi-
tudes A1 (o, 0, t). There is a useful identity concerning A3 :
u(Aj) OA + v(A() OAj '+(Aj) (6.26)
a cos a at )W a av ) 8 ,
This identity is self-evident if one recalls that u(Aj) = a cos o dAj/dt by definition. (Equation (6.26)
is an extension of equation (3.17) of Andrews (1983) [3] to non-adiabatic flows.)
Using equation (6.26), Appendix C.1.3 shows that the fraction w (V, 9, t) of the latitude circle
above the surface evolves with time as:
+ = H, + -(6.27)
, -+ m (19) (6.28)
where the averaging operator o acting on a function A (A, W, t) is defined by:
m (A; y,0, t) - E {rA}, '0t) (6.29)
a* is the eddy diabatic heating, 6t is the eddy advection of potential temperature, r is the magnitude
of the zonal gradient of potential temperature, all evaluated for air at the Earth's surface:
* 0 * (6.30)
1 86a 1 196a6 = - U'19=a - V*|9=\ - (6.31)
a cos -y49A , V =I a Bap X
r 0a (6.32)
0a is the potential temperature of the air at the surface. Note that eddy zonal velocity u' is defined
with respect to the zonal mean, whereas the eddy meridional velocity v* is defined with respect to
the mass-weighted zonal mean. (See Appendix C.1.3 for why u' was used instead of u*.)
Note that equation (6.27) is trivially true above the surface zone, where w = 1. Hence, the
equation essentially describes the evolution of the surface zone in 6-coordinates due to advection by
mean flow, and eddy heating and eddy potential temperature advection at the surface.
The Meaning of H.
expressed as follows:
Referring to Appendix C.1.4, H. on the RHS of equation (6.27) can be
-2r V(') (6  - 0,) dA~~ eddd\ (6.33)
where
(un',v*,#*)
a cos p 8XA ,
1 a
' a ,
N is the Heaviside function. N (9 - 0,) represents a function of the "existence" of the atmo-
sphere, because it is identically one above the Earth's surface and zero below the Earth's surface.
V(0)N (9 - Oa) is non-zero only at the Earth's surface. Hence, H* represents the eddy motion of the
lower boundary of the atmosphere in 0-coordinates.
6.2.3 Mass Continuity Equation
The conservation of mass in 9-coordinates is expressed as follows:
(6.34)a+V -pvt+ tp#=0at 86
where v = (u, v) is the horizontal wind (cf. derivation in appendix 3A of Andrews et al. (1987) [4]).
Taking the normalized zonal sum,
Bys s 
s
- + IvcosP + pb =0Ot acos o op 80A O 06
a8 ,Wt
In the surface zone, remembering that Aj = A3 (P, 9, t), we have:
aps 1 a-s s
a+ sIV cosop+ JpO(9t a cos p op 86
= n p + vaA. + paA, pu 1
2t a aop 0 a cos v
Using the identity (6.26), the RHS is identically zero, just as above the surface zone.
Therefore, we have
a -S 1 9-_S_ 9~-o(.5
as + acos,5 1 v cos ( + TisL = 0 (6.35)
In considerations of mass conservation in the zonal average atmosphere, it is the normalized zonal
sum density ps that is the more directly relevant, rather than the zonal mean density fl. In the
surface zone, fts decreases to zero as it approaches the lowermost boundary 0 = OG, as less and less
atmosphere is above the Earth's surface. Above the surface zone, fps = of course.
6.2.4 Angular Momentum Equation
The momentum equation in 9-coordinates can be written as:
av av
+ (ok x v + - = -VoBo + F (6.36)
where k is the unit vector pointing upwards, v = (u, v) is the horizontal wind, (o f + Vo A v is
the isentropic absolute vorticity, Bo = M + v2 /2 is the isentropic Bernoulli function, and F is the
turbulent drag. Schir (1993) [92] rewrites the above as:
av + k x J = -VoBo (6.37)
where J = (ov - k x Hv- - F) is the total flux of potential vorticity substance (PVS) between
isentropic layers, as explained in Haynes and McIntyre (1987) & (1990) [35], [36].
Taking the normalized zonal sum, Appendix C.1.5 shows that
+ y+ a) L= + GF + GA (6.38)
-1 ±'+v*2A2
GF= -1r1: [IM' + U (6.39)27raGA 2
GA __ 
---[a*+O U 0) O 0 (6.40)Zu 86
where J , #*, 0' and m() are defined in equations (4.13), (6.30), (6.31) and (6.29) respectively, and
0 is the potential temperature of air at the Earth's surface.
The terms on the RHS of equation (6.38) represent, in the order from left to right: (1) PV flux
along isentropes due to advection by eddies, diabatic heating and mechanical drag; (2) eddy form
drag exerted by the undulating Earth's surface in 0-coordinates; (3) eddy advection of eddy angular
momentum at the Earth's surface (see the end of this subsection). These three effects alter the
mean absolute angular momentum and force a circulation normal to contours of L.
Term (1) is well-known in the literature, although they may be written in various forms, e.g.
equation (4.6) of [110] and equation (3.9.9) of Andrews et al. (1987) [4]. Terms (2) and (3) appear
only in the surface zone, and the author is not aware of previous literature that explicitly identifies
them. The simple form and physical interpretation of terms (2) and (3) are the results of our
definition of the zonal mean ii involving only values above the Earth's surface.
The Meaning of Term GA To see the nature of term GA, we follow steps similar to those in
Appendix C.1.4, and rewrite it as:
G2r () * u' cos p V(O)W [0 - 0, (A, W, t)] dAGA = 27rw f edd c
where 7, u(0 ) and V(0)are as defined at the end of Section 6.2.2. Now, u'a cos p V(0)?h (0 - Oa) is
the gradient of eddy angular momentum per unit mass across the surface boundary 0 = 0 a (A, (p, t).
This is because, upon integrating this term across the surface boundary, and using the fact that
U' -- 0 below the surface, we get u'a cos p as the eddy angular momentum just above the surface.
Therefore, GA represents the eddy advection of eddy angular momentum at the Earth's surface.
6.2.5 Meridional Momentum Equation
The meridional momentum equation on a sphere in 0-coordinates is
-- + v- v + 0- = FP - f + - tan W U - (6.41)
Ot 00 a aa
Appendix C.1.6 shows that the zonal average meridional equation in (p, 9)-coordinates is given by:
' ()+ f + -Xtan + + - =) F++XM+Y+Z '+M (6.42)
a 
_a p 0
xE = cs a) (ftsv*2Cos)- 1 a)__(SO*)*Xa cosy svri2cos) 0 - T y) pso-
Y = - 2tan - (f + u tan o) iu' -LL u2 tan o (6.43)
Z = - m' ,'
a p En
27rw i= 1 a BW A t-
Term X is the convergence of eddy fluxes of meridional momentum. Term Y contains second-order
and third-order Coriolis contributions. Term Z is the eddy meridional M-gradient force within the
atmosphere. Term M O is an force exerted along isentropes by the Earth's undulating surface in
9-coordinates.
6.2.6 Hydrostatic Balance
Hydrostatic balance is a good approximation for the atmosphere at synoptic and larger scales, even
within the mixed boundary layer. This is given in 9-coordinates by
M I (p) a c (6.44)09 \ Pref
Appendix C.1.7 shows that the zonal mean of the above is
09)= I (p) + K -M + 'M (6.45)
M K (1- K) 2 +... (6.46)
2 p2
M40  1 E [IM (6.47)
K has its origins in the nonlinearity of Exner's function (i.e. K $ 1). To lowest order, K is a
non-dimensional measure of the zonal pressure variance on an isentropic surface. MO is a cross-
isentropic force exerted by Earth's undulating surface in 9-coordinates, and so is non-vanishing only
in the surface zone. Notice that the term (1K+ ) equals 1 above the surface zone.
6.2.7 Brief Summary: Zonal Average Equations in (p, 0)-coordinates
In this section, we have derived the following equations of motion for the zonally averaged atmo-
sphere:
r, s + aco - fsi> Cos V + a pse 0OIa cos w ao
+ y + a= J + GF + GA
0+ (f + tan)+ =F+X+Y+Z+M10
aM ) II(P){ + r -N + M4
The novel results here are the zu-equation and the "forces" GF, GA, M ', and M which arise
because isentropes are intersected by the Earth's surface.
6.3 Circulation in (A, 0)-coordinates with a Surface Zone
In this section, we re-derive the equations of motion in (A, 0)-coordinates taking into account the
existence of a surface zone.
6.3.1 Time Evolution of the Surface Zone
Equation (6.27) can be rewritten as
e =- ma# + mT (0) 0
where L in (A, 9)-coordinates is given by equation (6.5). Note that the vertical gradient of w is along
V =const. lines in the surface zone. Therefore, it is necessary to know the geographical latitude p
in the surface zone in order to determine the time-evolution of w in (A, 0)-coordinates. We shall
return to the question of how to determine V diagnostically later.
6.3.2 Forcing of the Meridional Flow
We can use the same (non-dimensional) mean absolute angular momentum A in equation (6.1) as
the meridional coordinate, but using the definition of zonal mean in equation (6.24). Then, from
0
equation (6.38), the meridional flow A is given by:
A = + g (6.48)
= (Qa)- 1 (GF + GA) (6.49)
where J, the PVS flux above the Earth's surface due to eddies and unresolved motion, is as defined
before in equation (6.7), but using the zonal mean operation in the surface zone. In the surface zone,
there is an extra angular momentum source g arising from eddy form drag GF from the undulating
Earth's surface, and the eddy advection of eddy angular momentum GA at the Earth's surface.
6.3.3 Mass Continuity
The definition of pseudodensity of air in (A, 9)-coordinates must now be refined as
yET27ra2Ps cos Oa (6.50)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively, to allow for the existence of the surface zone.
Then, mass continuity is still expressed by equation (6.8), repeated below:
)A,O7+ -YA Y ) Y6=0
The reason why the presence of the surface zone does not modify the form of the mass continuity
equation is that the definition of fis and hence -y involves only the regions above the Earth's surface,
i.e. the atmosphere only.
6.3.4 PVS transport
Consider the normalized zonal sum of the concentration of PVS:
-s 1 a 1 n A3 'V A2,
(S =Wf- - 2Coso P+ ucosP 3 +v
acosV ' cOs 27ra 1s r-
Writing (o = pt and fs = wi, and using equation (6.25), we have
{ 1 81 n I Aj + A. 2,
pt ~{ f - ) Cos} + [ 'cos )+v*
acos (p Bo 27ra cos V By
Therefore, we may define a modified zonal mean PV ( and an eddy contribution at the Earth's
surface edd as follows:
dd+6eaa (6.51)
~ -1 8
E -o - {f- - eCos } (6.52)
1,a cosp aV 5 p acosL 8
d n U - cos O +V* (6.53)27rta cos P 8A)
edd is non-vanishing only in the surface zone. (Note that edd is finite at the bottom of the surface
zone because (u', v*) -+ 0 as w -+ 0.)
Multiplying equations (6.50) and (6.52),
y = t27r~a2w (6.54)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. Above the surface zone, the zonal mean
concentration of PVS -y = 7 is still a constant, implying the non-transport of PVS (see Section
6.1.4). Within the surface zone, the modified zonal mean concentration of PVS falls as 0 approaches
OG as there is less and less atmosphere at potential temperature 0, i.e. 0 -- + 0. (The eddy
contribution to PVS at the Earth's surface edd is not included in this viewpoint.)
6.3.5 Introducing a New Variable T
Since the atmosphere has a fixed bottom topography z = zt0 p, (A, <p), the pressure p at the bottom
boundary varies with time and so is an inconvenient variable to track. The time-dependence of
surface pressure cannot be neglected without serious consequences to the evolution of the mean
circulation (cf. Haynes and Shepherd (1989) [37]). This motivates us to introduce a new variable r:
T=s (6.55)
Pref
In a hydrostatic atmosphere, r is the mass per unit area between a vertical level and the Earth's
surface, divided by Pref /g. Compare this with pressure p, which is the mass per unit area between a
vertical level and the top of the atmosphere, divided by g. Both r and p measure cumulative vertical
mass distribution in a hydrostatic atmosphere, but in opposite directions. (Incidentally as such, the
use of r or p as the vertical coordinate ensures incompressible flow.)
The surface boundary condition is trivial when expressed as
T = 0 (6.56)
As a result, expressions involving r are mathematically simpler than those involving p in the surface
zone, e.g.
fS _ Pref Pref g;s (6.57)
9 09) g (6.57)
is true everywhere inclusive of the surface zone, but the analogous equation involving ps breaks
down in the surface zone due to non-trivial surface pressure terms:
pL g
In fact, ps = 0 at the lowermost boundary 9 = OG, despite pS increasing downwards above the
surface zone. So ps must have a maximum somewhere in the surface zone, i.e. -g- 18ps/9 is not
always positive in the surface zone. But we know that ft is always positive, even in the surface zone,
as long as the atmosphere is statically stable everywhere (i.e. O/Or),p P -pre= f 86/&p)W > 0).
6.3.6 Modified Zonal Average Pressure j
Motivated by the notion that pressure is a measure of the cumulative vertical mass distribution in
a hydrostatic atmosphere, we define a modified zonal average pressure j5 as follows:
P s - PrefTs (6.58)
where 5 is the zonal mean pressure along the surface of the Earth1 :
127r
j5 (p,t) - Ps (A, o, t) dA (6.59)
27r f0
j5, represents the mass of atmosphere above the Earth's surface while is represents the mass of the
atmosphere between the 9-level and the Earth's surface, in the zonal average atmosphere. Hence,
F represents the mass of the atmosphere above the 9-level in the zonal average atmosphere. (Note
that j = 5 at the lowermost boundary 9 = 6G where iS = 0.)
It is straightforward to show that
j5=ps + % p, dA (6.60)
where A2n+1 E A1 + 27r. [A2i, A2i+1] are segments of the latitude circle along the surface of the Earth
that are potentially warmer than the considered isentrope. Then, j can be seen as the zonal mean
of pressure p along the isentrope 9 wherever the surface is potentially cooler than 9, and along the
surface wherever the surface is potentially warmer than 9 (see Figure 6-3). This manner of averaging
is consistent with the notion that pressure is a measure of the atmospheric mass above a certain
potential temperature. Note that j= ps = p above the surface zone.
(5 can also be construed as a zonal mean along the entire isentropic latitude circle if one follows
Lorenz (1955) [64] in thinking that the underground isentropes lie just below the Earth's surface and
1 We have avoided using the overbar notation for P,, because that notation is defined to exclude parts of a latitude
circle that is underground, whereas i3 is taken along the Earth's surface.
0 cross-hatched region represents
atmospheric mass that is
potentially cooler than some 0
to get p~
hatched region denotes underground
to get P~S
Figure 6-3: j, measures the atmospheric mass above Earth's undulating surface in 0-coordinates.
s measures the atmospheric mass potentially cooler than 9. Hence, j5, being the difference between
the two, measures the atmospheric mass potentially warmer than 9 and so comprises the zonal sum
of p along isentropic segments above ground and along segments of the Earth's surface warmer than
9.
so have surface pressure values. But we emphasize that the definition of j arises naturally from the
point of view that pressure is a measure of mass in a hydrostatic atmosphere, and so the geometric
interpretation of Lorenz (1955) is not necessary. This is because no matter how deep we like to think
an underground isentrope is, the atmospheric mass above it is always given by p,. In avoiding any
geometric conception of the underground isentrope, we resist the temptation to use surface values,
or invent well-reasoned but fictitious values, for other meteorological variables below the Earth's
surface.)
6.3.7 Transport of Momentum and Dry Entropy
Using equations (6.57) and (6.58), and the fact that is is not a function of 9, we have
pS 1- 15) (6.61)
The above generalizes equation (4.14) to include the surface zone. And with this generalization, we
can rewrite the pseudodensity as
y = t27ra2 g- 1  (6.62)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively.
Equation (6.62) paves the way for the inversion of pseudodensity -y to get W and j5. Above
the surface zone, because the concentration of PVS is constant, pseudodensity -Y is effectively the
reciprocal of mass-weighted zonal mean PV (. Hence, we could also think that p and j5 are obtained
03
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mixed CZ
layer
by the inversion of PV above the surface zone. This is, however, not the case within the surface
zone.
A statement on the distribution of in (A, T)-coordinates can lternatively be seen as a
statement on the distribution of (L, 9) in (, ) -coordinates. Therefore, changing (cl , an ) in (A, 9)-
coordinates associated with the redistribution of pseudodensity y by the mean circulation ( m)
speaks of the transport of angular momentum L and dry entropy c n 9 in the atmosphere. As regards
the distribution of zonal momentum, we have seen that ii can be diagnosed from the distribution of
o by equation (6.15) repeated below:
i = Qa cos p (A sec 2 _ 1)
6.4 Inversion of Pseudodensity y
At this point, two issues remain in the theoretical development: (1) what additional dynamical
constraints ought to be imposed to determine (p, p) once given the pseudodensity -y? (2) How is the
inversion carried out and under what boundary conditions? These questions are dealt with next.
We shall investigate the problem in two very different regions of the atmosphere: above the surface
zone, and within the surface zone.
6.4.1 Above the Surface Zone
Nonlinear Thermal Wind Balance
Generally in the atmosphere, eddy contributions like terms X, Y, and Z in equation (6.42) are
small (cf. Andrews and McIntyre (1978) [6] and Andrews et al. (1987) [4]). Above the surface
zone, term MW is zero. The transient contribution 8i/Ot is as large as the second-order eddy terms,
while advection terms & &I/89V and 0 8i/00 are fourth-order. So B can be ignored too. Assuming
that 8O/Op is almost zero in the mixed layer, then practically any isentrope that lies outside the
surface zone must lie above the mixed layer and has Fw P 0 (see Figure 6-4 and its caption). Thus,
gradient-wind balance prevails outside the surface zone:
f + -tan o ii _ --a a BO o
Moving on to the hydrostatic balance equation (6.45), using values K = 0.28 and p'/p < 1, we
have the leading term in M < 0.1 in the extratropical troposphere. Meanwhile, (1 - K) /u + K > 1.
So the nonlinear term A( can be neglected to a good approximation. Above the surface zone, A
vanishes. Therefore, we recover the approximation above the surface zone:
am
Hence, we have justified the assertion in Section 6.1.6 that equations (6.17) and (6.18) apply for
the region above the surface zone. Following the arguments already presented in Section 6.1.6, we
have the nonlinear thermal wind relation:
Q2 a2c; 1 a)A sec 2 p 0 (pp, )
Elliptic Character of the System
The inversion problem that confronts us is thus as follows: given this system of first order nonlinear
p.d.e. above the surface zone:
-y = i 2 7ra2 g- 1 (sin PP) (6.63)a(A,0)
Q2a2 c ) sec2 (P (p/Pref)K (6.64)
we are to determine what boundary conditions to apply and what computational procedure to follow
in order to obtain (,p) from -y. In this subsection, we shall show that this system of p.d.e., suitably
linearized about a basic state, has an elliptic character under certain conditions. Then, ('P,p) need
to be specified at the vertical and horizontal boundaries of the domain of interest before -y can be
inverted. (See Courant and Hilbert (1962) [19] for a comprehensive treatment of the theory of p.d.e.)
For convenience, suppose that planetary rotation dominates the zonal average absolute vorticity.
Therefore, we shall define a basic state (Wo,po), where cos2 Wo = A and PO (A, 9) is such that the
pseudodensity of the basic state is the same as the whole system. From equation (6.63),
a8(sin (o, po) -± t 9
a(A,0) 27ra2
-> p - -A y d6 (6.65)
A=const.
We define deviations from the basic state:
sin 1  sin - sin o
P P - Po
Equation (6.63) linearized about the basic state is
a (sin o1 , po) a (sin po, pi) 00 (A, 6) a (A, 6)
- siA -A Osin )A = 0  (6.66)
where PoO = 8Po/O)A, POA - Opo/BA)9 , and fo 2sin oo - 2 1 - A.
Equation (6.64) linearized about the basic state is
Q22 o 0sin 9i A - 1 8
, 2 sin 0) sec /P0 0Pref)+K (P0Pref)'(1/Pref)]
- a 19 sin a1 - 1 ) (qop1) =go A (667)R A 0 A Pref aA O~I/1Pref (.7
where qo A (Po/pref)K 1 .
Appendix C.2 shows that equations (6.66) and (6.67) form an elliptic system if and only if
ao < 2Qa 2Pref 1/2 [1/2 1/ O (1-r.)/2
BA )P gR / [A2 (1 - A)]/ (Pref /
Since A2 (1 - A) < 4/27, and for the extratropical troposphere PO/Pref > 0.1 and ( > 0.1 pvu, a
sufficient condition for ellipticity in the extratropical troposphere is:
-), < 100K
This inequality is well satisfied, as our modeling studies will show.
Inversion of 7 above the Surface Zone
Once the ellipticity of the system is established, the pseudodensity -y can be inverted to yield (V,p)
above the surface zone. Obvious boundary conditions to use include P -+ 0 as 0 -+ oo at the top
of the atmosphere, and V = ±7r/2 at the poles where A = 0. Several options are possible for the
boundary conditions at the subtropical boundary and the top of the surface zone. For example,
the zonal mean zonal wind U may be specified thereby determining p, or the static stability 09/&p
may be specified, thereby determining p (since p -+ 0 as 9 -+ oo). Regardless of the exact choice,
the key point is that inversion of elliptic systems is fairly standard (cf. Courant and Hilbert (1962)
[19], Ames (1977) [2], Press et al. (1992) [87]). Thus, the invertibility of pseudodensity y above the
surface zone is established.
6.4.2 Within the Surface Zone
The nonlinear thermal wind relation is in essence an empirical relation based on the dominance of
gradient wind balance and hydrostatic balance of the zonally averaged variables above the surface
zone. Within the surface zone, we do not expect it to be a good approximation because the "forces"
MW and M 9 exerted by the Earth's surface on the atmosphere and the turbulent drag FW are not
negligible. Additionally, p # j in the surface zone, and so the thermal wind relation and equation
(6.62) do not form a closed system for a given -y. Therefore, we seek another empirical relation to
complete the definition of the inversion problem in the surface zone.
Vertical Invariance of Modified Zonal Mean Relative Vorticity
From model runs presented later, we found that in the surface zone,
( = - ~ function of (A, t) only (6.68)a cos vp 7) 
(
(o is a modified zonal mean absolute vorticity: it is different from the zonal mean absolute vorticity
( by the surface eddy contribution pedd (cf. equation (6.53)). Equation (6.68) is should be taken
as an empirical statement, although one may understand it as due to the weakness of near-surface
winds and hence the overwhelming dominance of planetary angular momentum over relative angular
momentum. It includes the familiar observation that the line joining the maximum zonal mean wind
at each horizontal level is more or less vertical.
To obtain p
Suppose that the fraction zu of latitude circle above the Earth's surface is given in (A, 9)-coordinates.
This way, we know that the top and bottom of the surface zone is at (AH, OH) and (AG, OG) respec-
tively. Let
T _ Osinp _ _BA )9 6
Using equation (6.68), we deduce that T is quite independent of 9 along lines of constant A in the
surface zone. In practice, we may adopt the value TH = TOH at the top of the surface zone for the
value of T within the surface zone:
A sin) = TH (A, t) (6-69)
TH may be obtained from the distribution of 'p above the surface zone. Equation (6.69) is a simple
first order p.d.e. for 'p. Integrating along 9 =const. lines,
sin p = sin pH+ AH TH dA (6.70)
O=const.
where we have used the boundary condition 'p = 'pH at the top of the surface zone. pH may be
derived from fiH at the top of the surface zone, which could also be the boundary condition used to
invert pseudodensity y above the surface zone.
To obtain j
To determine the modified zonal mean pressure 5, first we rewrite equation (6.62) as
y = t27ra 2 -- 18o sin p 8j5),
which can be understood by seeing that the original Jacobian represents a coordinate transformation
in two steps: (A, 9) -+ ('p,6) -+ (p, p). Hence, integrating for j along 'p =const. lines,
j=PH F 2j2TH f9  7d (6.71)(p=const.
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. We have used the boundary condition j = j5H
at the top of the surface zone 9 = OH. This may be derived from the inversion of pseudodensity y
above the surface zone.
6.4.3 Summary of Inversion Theory
We assume knowledge of a so that we know the extent of the surface zone in the zonal average
atmosphere. Equations (6.66) and (6.67) is an elliptic system that allows inversion of pseudodensity
y to get ('p,p) above the surface zone. Appropriate boundary conditions are (a) fi -+ 0 at the top of
the atmosphere; (b) p = ±gr/2 at the poles; (c) zonal mean wind iH at the top of the surface zone;
and (d) mean static stability &O/&jp at the subtropical boundary above the surface zone. (<, p) may
be derived from pseudodensity -y within the surface zone, by making the empirical assumption that
the modified zonal mean absolute vorticity 6 is vertically invariant.
Since -/w oc [, we may adopt the following viewpoint: the modified zonal mean PV ( de-
termines the distribution of dry entropy cp In 0 and absolute angular momentum per unit mass
Qa 2 A, for the zonal average atmosphere represented in (p,p)-coordinates. Thus, the theory is like a
primitive-equation generalization of the quasi-geostrophic pseudo-potential vorticity framework for
understanding the zonal average structure of the extratropical atmosphere.
6.5 Summary: The Complete Dynamical Equations
We now summarize the theory of atmospheric circulation in (A, 0)-coordinates.
The first set of equations determines the zonal average circulation (A, ), which predicts the
pseudodensity -y, and hence the modified zonal mean PV distribution ( throughout the atmosphere.
The vertical flow is directly related to the mean diabatic heating Q, while the meridional flow is
determined by PVS flux J due to eddies and unresolved motion. In the surface zone, additional
forcing on the meridional motion comes from the momentum source g due to form drag and eddy
advection of eddy angular momentum on the Earth's surface.
The pseudodensity y is related to geographical latitude o and modified zonal mean pressure 5 by
a nonlinear 1st order p.d.e. The (o, p)-distribution in (A, 9)-coordinates represents the distribution
of (dry) entropy c, In 0 and absolute angular momentum per unit mass Qa 2 A in the more familiar
latitude-pressure conceptual framework. p in A-coordinate also determines the distribution of zonal
mean zonal momentum i. Therefore, time-evolution of pseudodensity 'y represents the transport of
heat and momentum.
To invert pseudodensity y for (p,p), one needs more information. Above the surface zone,
nonlinear thermal wind balance provides that information by relating W and j5. The system of p.d.e.,
), 0 Y+ A)-7A + )A 'Y = 0
0
0=Q
0
A=J+g
y(= 27ra 2QU
-= ±2r 9 &(A,9)
Above the surface zone:
cP a2 2 -)A sec 2 MO (IPref)N
S= 1 , j=.p , (= (
Within the surface zone:
as _ = TH (A,t)
U=-(x e (*t+x( aw)ta c 
_w
U = Qa cos (A seC2~1
when linearized about a dominant basic state, is elliptic. Specification of boundary conditions at
the top and bottom of the atmosphere, and at the poles and the subtropics, suffices to solve the
inversion problem.
Within the surface zone, we make an empirical assumption that the modified zonal mean absolute
vorticity (0 is a function of (A, t) only. Then, using (W, p) at the top of the surface zone, we could
obtain (W,p) from pseudodensity -y within the surface zone.
The surface zone is characterized by the value of w between 0 and 1. (p, 0, t) is the fraction
of the Earth's surface at latitude W that has potential temperature lower than 0 at time t. The
evolution of the surface zone is thus marked by the evolution of w. w changes due to advection by
the mean circulation (A, 0) and by eddy surface heating me(O*) and eddy advection of potential
temperature a(6%).
Closure of this set of equations for the zonal average extratropical atmosphere may be achieved
by (1) the parametrization of J and Q throughout the atmosphere; (2) the parametrization of g,
m(#*) and m(6t) in the surface zone; and (3) the specification of boundary conditions: (a) p -4 0
at the top of the atmosphere; (b) y = ±7r/2 at the poles where A = 0; (c) zonal mean wind UH at
the top of the surface zone; and (d) mean static stability 80/p at the subtropical boundary above
the surface zone.
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Chapter 7
Circulation in Equilibrated
Atmospheres
Suppose one takes the time average of zonally averaged data, in (<p, )-coordinates, for a particular
month over several decades. The resultant state of the atmosphere for that particular month con-
stitutes part of the climatological seasonal cycle. A problem immediately crops up: the lowermost
boundary of the atmosphere is time-dependent because of fluctuations of surface temperature and
pressure. (Recall that 0 is a function of T and p.) What implications this has on the circulation prob-
lem has not been adequately demonstrated in the literature, although recently Held and Schneider
(2000) made some progress in this respect.
Starr and White (1951) [99] showed that transient axisymmetric contributions are not important
to the time-mean zonal-mean climatology of the atmosphere's angular momentum budget. (Note
that "transient axisymmetric contributions" is not the same of "transient eddies", the latter of which
is very important in the atmosphere. cf. Starr and White (1952) [100].) In fact, it is rather common
to implicitly ignore the transient axisymmetric contributions, by treating the time-mean zonal-mean
state as a steady state of the instantaneous zonal average theory (see e.g. Andrews et al. (1987)
[4], Holton (1992) [42]). While such a treatment is of pedagogical value, one should recall that
the climatological state is really only "steady" in a statistically averaged sense. Hence, there are
circumstances where the approach is not advisable. For example, where the Eulerian annual mean
zonal mean circulation is concerned, transient axisymmetric terms are important because of seasonal
changes in the Hadley and Ferrel cells. Moreover, to understand the circulation in the surface zone
in this thesis, it is prudent to first regard the atmosphere as a statistically equilibrated state after
temporal averaging, rather than as an approximate steady state without temporal averaging. In this
way, we could ascertain if the variability of the lowermost boundary is indeed negligible.
For the above reasons, we proceed in this chapter to develop an precise treatment of the statis-
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tically equilibrated zonal average atmosphere.
7.1 Time Averages of Zonal Averages
Within the surface zone, the order of temporal and zonal averaging is not interchangeable because
an isentrope is interrupted by the Earth's surface and the limits of zonal or temporal integration
are variable. We shall consider temporal averages of zonal averages, rather than the converse. A
major advantage in doing so is that the normalized zonal sum (cf. Section 6.2.1) vanishes at the
moment the entire latitude circle on an isentrope sinks below the Earth's surface, or equivalently,
when the Earth's surface at that latitude warms up above that potential temperature. This implies
that boundary terms in time do not arise when temporal averages are taken. The result is a
tidier mathematics, which leads to a clearer understanding of the effect of the lower boundary.
Additionally, such an approach is more directly related to the instantaneous zonal average state of
the atmosphere. However, there is a drawback: the effects of zonally varying factors, e.g. topography,
land-sea contrast, is less transparent in this framework. But we are not investigating these factors
within this thesis.
Let 9G (p) and 9H (W) denote the lowest and the highest potential temperature on the Earth's
surface anywhere along latitude W over a long time interval [ta, tb]. Recall the definition of the
"surface zone" as the region between the lines 9 = 9G (W) and 9 = 9H (W) in Section 5.1. Latitude
circles in the surface zone are at least sometimes partly below the Earth's surface, and at most
sometimes entirely below the Earth's surface.
The definitions of time averages employed in this thesis are carefully constructed to avoid ref-
erence to quantities that are below the Earth's surface. Let [t2i- 1 , t2j, where j = 1, 2, ..., m and
ta < ti < t 2 < ... < t 2 m < tb, denote the time intervals over which the latitude circle (W, 9) is not
completely below the Earth's surface. (Note that m = 1 and ti = ta, t 2 = tb for latitude circles that
are never completely below the Earth's surface.) Thus, for the functions A (W, 9, t) and B (W, 9, t)
of the instantaneous zonal average atmosphere, we make three key definitions below. (Notation for
their corresponding deviations are introduced in Appendix C.3.1 as they are only needed in the
Appendix C.3.)
Normalized Temporal Sum
1 m[A] s - - (aj1f2- A dt (7.1)
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Temporal Mean
[Al - ssAlS (7.2)
Mass-Weighted Temporal Mean
(A) = LAl (7.3)
( Ps s LP
If we are averaging over a sequence of isolated time intervals [ta, tb] , [tc, td], ... , [ty, tz] (e.g. every
month of January in the last ten years), the normalized temporal sum is defined as
s (tb - ta) [Al Sa + (td - tc) [Al es + t y)[lsz
(tb - ta) + (td - tc) -1- -.- + (tz - ty)
where [AlI denotes the normalized temporal sum over the interval [ta, tb]. The definitions for the
temporal mean and the mass-weighted temporal mean follow as before.
For a function A (A, W, 0, t) of the instantaneous three-dimensional atmosphere, we shall refer to
the temporal zonal mean [A] and the mass-weighted temporal zonal mean (A). According to the
previous definitions, these can be shown to be:
( s1s(A1= LwlS (7.4)
ZA) _ _ [pAA (7.5)
PSs pLAI
We shall also use the following deviations of A (A, p, 0, t) from the temporal zonal averages:
At A - (A] (7.6)
A*"' A - (Z) (7.7)
From the identities proven in Appendix B.2, it is easy to show that
L 1=0 (7.8)
LAB] E [A] [Ti + [A1B1l (7.9)
A'1 B  0 (7.10)
->(AB) $()(3 + A'+') (7.11)
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7.2 Important Remarks
In this chapter, we shall assume that the system is in statistical equilibrium, i.e. [8As/Ot] - 0
as the averaging period (tb - ta) -+ oo for all dynamical variables A. The temporal averages are
understood to be taken over a sufficiently long period so that [8ls/&t]s ~ 0 . (cf. Appendix C.3.2)
for a more rigorous definition.)
For clarity of presentation, we shall adopt the following substitute notation for these quantities:
ZUeq =Lzu15
(7.12)
U E (i]
V ( a)
(Beware that M 5 LPl in the surface zone.) We shall reuse the same notation A to denote the mean
angular momentum coordinate in the temporal zonal average case:
A E cos2  + Cos W(PQaco~
We shall denote the time derivative following the climatological zonal average flow (vis-h-vis mass-
weighted temporal zonal mean flow) by
() =a-1 (i ) 0+
and hence 6 = (. It is straightforward to show that
A +0 (7.13)
7.3 The Climatological Circulation in (<p, 0)-coordinates
7.3.1 Heat Transport in the Surface Zone
The equilibrated surface zone is characterized by a value of weq between 0 and 1. Weq at some
location (W,9) indicates the climatological probability that air on the Earth's surface at latitude
p has a potential temperature less than 0. Or equivalently, Weq may also be understood as the
probability that an air parcel of potential temperature 9 on the Earth's surface is located equatorward
of latitude o.
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In Appendix C.3.3, we take the normalized temporal sum of equation (6.27) to get
V 8grg9 o oweq
- + = H (7.14)
a op a oil (9 75
a* = 9a (7.16)a =0.
0 1 Oa ) 1 00a (7.17)+ - 0=0" acosW A vt =0a a a9 p Jx~t
where the averaging operator E acting on a function A (A, o, t) is defined by:
2n S
E (A; W, 6) {r-- A (W,0,S s (7.18)
r is defined in equation (6.32) and Oa is the potential temperature of air on Earth's surface. By a line
of reasoning parallel to that in Section 6.2.2, He represents the eddy motion of the lower boundary
of the atmosphere in 6-coordinates. (Note that the eddy winds (ut, v*, 9*) refer to departures from
the temporal zonal average (Lil] , ( "I) , )
Since the atmosphere has equilibrated, weq is a fixed function of (W, 0). Dynamically speaking,
equation (7.14) shows that its distribution is determined by the climatological mean circulation
V, ), and the eddy heating #0 and eddy heat transport O6 on the Earth's surface. However, in
practice, one usually knows the statistical distribution of surface potential temperature, vis-a-vis
weq. So, let us rearrange equation (7.14) into another form that is more insightful.
First, note that 9 EE ), because 9 is independent of (A, t). Thus, equation (7.14) may
\ 0=0.]
be rewritten as:
y e =- 0 + 42*4 + E (60)a) -p(0=)]a)
Dividing by OweU/6o),, and recall that 0 , we have
X (#a) + EX(96) = 0 (7.19)
IE(#a) and E(Ot) are respectively the expectation values of diabatic heating and the eddy heat
transport on the Earth's surface at latitude p whenever and wherever it is at potential temperature
6 (cf. Appendix C.3.5). The last term represents the mean heat transport in the surface zone. Since
we may assume that -eq (O, 0) is known, equation (7.19) shows that the mean meridional flow in
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the surface zone is determined by mean diabatic heating and eddy heat transport on the Earth's
surface.
Integrate equation (7.19) with respect to wee and use equation (C.57), we have
1 t 2 r V q8=\
($a) + a Ot) dA dt- dOP = 0 (7.20)2,r (tb -- ta) 1. 0+ a o90 e
o=const. W=const.
Thus, the heat transport by the surface mean meridional flow - where the mean flow V defined
in 0-coordinates is a function of the potential temperature of surface air - balances the mean
diabatic heating and eddy heat transport on the surface. Thus, we may view equation (7.19) as a
detailed probabilistic analysis of the surface heat balance according to the potential temperature of
the surface air.
7.3.2 Meridional Mass Flux in the Surface Zone
Appendix C.3.4 proves that
MV=j E ((V)o ; , Oa) 7r (0a) d6a (7.21)
7r (0) &U86 (7.22)
IE((UV)o ;, a) is the expectation value of the mass flux at vertical level 0, whenever/wherever the
surface air is at potential temperature Oa < 0, at some latitude P. 7r (0a) is the probability that a
surface air parcel at latitude V has potential temperature 6a.
If there is a mixed layer present next to the surface where p -+ oo (or very large in practice),
we may write
PV E pV +IVm (6 6a - )
0+
Vm j pv do= jvdp
where 1 f (A, o, 9, t) is the isentropic density in the free troposphere, i.e. above the mixed layer. pm
is the pressure at the top of the mixed layer, and Vm is the total mass flux through the mixed layer.
The small positive number E places the mixed layer just above the surface. From equation (7.21),
we get
MV = E (Vm; V, 0) 7r (0) + E ((pf v)O ; o, Oa) 7r (0a) d6a (7.23)
V6 GV
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Similar to before, E ((pfv) 0 ; 0, 0a) is the expected mass flux at latitude W and potential temperature
6, wherever/whenever the surface air is at potential temperature 0" < 0. E(Vm; W, 0a) is the expected
mass flux over the whole mixed layer at latitude p wherever/whenever the surface air is at potential
temperature Oa
Equation (7.23) is very similar to equation (5.4), that is taken from Held and Schneider (1999)
[40]. However, there is an essential difference from Held and Schneider's analysis: }E ((pf V)o ; p, Oa)
is a function of both Oa and 9, where 0 > Oa. This means that I am also considering the vertical
variation of mass flux above the surface zone. Thus, to be strictly commensurate with equation
(5.4), we rewrite the second term on the RHS of equation (7.23) as
VO = 0 ((pf v)+ ; W, Oa) 7r (0a) d~a + L Y ([pf v) + ; W, Oa) 7r (0a) d6a (7.24)
(pf v)0 + is the mass flux just above the mixed layer. The expected mass flux just above the mixed
layer, IE((pfV)0+ ; W, 6a) is a function of 0a but not of 9. E([Ifv]+ ; WOa) is the expected differ-
ence in mass flux at isentropic level 9 and just above the mixed layer. Equations (7.23) and (7.24)
provide a rigorous theoretical basis to assess the validity of Held and Schneider's arguments (cf.
Chapter 5).
7.3.3 Mass Circulation
Mass continuity is derived in Appendix C.3.6 as:
- MVcos+ )+ MO = 0 (7.25)
cos W OW 0 860
From the above, we can define a mass streamfunction T such that
V - -i1 *) (7.26)27r aMcos a '8
0 = 1 TW- (7.27)
and T vanishes at 9 = G, oo and at p = ±7r/2. From equation (7.26), T can be understood as the
vertically integrated northward mass flux (in units of kgs- 1) from the top of the atmosphere:
IF = 27ra cos W MV d9 (7.28)
V=const.
where OT -4 00.
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7.3.4 Angular Momentum Balance
The angular momentum equation is derived in Appendix C.3.7 as:
V + 6 Q) , = jec + geq (7.29)
jeq is the climatological flux of PVS by eddies and unresolved motion:
jeq E (la) p 44l (v** - [ u + FA cos s (7.30)
geq is the climatological source of angular momentum due to eddy form drag G and eddy advection
of eddy angular momentum G2. (We followed similar arguments to those in Section 6.2.4 to arrive
at the physical meaning of G .)
geq (Qa)-' (G + GA) (7.31)
G [1 [Mt + V] (7.32)
eF 21req E2-1
-M = + u* (9a) cos sO) g eq (733)
GA me(7.33)
where #f, 6t and operator E are defined in equations (7.16), (7.17) and (7.18) respectively and Oa
is the potential temperature of air at the Earth's surface. Gy and GA are non-vanishing only in
the surface zone. Note that all climatological eddy quantities refer to departures from the temporal
zonal averages (i.e. the climatological state).
The isomorphism between equation (7.30) for the equilibrated state and equation (6.7) for the in-
stantaneous state must be emphasized. This isomorphism is especially useful as it allows us to relate
directly climatological dynamics to instantaneous zonal average dynamics. It also formally justifies
the thinking that the equilibrated climatological state is like a steady state of the instantaneous
zonal average equations.
7.4 The Climatological Circulation in (A, 0)-coordinates
7.4.1 Mass Circulation
Since A is monotonic with respect to s in each hemisphere away from the equator, we may transform
our equations into (A, 9)-coordinates. After the transformation, the angular momentum equation
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takes the simple form of:
A = jeq + geq (7.34)
which is a statement of the meridional flow in the new coordinates.
The vertical flow is simply the climatological mean diabatic heating:
0 =(7.35)
Let the pseudodensity in (A, 6)-coordinates be
F - T27ra 2 McoS P -- (7.36)
BA
for the northern and southern hemispheres respectively. Mass continuity is expressed by:
)FI + I)00=0 (7.37)
aA o 86A
Thus, the circulation is:
A t(7.38)
F 9 A
1 8\
6O T- (7.39)IF 9A 0
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. (Note that the mass streamfunction T is
a scalar, and so is invariant under coordinate transformations in the zonal average phase space, as
proven in Appendix C.4.1). From equations (7.34) and (7.38), we can express IV as:
T = f {jeq+ geq} do (7.40)
A=const.
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. Hence, the mass circulation of the atmosphere
is entirely determined from eddy PVS transport jeq (formally including the mean zonal drag LFA1)
above the surface zone. Within the surface zone, additional dynamical forcings come from the
momentum source geq.
Once the mass streamfunction T is derived from equation (7.40), the climatological mean diabatic
heating 0 can in principle be obtained from equation (7.39).
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7.4.2 PVS Transport
Following arguments similar to those in Section 6.3.4 (cf. Appendix C.3.8 for details), we introduce
a modified temporal zonal mean PV E as follows:
7 1 1 ___ 
-1 [L] )Ltl -{f--- [A] cos O =)(7.41)(p acos? 8p Oe (p a cos p Oo
The difference between the mass-weighted temporal zonal mean PV(0 and - is an eddy contribution
edd at the Earth's surface:
edd = - B = -o- [ 1 [ut cos 0 + vDA1 (7.42)
L[pl 21rwa cos (p 80 A2.
which vanishes above the surface zone so that B = .
Multiplying equations (7.36) and (7.41) together, we have an expression for PVS concentration
in (A,0)-coordinates:
FE = 27ra2QZeq (7.43)
for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. Thus, as in the time-dependent formulation,
there is no transport of PVS above the surface zone. And likewise, equation (7.34) can be understood
because the transport of PVS by the mean flow and by eddies (including those giving rise to Reynolds
stresses) exactly balance above the surface zone.
7.5 Inversion of Pseudodensity
In parallel to the time-dependent case, we define a modified zonal average pressure P:
li = IF' - Pref [yrS1 S (7.44)
where P, is the temporal zonal mean surface pressure over the time interval [ta, tb] for which the
climatology is taken:
1 ftb/2r
Is ( fra) II p, (A, , t) dA dt
27r (tb - ta) k o
[PS] S represents the mass of atmosphere between a vertical level and the Earth's surface in the
climatology. So, P represents the mass of the atmosphere above that vertical level in the climatology.
It is not difficult to show that P = [p] above the surface zone.
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Using equation (C.45) in Appendix C.3.2 and equation (7.44), we obtain
M = (7.45)
g 860
and hence from equation (7.36),
F = ±27ra2 a(s ) (7.46)
This is an inversion relation between (O, I') and F.
Above the surface zone, we assume that nonlinear thermal wind balance prevails:
p22a 2 c-' _) sec 2  - I (l /pref(747)
After the system is linearized about a base state bearing the same pseudodensity but zero [i],
ellipticity is ensured by the following sufficient condition:
OA < 100K (7.48)
where Le10 is the base-state pressure.
Within the surface zone, we assume that
ZO= 1 function of A only (7.49)
a cos 8
ZO is a modified temporal zonal mean of isentropic absolute vorticity. The implication is that
a sin~ -p y
A T H(A) (7.50)
where T is taken to be the value at the top of the surface zone in practice. The assumption that Zo
is vertically invariant within the surface zone is an empirical one, and may be understood as based
on the dominance of planetary angular momentum over the relative angular momentum because
near-surface winds are weak.
Equation (7.46) together with equation (7.47) and (7.49) form an analogous system of p.d.e. to
the time-dependent case. Therefore, the approach to pseudodensity inversion described in Section
6.4 can be applied here as well.
The distribution of (V, F) in (A, 9)-coordinates is equivalent to the distribution of absolute
angular momentum per unit mass Qa2 A and (dry) entropy c, In 9 in the equilibrated atmosphere in
the climatological latitude-pressure coordinates. Additionally, the distribution of zonal momentum
per unit mass U can be deduced as
U = Qacos p (A sec 2  - 1)
7.6 Summary:The Climatological Equations
Collecting the boxed equations, we have
A = jeq + geq
% = - 0 { dO
A=const.
r-== i±21ra 2 eq
IF = ±21ra2. o
Above the surface zone: (7.51)
Q2a 2c- 1 A sec 2  - x(P]/Pref)'
weq= 1L, 1 
Within the surface zone:
=Tfe (A)
E (4a) + E (O)- - 0
U = Qa cos V (A sec 2 V _ 1)
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Chapter 8
Zonal Average Transport
8.1 Transport in Time-dependent Atmospheres
8.1.1 In (<p, 0)-coordinates
The transport of a chemical species is given by the conservation of the species:
px + VO -pxv + p4 = pS (8.1)
where x is the mass mixing ratio and S is the Lagrangian mixing ratio tendency due to the sum
of chemical production/destruction, surface emissions/deposition, and mixing by unresolved eddies
like turbulence and convection. Taking the zonal average and using the continuity equation (4.10),
Appendix C.1.8 shows that, whether within or outside the surface zone,
SV S cos - - # (8.2)
at ) ps Cos O a a8p 0908 )
V -ps3icos 0) fpsyw cos V + )psy cos
_W = * (8.3)
yO = OX
Y= (Y3, YO) is the eddy chemical tracer flux divided by the mass density, PS cos 0, in (p,0,t)-
coordinates. The terms on the RHS of equation (8.2) are respectively from left to right: (a) the
net tendency due to chemical reactions and transport by unresolved motion; (b) the convergence of
eddy fluxes; and (c) & (d) advection of mean tracer mixing ratio j by the zonal average circulation
This approach of using the mass-weighted zonal mean k should be contrasted with equation
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(4.12) where the zonal mean J is used instead. (The i-approach was taken from Section (9.4.3) of
Andrews (1987) [4], and has been used by some authors, e.g. Stone and Randel (1998) [101], to study
transport in the troposphere.) In the surface zone, a formulation using V would have non-vanishing
boundary terms. Moreover, in the i-approach, there is an eddy time-tendency term a (Wx') lt
that is difficult to diagnose in general for unequilibrated systems. But the most important reason
for using i instead of V is that the tracer mass budget is represented by j and not V.
8.1.2 In (A, 0)-coordinates
Using equations (6.5) and (8.2), and the result in Appendix C.4.2, chemical transport in (A, 9)-
coordinates can be shown to be
Oi) = -LA ' )0-0 i (8.4)
at A,6 1V Y O JA 0
V a ~)YA± + _)ye
yA 1 2A) + 8*x* ) (8.5)
ye E *X*I
where y (yA, ye) is the eddy chemical flux divided by the mass density y in (A, 9, t) coordinates.
The essence of chemical transport as a result of mean advection, convergence of eddy chemical
flux, turbulent/convective mixing, chemical production/loss has been preserved by the coordinate
transformation.
There is much conceptual advantage in using (A, 9)-coordinates: the mean meridional advection
is directly related to PVS flux J and momentum source 9 in the surface zone, while mean vertical
advection is directly due to mean diabatic heating Q. This will be the framework that we shall
employ in subsequent diagnostics of model output.
8.2 Transport in Equilibrated Atmospheres
All the equations put forth in this section assume that the chemical-dynamical system is in statistical
equilibrium, and that a sufficiently long averaging period is employed. We also use the following
notation for convenience:
(8.6)
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8.2.1 In (<o, 0)-coordinates
Appendix C.3.9 shows that
1 V X'\ o0 X
V - M[ cos - - - - - (8.7)Mcos V a OW } 09
V -MY cos 2) MYW cos W + )MY' Cos
Yj = . (8.8)
Ya x b*
where Y (YP, YO) is the climatological eddy chemical tracer flux divided by mass density Mcos O
in (V, 9)-coordinates. The eddies here refer to departures from the temporal zonal average. The
equilibration of the chemical-dynamical system is the result of the balance between advection by the
climatological circulation, eddy transport, turbulent/convective mixing of chemicals, and chemical
production/loss. Note also the isomorphism between equations (8.2) and (8.7).
8.2.2 In (A, 0)-coordinates
From equation (8.7), it is straightforward to show that:
0 -S - fV - A x) ) - )_ (8.9)
V -Y 1A) FYA + !) FYA
yA = X) + *x } (8.10)
ye = X*
where Y (yA, ye) is the climatological eddy chemical flux divided by mass density F in (A, 0)-
coordinates. The advantage gained from the transformation is that, like in the time-dependent
case, advection by the climatological mean circulation is directly related to PVS transport Jeq and
momentum source geq. We shall again employ the (A,6)-framework in subsequent climatological
diagnostics of model output.
8.2.3 Chemical Transport and PVS Transport
Equation (8.9) shows that in an equilibrated transport climatology, the eddy chemical flux Y is
related to the mean flow A and hence to the PV flux J. Quite apart from this relation that results
from the balance between mean and eddy transport, it is plausible that another more direct relation
exists between Y and J, since both chemicals and PV substance are transported by the same eddy
motion. But there are two caveats to such a relation:
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1. Using the viewpoint of Haynes and McIntyre (1987 & 1990) [35],[36], PVS does not cross
isentropic surfaces, but chemical tracers generally do. Alternatively, from a more conventional
viewpoint, PVS has diabatic sources that "contrive" to compensate for gain or loss due to
cross-isentropic transport. This unique behavior distinguishes PVS from a chemical substance.
Hence, a relation is at best expected between the adiabatic components of PVS flux and
chemical tracer flux.
2. Even in adiabatic flows, if isopleths of PV and chemical mixing ratio are orthogonal to each
other, we will expect little correlation between PVS flux and chemical flux. This is because
the transport of the two substances are carried out by different components of the eddy mo-
tion, namely normal to their respective isopleths. (See Figure 8-1). Therefore, we ought to
distinguish the effect of tracer distribution from the effect of eddy motion in the tracer flux.
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Figure 8-1: PVS and chemical transport are little
ratio are orthogonal.
2
PV flux
isentropic
surface
related if isopleths of PV and chemical mixing
Hence, conceptually, we may suppose some functional relations like:
JA =JA
YA YA [Kx , X]
where IK and Kx represent some aspect of the eddy motion that pertains to the transport of PVS
and a chemical tracer respectively. The distribution of PV and tracer are naturally represented by
the mass-weighted means ( and X in view of preceding theory. The subscript A denotes that only
the adiabatic components of fluxes are considered.. Thus specifically, the relationship between JA
and YA lie in the similarities between KC and Kx.
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For our investigation, we shall examine the relationship between PVS flux and tracer flux in the
context of an eddy-diffusive parametrization for the fluxes in (A, 0)-coordinates:
A Aa A 1 B A)
JA = - JA , (8.11)
yA = _AA aX) yA =A1( q) A) (.2YA = -V (8.12)
where JA and Y are the PV and tracer flux, while Aand K^ are the eddy diffusion coefficients
along isentropes in these coordinates. The choice of the A-coordinate is deliberate, so that transport
by the mean flow is additionally related to PVS fluxes. But in fact, the parametrization preserves
the same form in p-coordinates:
aKw) _ a
with scaled eddy diffusion coefficients I[ and K :
I W AA
K AA '9)
Therefore, the choice of the meridional coordinate is immaterial as far as the eddy-diffusive parametriza-
tion is concerned.
For small-amplitude eddies, there is a good theoretical foundation for an eddy-diffusive parametriza-
tion, as long as the lifetime of a tracer is longer than the Lagrangian eddy time-scale, as shown by
Plumb and Mahlman (1987) [86]. In this case, eddy tracer flux may be related to mean tracer
gradients as:
i = -Kx e VX (8.13)
where K. is a tensor that is identical for all sufficiently long-lived tracers. The symmetric com-
ponent of K. produces a diffusive behavior in the tracers, while the antisymmetric component of
KX provides an additional advective circulation for tracer transport. But for large-amplitude eddies
where nonlinear effects are important, an eddy-diffusive parametrization can no longer be justified
theoretically. Nevertheless, equation (8.13) can still be put forth as a definition for Kx. Formally,
Kx is only uniquely defined from eddy fluxes of a pair of tracers, and it is a priori a function of the
identity of the tracer pair. That is, a substitute notation like K1,x2 will be more appropriate. As
such, the parametrization scheme would not have any practical use, since Kx,,x2 is not universal,
and knowledge of it would pre-suppose knowledge of the precise eddy fluxes that the scheme is
meant to parametrize in the first place. However, if it can be shown empirically that the tensor
Kx1x2 is not sensitively dependent on the identity of the tracer pair (X1, X2) - provided x1 and
X2 are sufficiently long-lived - then the parametrization will be useful even when nonlinear effects
are present. (In such cases, there is usually a scale separation between the nonlinear eddies and the
mean flow.) This is the essence of the argument advanced by Plumb and Mahlman (1987) [86].
In this thesis, we examine a simpler formulation of the parametrization where diabatic heating
is assumed to be weak over an eddy lifetime. Then for small-amplitude eddies, it can be shown
that only the KAA element of the tensor Kx is non-zero and the flux-gradient relationship simplifies
to equation (8.12). The practical usefulness of the parametrization would depend on whether the
eddy-diffusion coefficient KA, defined as
KAA -YA2 (8.14)
is indeed insensitive to the identity of the tracer x, where the lifetime of X is longer than the lifetime
of an eddy.
In the case of PV transport, for argument's sake, let us adopt the conventional notion of PV
transport before Haynes and McIntyre (1987) [35]: PV may pass through isentropes, but there are
also compensating diabatic sources and sinks of PV when that happens. Then, PV transport may
be considered in the same framework as a chemical tracer. An assumption of weak diabatic heating
means both that negligible PV is generated or destroyed by diabatic processes over the duration of
an eddy, and that the tensor Kg may be replaced by the eddy-diffusion coefficient IFAA for small-
amplitude eddies. It is also assumed that the production/loss of PV by mechanical drag is negligible
over an eddy lifetime. Thus, we obtain the parametrization in equation (8.11). The practical test
of the eddy-diffusion parametrization for large-amplitude eddies resides in whether the following is
true:
AA PKAA (8.15)
where the eddy-diffusion coefficient AA is defined as
AA A Q (8.16)
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Equation (8.15), if valid, implies that eddy chemical flux YA is related to eddy PV flux JA because
both are quasi-conserved tracers advected by the same eddies.
We shall assess the utility of the eddy-diffusion parametrizations, and evaluate the relation
between eddy chemical and PV flux in the modeling component of this thesis.
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Part IV
Computational Modeling
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Chapter 9
Model Description
Over the preceding three chapters, an isentropic zonal average formalism has emerged, which is able
to handle the bottom boundary in 9-coordinates in a rigorous manner, and which can relate the
mean circulation directly to eddy PV transport (formally including mean zonal drag), surface-zone
momentum sources and mean diabatic heating. We are poised at this juncture to put the theory to
the test, and use it investigate the circulation and transport in the Underworld.
9.1 Why use a Simple Model?
At present, several global-scale datasets on the atmosphere are available which contain analyzed
meteorological variables like u, v, T etc. gridded on pressure surfaces. Common examples are the
analyses from NCEP' and ECMWF 2 (Trenberth and Olson (1988) [109]), and the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. (1996) [52]). While it is tempting to use these for the current
investigations - as they contain information about the real atmosphere - it is equally forbidding
to contemplate the number of complications that will arise. To name two such complications,
the analyzed meteorological variables do not exactly obey the equations of motion, and the data
may contain biases from the underlying GCMs used to construct the first-guess fields before data
assimilation. (The model biases are especially strong for variables like the irrotational wind and the
total diabatic heating that are centerstage to the zonal average circulation being examined in this
thesis.)
On the other hand, GCM simulations can produce dynamically consistent global numerical data
that can provide a surrogate atmosphere for us to study. For some purposes, this approach is excellent
for it produces realistic-looking results coupled with numerical precision. However, the drawback
here is that GCMs contain many sophisticated parametrizations whose interactions may render the
'National Center for Environmental Prediction, whose old name was National Meteorological Center
2 European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
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computational process too complex to facilitate insights into the atmosphere's fundamental workings,
not to mention potential sensitivity of the results to some obscure parameters.
Since the topic of isentropic zonal average circulation and transport in the Underworld has
not seen much emphasis in the literature, it is really the basic concepts that we are after in this
thesis. Therefore, in my view, the best approach to address the questions we pose in Chapter 1 at
this stage is to use a simple computational model of the extratropical troposphere. Such a model
would have simple parametrizations for the physics of radiation, convection and boundary-layer
turbulence to maintain transparency in the mechanics of the model. The issue of sensitivity to
model parameters may also be easily assessed whenever appropriate. The simple model will also
be computationally less expensive, making longer and higher-resolution computations more feasible,
and necessary repetitions of the work more tolerable, given limited computing resources. The simple
model may not be a realistic representation of the atmosphere, but its lack of sophistication allows
us to focus on getting the basic principles right. As long as elements of the model remain faithful to
the real atmosphere, our understanding of circulation and transport will have been enhanced from
using it.
A suitable analogy might drive the point home: to understand the essentials of how a grandfather
clock keeps time, it suffices to represent it as a simple pendulum, idealized as a heavy point-mass
suspended by an inextensible massless rod, that undergoes small-amplitude oscillations about a
frictionless fulcrum.
9.2 Which Simple Model to use?
The archetypal baroclinic-wave life-cycles of Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107] immediately springs to
mind as an ideal candidate for a simple model of the mid-latitude dynamics. These nonlinear life-
cycles are able to capture the basic character of a synoptic disturbance in a baroclinically unstable
atmosphere and so are suitable to study circulation and transport on time-scales of about two weeks.
For a climatological study, the same model may be integrated for longer periods, so that many
baroclinic disturbances would pass and the model atmosphere would adjust and equilibrate. The
only caveat in this case is that the initialization must, immediately or at least after integration over a
short time, provide all unstable wavenumbers with sufficient energies for polychromatic disturbances
to grow.
Breaking with the practice of using adiabatic, frictionless life-cycles to investigate transport (e.g.
Stone and Randel (1999) [101], von Hardenberg (2000) [111], Wang and Shallcross (2000) [112]),
we shall investigate a model that has parametrizations for surface fluxes of heat and momentum,
boundary-layer turbulence, convection and radiative heating. However, no explicit representation of
water vapor and its effects is incorporated, for reasons that are discussed later in Section 9.7. For
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the sake of simplicity, the model also does not contain any topography or land-sea contrast, even
though these factors influence the circulation and hence transport in the mid-latitudes (e.g. Davis
(1997) [21], Hoskins and Valdes (1990) [48]).
9.3 Governing Equations
The model used is acquired from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) at Princeton
and is very similar to the ones formulated in Bourke (1974) [10], and Hoskins and Simmons (1975)
[47]. It employs primitive hydrostatic equations on a sphere using (A, <, a, t) coordinates 3. The
prognostic equations are:
D -V2 < + -v2) +VoA((+f)v-Va 
- RTVq+ a- + F) (9.1)
at a( 2 090
- V, (C+f)v-V,A RTVq + a-+V F (9.2)
at VoJ
_T OT &t r&
- V Tv + TD - 6aT + T - D +Q (9.3)at o, 0 auo
e&q _ aja v -Vq - a - D (9.4)at a
where ( is the vertical relative vorticity, D is the horizontal divergence, T is the temperature, and
q E Inps. F is the drag force and Q is the Lagrangian temperature tendency due to the physical
processes described in Section 9.4. f is the planetary vorticity, R is the specific gas constant,
and , - R/c, where c, is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure. To close the set
of equations (9.1) to (9.4), the following diagnostic equations for the geopotential <4, the vertical
velocity & and the horizontal wind v [u, v] are required:
<D = gztoO - do- (9.5)
1 or
a = ( a) D du - D du + ( ) v da - v d - Vq (9.6)
V = V,# - V, AO (9.7)
= V; 2 D (9.8)
= V- 2 g (9.9)
where zt0 po, is the bottom topographic height, g is the gravitational field strength, # is the velocity
potential and @ is the streamfunction. V- 2 is evaluated spectrally using spherical harmonics as
basis functions, cf. Bourke (1974) [10]. (Refer to appendix B for the definitions of the mathematical
3 The standard notation is used: t E time, A = longitude, <p - latitude, and o- = p/ps, where p = pressure, ps =
surface pressure.
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operations used above.)
The model also transports chemical tracers non-interactively as:
-V, . xv + XD + S (9.10)
at
where x is the mass mixing ratio, and S is the net Lagrangian mixing-ratio tendency due to con-
vection, turbulent mixing, surface emission/deposition, and interior chemical source/sink. On-line
tracer transport ensures consistency with model dynamics.
9.4 Physical Parameterizations
9.4.1 Surface momentum, heat and tracer flux
The bulk aerodynamics formulae below are employed to parametrize the momentum flux .7V
-6,v" and the heat flux4 .F 77-1"6" at the surface into the bottommost a--level. (The double
quotes denote unresolved eddies in the model.)
YV = -CVva (9.11)
F7 1 = -CdV (Ta - T,) (,E:e) (9.12)
where va and Ta are the velocity and temperature of air at the surface, and are respectively taken as
the values of v and T at the bottommost o-level. The surface temperature distribution T, is fixed. To
linearize the scheme, we assume the surface turbulent wind strength is constant: V - 10 m s-1.The
drag coefficients are taken as the same constant value Cd.
The damping time on the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is rpbl = (CdV/A), where A is the
PBL thickness in the model. The choice of rpbl determines the drag coefficient Cd. For most model
runs, we used
rpbl = 1 d (9.13)
(cf. Swanson and Pierrehumbert (1997) [105].) But for a single test run, the damping time rpbl is
increased ten-fold whenever the surface air is warmer than the surface:
pbl = 10 d if Ta > Ts (9.14)
1 d otherwise
4 Here and elsewhere, we always mean the surface potential temperature flux when we say the surface heat flux,
since the term "heat" is used loosely in common parlance.
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The motivation for this altered-PBL scheme is that vertical turbulent transport is curtailed when
warm air lies over cool surfaces resulting in a statically stable configuration (see e.g. Mason (1989)
[69], Chapter 10.3.1 of Emanuel (1994) [25]).
The tracer flux FX =--" x" is imposed by prescribing the net surface emission EX (which has
dimensions of mass per unit area per unit time):
FXIU: = -EX (9.15)
Ps
EX is zero in the baroclinic-wave life-cycles.
9.4.2 Turbulent eddy momentum, heat and tracer fluxes
Turbulent momentum, heat and tracer fluxes (P, Y9, FX respectively) are confined to a capped
PBL. An eddy diffusion formalism is used:
.F = Igo, (9.16)
e
g~o =ro ao(9.17)
FX = X (9.18)
e
where 0 is the potential temperature, while the eddy diffusion coefficients re', ro and x are assumed
to be identical and given by the mixing-length hypothesis (see e.g. [42]):
e" V KO K Xi Kse = 12 49(9.19)9o
As before, to obtain a linear scheme, the wind shear Ov/ao is taken as constant at V/A. The
mixing length squared 12 is set to increase linearly from zero at the top of the PBL, to the constant
value CdA 2 at the surface, so that the vertical turbulent mixing time in the PBL is of the order
A2/xe ~ A/(CdV), i.e. the same as the damping time of the PBL due to surface fluxes.
Thus, the boundary layer drag F, the Lagrangian temperature tendency due to turbulent eddy
and surface thermal damping Qpbl, and the Lagrangian tracer mixing ratio tendency due to turbulent
mixing and surface emission/deposition Spob are given by:
F = (9.20)
og
QPb=( Ps ) F (9.21)
Pref 80
Sol = (9.22)
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where Fv F and Fx include surface fluxes.
9.4.3 Dry convection
We adopt the dry adiabatic adjustment scheme explained in Emanuel (1994) [25] to represent the
effects of convection. After every step in the leap-frog time scheme, the vertical 9 profile at each
horizontal grid point is checked for regions of negative static stability (i.e. 89/BO > 0) and adjust-
ment is carried out if such regions are present. The scheme homogenizes potential temperature 9
and tracer mixing ratio x while conserving the total enthalpy and tracer mass in the convecting
column [Oct, Ob]. Thus, the temperature Tf/il and tracer mixing ratio Xfinal after adjustment are
related to the temperature Tinital and tracer mixing ratio Xinital before adjustment by 5 :
Tcj""l =r. I + C + Tintial do (9.23)
1lr f +' oab ~Oa J
XfinaI = 1 Xinital d, (9.24)
cb - 0a J Ua
In principle, oa and cb are uniquely specified as the levels respectively above and below of the
region of instability such that Oinitial(9a) = ofinal and if Orb # 1, oinitial(Orb) = 6final, where Oinit*al
and Bfin" are respectively the potential temperature before and after adjustment in the convecting
column. The practical implementation of the scheme is described in Appendix D.
The Lagrangian temperature tendency Qc,, and the Lagrangian tracer mixing ratio tendency
Senv due to convection in the column is derived diagnostically as:
Ocno 1 (TfinaI - Tinitial) (9.25)2Rt
Sen 1 (xfinal - Xinitial) (9.26)26t
The velocities in the convecting column are not adjusted by the above scheme.
9.4.4 Radiative forcing
Newtonian relaxation about a fixed equilibrium temperature distribution Teq is used as a crude
parameterization of radiative heating:
1
Qrad = (T - Teq) (9.27)
Trad
The relaxation time Trad is taken as constant at 30 d.
5 Recall that tracer mass oc f X do, enthalpy oc f T da and 0 oc To in a vertical column.
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9.4.5 Moist parametrization
The model atmosphere is presumed dry in all but a single model-run. This single test run used a
crude parametrization of latent heat release during large-scale ascending motion, to estimate the
effect of the exclusion of explicit large-scale water vapor transport.
The release of latent heat by condensation of water vapor in the troposphere has at least two
important effects on large-scale dynamics: (1) the reduction of static stability (or equivalently the
replacement of the dry adiabat by the moist adiabat); (2) the accentuation of the asymmetry between
rising and sinking air. These effects are potentially significant in baroclinic wave dynamics. We
mimic these effects by modifying the static stability for rising air, and leaving the static stability for
sinking air unchanged. The underlying assumption is that rising air is saturated but sinking air is
not. Thus, the heat transport equation (9.3) is modified to:
T=-V,-Tv+TD-(1-a ) T -TKT (7 + D) + Qb + Qcnv + Qrad (9.28)
at au a oaa
where the moist parameter alhr is defined as:
alhr 0 if 6 >0ora< (9.29){ cao otherwise
Thus, we assume that condensation effects in rising air maximizes at the Earth's surface (alhr = ao
at u = 1) and decreases to zero in the upper troposphere (i.e. alh, = 0 at a < ac). After some
experimentation, the values ac = 0.3 and ao = 0.7 are found to yield average zonal mean latent
heat release over a baroclinic-wave life-cycle that resembles the distribution and magnitudes of
climatological zonal mean values documented in Newell et al. (1974) [75].
From equation (9.28), the latent heat release may be deduced as
QIhr = ahr& aT - (9.30)kfi au /1
Emanuel et al. (1987) [26] gives an argument for the form of such a parametrization. Essentially,
alhr is related to the ratio between the stratification of saturated moist entropy sm and dry entropy
sd:
Fm osm Osa -1
where Fm and rd are the moist and dry adiabatic lapse rates respectively, cf. equation (8) of
Emanuel et al. (1987) [26]. Observations indicate that ascending air is almost moist adiabatic,
i.e. asm/&p a 0 (Emanuel (1985) [24]). Thus, one may expect alh, to be nearly 1. The average
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tropospheric value of a1h, in the model is 0.35. This is about several times smaller than expected,
probably because the baroclinic-wave life-cycle is also several times more energetic than the typical
baroclinic wave in the equilibrated model (cf. Section 10.2.2). Thus, the more vigorous ascending
velocities a- must be compensated by correspondingly weaker alhr in equation (9.30). The model
achl also decreases to zero with height. This is likely to be the compensation in equation (9.30)
for the fact that observed static stability in ascending air decreases to nearly zero in the upper
troposphere (Emanuel (1985) [24]) but the model's tropospheric static stability is rather uniform
(cf. Section 9.5).
9.4.6 Atmospheric Tracer Source/Sink
Tracer sources/sinks in the atmosphere (as opposed to surface sources) are absent in the baroclinic-
wave life-cycles. But longer model integrations require their presence to avoid eventual tracer ho-
mogenization by the stirring and mixing action of baroclinic eddies. A Newtonian relaxation-type
parametrization is used:
1
Sche - (x - Xeq) (9.31)
Tche
where rche is a constant of value 20 d, which is on the order of the lifetime of a baroclinic eddy.
The equilibrium tracer mixing ratio xeq is fixed with time and is zonally symmetric. When Xeq is
zero, this parametrization can be thought of as a simulation of a radioactive tracer with a half-life
of Tehe ln 2. However, the main idea behind such a simple parametrization for tracer sources/sinks is
to avoid being too involved in chemical computations, and lose sight of the point that the transport
of sufficiently long-lived chemicals (or chemical families) all share a certain common pattern.
9.5 Nonlinearly Balanced Basic State
For all experiments, the model is initialized with, and thermally forced towards, a basic state com-
prising a zonally symmetric zonal jet similarly located in each hemisphere. This basic state has
neither meridional wind nor vertical velocity. Above the PBL, the zonal wind uo (O, a) and the
horizontally averaged potential temperature Ooo(a) are identical to those used for the life-cycle LC1
in Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107]. (The only exception is that 0oo on the two topmost o-levels are
prescribed to be 700K and 470K respectively.) The potential temperature distribution 0o (p, a) is
then obtained from the nonlinear balance condition:
For a < b. -0 = 1 l-(af + 2o tan p) (9.32)
89 R 9t
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Figure 9-1: Nonlinearly balanced basic state used to initialize the model. It also specifies the
radiative equilibrium profile and the equilibrium temperature at the surface. 9-contours are dashed,
and u-contours are solid. Thick lines represent the 300 K- and 380 K-isentropes, and the dynamic
tropopause (( = 3 pvu). The dash-dot line denotes u = 25 m s.
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where OCpbl is the top of the PBL. Figure 9-1 shows the distribution of uo and 90. Equation (9.32)
can be derived from the hydrostatic equation and gradient wind balance, assuming uniform surface
pressure of Pref = 1000 mb.
Within the PBL, the same nonlinear balance condition is used, but with the additional require-
ment that the dominant linear contribution on the RHS is independent of a. This is to minimize
vertical gradients in 0o and hence in the initial turbulent-eddy heat transport. Thus,
For a > OCPbl: uo = uol, + U 1pl (0 - O,"bl) (9.33)
Opbl
where uol and ' are obtained from Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107]. Using equation (9.33),
the nonlinear balance yields:
___ 1 Buo(94
For a > pop 000 (goo (af + 2uo tan V) (9.34)Forp a> RCrpb9I.pb
The vertical profile 0oo is specified such that the global mean static stability 800/8 in the PBL is
as close to neutrality as possible while maintaining max (09O/o) < 0.
The radiative equilibrium temperature Teq in equation (9.12), and the fixed surface temperature
T, in equation (9.27) are defined to be identical to the basic-state T and Ta. Thus, the initial
condition - apart from any small initial perturbation introduced - shows zero initial tendency due
to radiation and surface heat flux. And to ensure zero initial tendency due to surface drag, we add
a function Auo(V) to the zonal wind uo(V, a) (before deriving Bo) so that there is zero wind in the
lowest model level, i.e. the initial va vanishes in equation (9.11).
Comparison with Observations
The zonal jet of the basic state is around 40' N / S and 200 mb. This is more poleward than the
observed zonal mean jet in the atmosphere, which is nearer 30* N / S during winter (Peixoto and
Oort (1992) [81]). The jet maximum at around 45 m s- is also stronger than the observed values
of around 39 ms- 1 (northern winter) and 35 ms- 1 (southern winter). However, such latitude and
intensity is not inconsistent with the zonally varying jet that baroclinic eddies actually experience
in the atmosphere.
The potential temperature structure of the model's basic state has a realistic looking tropopause,
compared to profiles used for earlier baroclinic-wave life-cycle studies (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins
(1977) [96], Branscome et al. (1989) [14]). Meridional temperature gradients are largely confined
between latitudes 30' and 600. In the atmosphere, they extend more poleward to about 75'. This
weakens baroclinic eddy activity somewhat in the subpolar regions. However, the equator-pole
temperature difference is realistic.
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The static stability of the model's basic state is shown in Figure 9-2. Its value is rather uniform
at around 4 - 4.5 K km- 1 . On the other hand, observed static stability decreases with height in
the troposphere above the PBL, and can be almost zero at upper levels in individual soundings
(Emanuel (1985) [24]). The rather unrealistic static stability in the model has implications on
the moist parametrization (cf. Section 9.4.5). It also has consequences on the mean meridional
circulation, because potential vorticity varies directly with static stability: = (0/P = p- 1 o O9/8z,
and eddy PV flux, which determines the meridional flow, is primarily directed down the mean PV
gradient.
The explicit representation of a mixed layer in the basic state captures the typical potential
temperature profile seen on some individual soundings (e.g. Figure 13.3 of Emanuel (1994) [25]).
However, such a feature is seldom seen in zonal mean climatologies. The near-neutral static stability
in the PBL makes subsequent isentropic diagnostics near the surface particularly challenging. (A
computationally better approach might have been to have a statically stable PBL in the basic state,
and allow convective adjustment to produce the neutral stability wherever appropriate. The result
would have been a more stable average profile, since convection does not occur everywhere.)
c-intvl= 0.5(<10), 5(>10); light>dark; dashed line=4
Static stability dO/dz K km-
1
70 50 30 10
a vs $/deg.
Figure 9-2: Static stability 88/oz of the basic state used in the model.
Given the above comparison with observations, it must be emphasized that the simple model
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used in this thesis, while related to the atmosphere, is not a simulation of the atmosphere. In the
first place, the model does not include tropical dynamics. And in hindsight, the static stability
profile is sufficiently different from the atmosphere's to warrant attention. Therefore, one should
regard the simple model as a computational tool that straddles a GCM, which aims for quantitative
accuracy in modeling the atmosphere, and a "toy model" like the two-layer quasi-geostrophic model
(e.g. Holton (1992) [42]), which serves to illustrate the bare essentials of baroclinic instability.
9.6 Numerical Details
The model has 17 a-levels. They are distributed among the PBL, free troposphere, tropopause
region and stratosphere, as listed in Table 9.1. The PBL thickness is therefore A = 0.134. The
prognostic variables (, D, T, q and x on each a-level are represented spectrally using triangular
truncation at total wavenumber N. For most computations, the model is run at T63 resolution,
i.e. N = 63. An order Z zonal symmetry can be imposed on the model atmosphere by retaining
only zonal wavenumbers that are multiple of Z. This procedure is entirely legitimate if the initial
conditions has non-zero amplitudes only at those retained wavenumbers. For example, Z = 6 for
the baroclinic-wave life-cycles in this thesis.
Level Sigma Layer thickness Approx. region
r Lr or of atmosphere1 0.018 0.036
2 0.060 0.048 stratosphere
3 0.106 0.044
4 0.152 0.048
5 0.197 0.042 tropopause
6 0.241 0.046 region
7 0.287 0.046
8 0.338 0.056
9 0.410 0.088
1 0.500 0.092
11 0.590 0.088 free
12 0.676 0.084 troposphere
13 0.757 0.078
14 0.831 0.070
15 0.895 0.058 planetary
16 0.947 0.046 boundary
17 0.985 0.030 layer
Table 9.1: The 17 a-levels used in the model
Linear contributions to time tendencies are computed spectrally, while nonlinear contributions
are computed on a I x J Gaussian grid over a (360/Z)* x 180 * sector6 . For triangular truncations,
it is necessary to have I > (3N + 1) /Z and J 2 (3M + 1) /2 to prevent aliasing of quadratic terms
(Hoskins and Simmons (1975) [47]). So, T63 full-spectrum computations employed (I, J) = (192,96).
6 1n the notation A x B, A refers to the zonal direction while B refers to the meridional direction.
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The horizontal resolution in the model's extratropics is 6x ~ ira/N with a being the Earth's radius.
To ensure conformity to the Courant condition, the time-step 6t was chosen such that Vmax 6t < 6X,
where Vmax 100 ms 1 is larger than the highest advective velocity in the model. In fact, most
runs used 6t = 18 min since 6x ~ 318 km for N = 63.
Spectral V6 hyperdiffusion is added to time tendencies of (, D, T and x to dissipate small hor-
izontal scales in the model. The hyperdiffusion coefficient Khd is calculated to correspond to a
user-defined decay time of Thd at the highest total wavenumber N:
a6  1
Khd= 3N 3 (N +1) Thd
Most runs used Thd = 1 h, and so Khd = 2.91 x 1026 m6 s-1.
Gravity waves are effectively slowed and damped using the semi-implicit difference scheme (see
e.g. §3 of Hoskins and Simmons (1975) [47]). A Robert filter with coefficient Q = 0.05 is applied to
filter out unstable oscillations of period 26t associated with the leap-frog time-scheme7.
A borrow-and-fill algorithm is engaged to remove overshoots and undercuts associated with
advection of steep vertical tracer gradients (Mahlman and Moxim (1978) [66]). Overshoots and
undercuts associated with the horizontal spectral representation of tracer fronts are tolerated since
the amplitude of Gibbs oscillations from the fronts are inherently limited to less than 0.1 times the
frontal discontinuity (proven in Lanczos (1956) [58], also remarked by Lander and Hoskins (1997)
[59]).
Brief Comparison
Stone et al. (1999) [101] used T42 resolution and 18 vertical levels. von Hardenberg et al. (2000)
[111] used T42 resolution and 10 vertical levels. Wang and Shallcross (2000) [112] used R15 res-
olution (rhomboidal truncation) and 19 vertical levels. However, my experimentation with the
baroclinic-wave life-cycles suggests that T42 resolution is inadequate for resolving surface fronts
that characterize baroclinic waves in the lower troposphere. Inadequate resolution reduces the gen-
eration of PV during frontal occlusion, as friction and dissipation at fronts are abated (Cooper et
al. (1992) [18]). Consequently, PV fluxes may be weaker in the Underworld. And from equation
(6.48), the mean meridional flow may be weakened too. This is why for the present thesis, a model
resolution of T63 was chosen. The number of vertical levels employed is comparable to those used
in the literature.
7 The Robert filter is basically this: any field Xt at time t is modified as Xt + g(Xt- - 2 Xt + Xt+At).
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9.7 The Neglect of Explicit Moist Effects
Water vapor transport is not incorporated in the model for the following reasons, presented in order
of decreasing importance:
1. a dry model is capable of capturing the essence of baroclinic instability. Even though latent
heat release does modify the circulation, the growth, nonlinear saturation and final decay of
baroclinic waves are not dependent on the presence of water vapor. In this sense, the model
is still a faithful representation of the extratropical troposphere (just as a simple pendulum is
a faithful representation of the grandfather clock).
2. to resolve the exponential decline in water vapor mixing ratio with height, the model must have
at least a vertical resolution of around 30 mb (Kerry Emanuel, personal communication). But
with 17 c-levels at T63 resolution, the model (with 6 tracers and all physical parametrizations
switched on) takes about 30 h on a standard SGI 02 workstation to complete a baroclinic-
wave life-cycle , and about 24 h on a T90 Cray supercomputer to complete 390 days of model
integration. The higher vertical resolution required for explicit water vapor transport is simply
unaffordable, given limited computing resources. (I was only allocated 30 h on the Cray.)
3. moist convective parametrizations are many and varied, and they are generally associated with
sensitivities to certain parameters. Use of these schemes must come hand in hand with the
inclusion of water vapor transport to have consistent physics, but that would introduce much
uncertainty to the model results.
4. since water vapor is a dynamically active tracer - as it releases latent heat when it undergoes
phase changes - an error in computing its distribution has a domino-effect on other meteo-
rological variables. Given the last two factors, it is rather unwise to include a poor simulation
of one variable that will distort the simulation of other variables.
Having explained the neglect of explicit representation of moisture, it is worth pointing out that
some features of the model have implicitly assumed the influence of water vapor at the global scale.
The static stability in the extratropics, away from the surface, is positive because of two main
reasons. Baroclinic adjustment decrease the slopes of the isentropes I I|z/op) , so that 8O/8z), is
increased for the same meridional temperature gradient. But that is not all. The vertical temperature
profile along angular momentum surfaces is observed to be nearly moist adiabatic (Emanuel (1985)
[24]). This indicates that slantwise moist convection probably plays a role in further modification
of the static stability. Hence, the influence of moisture is probably inherent in the static stability of
the mid-latitude troposphere. But one should also recall that the background static stability in the
model (cf. Figure 9-1) is not the same as that for the atmosphere, except that it is positive away
from the PBL.
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Another feature of our "dry" model is that radiative heating follows wherever the air temperature
is less than the prescribed equilibrium temperature, such as due to adiabatic cooling in ascending
motion. In the atmosphere, except near the surface, radiation usually leads to net cooling (cf. Figure
6.11 of Newell et al. (1974)[75]). Net diabatic heating in the atmosphere is usually accomplished
with the help of latent heat release during condensation of water vapor 8 . Hence, the latter process
provides a more plausible account of "radiative heating" in our model, although the parametrization
does not, and is not intended to, capture the physics of latent heat release.
As regards the small-scale effects, the presence of moisture is responsible for most of the deep
convection in the atmosphere. A dry atmosphere with a stable lapse rate, such as in the model,
precludes deep convection. However, there is some evidence in the literature (e.g. Lee and Chang
(1996) [62], Mahowald et al. (1997) [67]) that indicates deep convective transport of chemicals in
the winter extratropics is not significant in a monthly mean zonal mean sense. This is possibly due
to the dominance of baroclinic eddy chemical fluxes. Thus, the absence of deep convection may not
have affected tracer transport too much in our model. On the other hand, the release of latent heat
in deep convection is conceivably significant, e.g. from GCM experiments (Gutowski et al. (1992)
[30]). This aspect is largely ignored in this thesis, except perhaps by drawing parallels with the
latent heat release by large-scale ascent which is crudely parametrized in a baroclinic-wave life-cycle
experiment.
81n a hypothetical atmosphere where there is no latent heat release, extratropical air could be cooler and hence
cooling by infrared radiation might be low enough for heating from insolation to dominate. Then, net radiative heating
could be a possibility.
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Chapter 10
Numerical Experiments
Two types of numerical experiments were carried out using the model described in Chapter 9:
" Baroclinic-wave life-cycles illustrate the circulation and transport that occurs over synoptic
time-scales;
" Long-term model integrations reflect statistically equilibrated circulation and transport asso-
ciated with baroclinic eddies.
In this chapter, we describe both types of experiment and present diagnostics meant to acquaint
the reader with the general character of these experiments. Results pertaining to the subject of this
thesis are relegated to the Chapter 11, where they are organized according to the questions they
address, rather than according to the experiments that produce them.
10.1 Baroclinic-Wave Life-Cycles
The primary reference on baroclinic-wave life-cycles in this thesis is Thorncroft et al. (1993) [107].
We shall refer to this paper as THM throughout this chapter. These stylized nonlinear solutions
of an initial-value problem in baroclinic instability provide a good context to investigate synoptic-
scale eddies. The circulation in a baroclinic-wave life-cycle can be seen as the circulation of a
cyclone-anticyclone pair within a baroclinic wave packet in the atmosphere (Lee and Held (1993)
[61]). And the Lagrangian transport study by Wang and Shallcross (2000) [112] shows that tracer
transport over a baroclinic-wave life-cycle involves at most one cyclone-anticyclone pair. Hence,
transport diagnostics in a baroclinic-wave life-cycle reflects the transport in a baroclinic eddy of the
atmosphere over synoptic spatial scales.
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Figure 10-1: The surface pressure perturbation used to initialize all baroclinic wave life-cycles in
this thesis. See also equation (10.1).
10.1.1 Initial Perturbation
To obtain a baroclinic-wave life-cycle akin to the life-cycle LC1 in THM, we set the azimuthal
symmetry in the model to Z = 6 as is done in THM. However, we differ in the initialization of the
perturbation. THM calculated the most unstable normal mode for the basic state and used it to
initialize their life-cycle. We simplify prescribe an analytic order-six symmetric perturbation psO in
the surface pressure:
In = 10 3 (Y + 0.7Y ,) (10.1)
\Pref 7
where Y' is the spherical harmonic of total wavenumber n and zonal wavenumber m, normalized
such that its global mean square value is 27r. (Note that the perturbation is antisymmetric about
the equator.) The form of the perturbation is chosen to have a large projection in the mid-latitudes
(Figure 10-1). The rational is that, as long as the initial projection into the most unstable mode
is sufficiently large, that mode will grow the most and distinguish itself with time. And then, the
model will follow practically the same trajectory in phase space in the time-period of interest, as if it
were initialized with the most unstable normal mode. Indeed the method worked, because when we
applied it to THM's basic state - assuming the same adiabatic frictionless dynamics as they did -
we obtained practically the same life-cycle apart from a 2-day delay. The time delay in development
is due to our initial perturbation possessing less energy than THM's. The same principle (but not
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Model Values used in Life-Cycle:
Parameters Control High Low rhd Altered Moist
Resolution PBL
N 63 95 - - -
I 32 48 - - -
J 48 72 - - -
6t 18 min 12 min - - -
Thd 1 h - 3 h - -
Trpbl 1 d -- cf. eqn (9.14) -
alhr 0 - - - cf. eqr (9.29)
Table 10.1: Model parameter values in the control run and in the variant runs. Only values different
from those in the control run are written down.
the method) for wave initialization was used by Branscome et al. (1989) [14].
10.1.2 Robustness of the Life-Cycle
For our work, we shall consider a baroclinic-wave life-cycle that employs dry dynamics with surface
fluxes of heat and momentum, boundary layer turbulence and weak radiation as detailed in Chapter
9. We use a moderately high resolution of T63, coupled with rather strong hyperdiffusion of rhd = 1 h.
For future reference, we shall label this life-cycle as the control life-cycle.
To test if the control life-cycle is sensitive to some of the numerical parameters, we consider two
variant runs: (1) a high-resolution life-cycle which uses T95 resolution; and (2) a low-Khd life-cycle
where the hyperdiffusive time-scale rhd is three times longer.
Quite apart from the numerics, the baroclinic wave may perhaps be sensitive to the physical
parametrizations used in the model. The parametrizations for surface heat and momentum fluxes,
and relatedly, those for turbulent transport in the PBL, can appreciably affect the development of
the baroclinic wave. So, we also experimented with a life-cycle using an altered-PBL scheme (cf.
equation (9.14)).
Previous work in the literature (Gutowski et al. (1992) [30], Pavan et al. (1999) [80]) have
demonstrated that the inclusion of moisture in the dynamics quantitatively alters the life-cycle.
But in line with our simple-model philosophy, we ask the question: does the exclusion of moisture
significantly change the essential character of the life-cycle? To have an idea of what effect large-
scale condensation has, we experiment with a moist life-cycle, using the parametrization described in
Section 9.4.5. The more complicated issue of moist convection is avoided, for the reasons mentioned
in Section 9.2.
We do not expect the life-cycle to be sensitive to the radiative parametrization because radiative
forcing is weak over the duration of a life-cycle. (The radiative time-scale Trad = 30 d, while the
duration of a life-cycle is about 13 d.)
Table 10.1 summarizes the parameter values used for the control and variant life-cycles.
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Eddy Kinetic Energy
For a quick comparison between the different life-cycles, we plot the time-evolution of the specific
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at different vertical levels in Figure 10-2.
The semi-logarithmic plot of the specific EKE in the control life-cycle in Figure 10-2(a) shows
that it takes about 1 day for the most unstable normal-mode to distinguish itself and exponential
growth ensues up to Day 7. The linear plot in Figure 10-2(b) shows that specific EKE of the wave
maximizes from nonlinear saturation near the surface (a = 0.985) at Day 10. The systematic delay
in the time of nonlinear saturation with increasing altitude - from a = 0.757 above the mixed layer,
to a = 0.410 in the mid-troposphere and finally to a = 0.197 about the tropopause level - indicates
upward propagation of the baroclinic disturbance (cf. Edmon et al. (1980) [23]). After the wave
EKE maximizes at the tropopause Day 11, it begins to decay until about Day 13. The stages of the
control life-cycle - and the variant life-cycles as well - correspond very well with those identified
in THM.
Figure 10-2(c) suggests that the numerical model is at a sufficiently high resolution to resolve the
baroclinic wave so that the increase in resolution from T63 to T95 does not significantly alter the
life-cycle at least until Day 12.5. (Nevertheless, the expansion of spectral space allows more EKE
to linger as "noise" in the model after the baroclinic wave has effectively decayed away after Day
12.5.)
Figure 10-2(d) illustrates that the life-cycle is not sensitive to changes in the hyperdiffusion
coefficient in the model. In particular, the use of a relatively short hyperdiffusive time Thd in the
control life-cycle does not significantly damp its development.
Figures 10-2(e) and (f) both show significant increase in the growth rate of the life-cycle due to
the altered PBL scheme and the moist parametrization respectively. In fact, both the altered-PBL
life-cycle and the moist life-cycle saturate earlier and terminate earlier than the control life-cycle.
The reason is that the altered PBL scheme provides less thermal damping on warm air that is over
cooler surface. And because warm air keeps its warmth longer as it migrates polewards in the PBL,
the meridional eddy heat flux is enhanced. In the other case, the release of latent heat in ascending
air augments the vertical eddy heat flux. In both cases, enhanced down-gradient eddy heat fluxes
lead to greater conversion of mean available potential energy to eddy available potential energy,
which translates to a larger supply of EKE for the baroclinic wave.
The accurate numerical computation of the control life-cycle compared to the high-resolution and
low-rhd life-cycles can also be seen through other variables. Since there are no significant differences
in these three life-cycles, we shall focus our attention on the control life-cycle. The high-resolution
and low-hd life-cycles are only discussed briefly in Section 10.1.4.
The moist and altered-PBL life-cycles show greater differences from the control life-cycle. These
differences are discussed in Sections 10.1.5 and 10.1.6 respectively. In studying the differences, we
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Figure 10-2: The growth and decay of specific eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at different lo-levels in the
control life-cycle (black) and the variant life-cycles (coloured).
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hope to assess the qualitative robustness of the control life-cycle, and qualify the assumed physics
in the control life-cycle for subsequent longer model integrations.
10.1.3 Control Life-Cycle
The synoptic development of the baroclinic wave may be described most simply as the interaction
of two wave-trains of PV anomalies: one at the surface and the other at the tropopause level. The
growth and decay of the wave leads to adjustment of the mean flow in the sense that the mean
flow is stabilized with respect to baroclinic instability. Such a description serves our purpose in
gaining an intuitive understanding of the baroclinic-wave life-cycle. More sophisticated analysis
according to the zonal average circulation theory developed in Chapter 6 will be given in a later
section. Alternative descriptions of the baroclinic-wave life-cycle based on Eliassen-Palm fluxes and
ray-tracing techniques can be found in THM, and based on wave activity propagation can be found
in Magnusdottir and Haynes (1996) [65].
Synoptic Development
Figure 10-3 shows the distribution of potential temperature in the lowest model level (approximating
the surface) and on the dynamical tropopause (taken as the 3 pvu PV surface). A positive 9-anomaly
on the surface acts like a positive PV anomaly with a delta-function distribution centered on the
surface (Bretherton (1966) [16]). A similar consideration applies if one considers the tropopause
as a "lid" for the troposphere, which is not too unreasonable if one mentally exaggerates the dis-
continuity in static stability across the tropopause. However, a more accurate conceptualization
involves thinking the 9-contours on the tropopause as akin to topographic contours in marking out
the tropopause height in 0-coordinates. Then, a negative 9-anomaly stands for a depression in the
tropopause and hence an intrusion of high-PV stratospheric air into the troposphere. Either way,
a negative 9-anomaly on the tropopause acts as a positive upper-level PV anomaly (Hoskins (1985)
[46]). With this in mind, Figure 10-3 illustrates the upper PV anomaly (potentially cold air from
the polar region) moving slowly into 7r/4-phase with the lower PV anomaly (potentially warm air
from the tropics) on Day 9, causing the baroclinic wave to grow to maximum amplitude on Day 11.
The breaking of PV filaments in the upper level, and the thermal damping to surface temperature
in the PBL causes the wave to decay.
As the baroclinic wave grows, cyclogenesis occurs as shown in the left-hand column of Figure
10-4. The cyclones intensify and migrate polewards by Day 11, while the anti-cyclones intensify less
and migrate equatorward. The discrepancy in cyclonic and anti-cyclonic intensification is consistent
with the nonlinear influence of relative vorticity in the stretching term within the vorticity budget.
(Hoskins (1982) [44]). The meridional segregation of high and low pressures is associated with the
redistribution of the mass of the atmosphere as colder denser air migrates equatorwards.
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Figure 10-3: The left- and right-hand columns show respectively the time-evolution of potential
temperature 9 on the lowest model level (approximating the surface) and on the dynamic tropopause
(PV= 3 pvu). Horizonal domain: from equator to pole over 1200 longitude.
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Figure 10-4: The time-evolution of surface pressure (left-hand column) and vertical velocity in the
model a-coordinates at the top of the PBL (right-hand column). Horizonal domain: from equator
to pole over 1200 longitude. Note that ascending a-velocities (blue) are contoured at -0.050 d- 1
intervals - except for the extra contour at - = -0.025 d-1 - and descending a-velocities (red) are
contoured at +0.025 d-1 intervals. (0.001 d- 1  1 mb d- 1)
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As cyclogenesis proceeds to Day 9-11, simultaneous frontogenesis occurs near the surface and at
the tropopause level (cf. again Figure 10-3). Both cold and warm fronts are formed at upper and
lower levels, but the warm fronts are not as intense as the cold fronts (as is consistent with synoptic
observations). The equatorward advance of the cold front can also be seen as a cold-air outbreak,
often observed in the atmosphere too (cf. the discussions in Section 2.2.4 and Palm6n (1951) [78]).
Frontogenesis is accompanied by the generation of a strong cross-frontal ageostrophic circulation.
This manifests itself as intense region of ascent on the warm side of fronts and descent on the cold
side of fronts. For example, compare the left-hand column of Figure 10-3 and the right-hand column
of Figure 10-4 on Day 9 and 11. The vertical velocities in Figure 10-4 also reflect general ascent in
the cyclones and general descent in the anti-cyclones, see e.g. Day 7. Ascent is more intense than
descent for the same reason as cyclones are more intense than anticyclones. From Day 11 to 13,
frontolysis and cyclolysis occurs as the baroclinic wave decays away (Figures 10-3 and 10-4).
Three-Dimensional Visualization
The development of the baroclinic wave can be visualized vividly by plotting the isentropic surfaces
in three-dimensions, using r as the vertical coordinate (cf. Section 6.3.5). As atmospheric flow is
incompressible in r-coordinates, volume in --coordinates is proportional to mass. Thus, Figure 10-5
shows the redistribution of air mass that is potentially colder than 286 K.
In -r-coordinates, an Underworld isentropic surface resembles an ellipsoidal dome in the initial
conditions (3D plot not shown). But as the baroclinic wave grows, the sloping sides of the dome
alternately push in and out, as in Day 7 of Figure 10-5. Equatorward extrusions (air with 0 < 286 K)
look like sleeves from the dome that are shaped like inverted cups (Day 9). They quickly flatten
out as the potentially cold air within migrates downward and equatorward (Day 11). Steep, almost
cliff-like, isentropic slopes are characteristic of these extrusions next to the Earth's surface (r = 0).
These are the result of strong vertical mixing by shallow (dry) convection in the cold-air outbreaks.
Poleward intrusions look like narrow gorges that cut into the cold air dome (Day 7 and 9). The
head of these "gorges" feature gentler slopes (not apparent in the figure). They correspond to the
more gradual slopes of warm fronts (cf. left-hand column of Figure 10-3). The fusion of their "valley
walls" beginning on Day 11 reflect the occlusion process and the uplift of potentially warm air.
Aloft, near r :z 0.45 or p ~ 550 mb (above the green band in Figure 10-5), filaments of potentially
cold air are drawn equatorwards and are wrapped cyclonically around the upper-level trough (Day
11). Finally, as the baroclinic eddy dies down, the potentially cold air mass is restored to its original
dome-shape, but the slope of its side is less steep than initially (Day 13).
Isentropic surfaces are not material surfaces, as diabatic effects allow air to penetrate them. This
cross-isentropic flux is important because, without it, the restoration of the 9-dome at the end of
the life-cycle would signify that tracers (within and outside the dome) are transported back to their
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Figure 10-5: The 286 K isentropic surface plotted in 3D using T as the vertical coordinate. The
graphs represent the distribution of air mass with 0 < 286 K at different times in the baroclinic-wave
life-cycle. The colour bars show the same vertical scale in T with units of 0.001. Horizonal domain:
from equator to pole over 1200 longitude.
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original latitudes and no permanent meridional tracer transport would have occurred.
Figure 10-6 shows the morphology of the 316 K-surface in the Middleworld and the distribution
of PV on it. The evolving shape of the 316 K-surface demonstrates that 9-surface morphology is
important when examining isentropic maps of PV (or other tracers) for stratosphere-troposphere
exchange. In particular, the high-PV stratospheric protrusion reaching equatorward induces high
local elevation of the 9-surface so that in fact, little PV is actually transported downwards (cf. the
dynamic tropopause or 3 pvu-contour on Day 11 and the 3D morphology of the isentrope on the same
day). This is understandable because a positive PV anomaly at the tropopause attracts isentropes
and causes isentropes in the troposphere to arch upwards (see Hoskins (1985) [46]). But downward
transport becomes possible when the PV extrusion is weak and has stretched out to a sufficiently
fine scale that its induction effect becomes negligible (cf. the 0.5 pvu-contour on Day 11) .
Observe also that PV is not exactly conserved from Day 7 to 11 near the PV front lying on
the eastern edge of the PV protrusion. This means that cross-isentropic mass flux is diverging
from the 316 K-isentropic layer, thereby raising the PV, which is the mixing ratio of PV substance
(Haynes and McIntyre (1987 &1990) [35],[36]. The closeness to the PV front, and the fact that
radiative forcing in weak in the model, suggest that the cross-isentropic mass flux originates in the
hyperdiffusion of temperature that is maintaining the PV front against further collapse into subgrid
scales. This may be an indication of insufficient model resolution and/or the active role of local
potential temperature mixing in upper-level frontogenesis.
Adjustment of the Zonal Average State
As the baroclinic wave develops and matures, it modifies the zonal average state in the model
atmosphere. This process is known as "baroclinic adjustment", as the zonal average state moves
closer to baroclinic neutrality as a result of heat transport and PV mixing by baroclinic eddies (Stone
(1978) [102], Stone and Nemet (1996) [103], Lindzen (1993) [63], Sun and Lindzen (1994) [104]). In
this thesis, we define the zonal average state with respect to (<, 9)-coordinates, but attention must
be given to how this state is defined within the surface zone (cf. Section 6.2.1).
The left-hand column of Figure 10-7 shows that the upper-level zonal mean jet accelerates by
about 10 ms- 1 and the jet core migrates polewards from about 450 to 500 due to eddy momen-
tum convergence. The barotropic component of the jet strengthens as the vertical shear decreases
during adjustment. Surface zonal mean westerlies increase in strength in the mid-latitudes while
surface zonal mean easterlies are generated in the subpolar and subtropical latitudes. The increase in
barotropic shear has been dubbed as the "barotropic governor" effect by James (1987) [49] because
surface 9 and interior PV anomalies are sheared horizontally and prevented from a phase-locked
configuration that can tap into the baroclinic store of mean available potential energy. A weak
secondary jet develops in the subtropics, also due to eddy momentum convergence. This is not
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Figure 10-6: Top row shows the distribution of PV on the 315 K-isentrope on Day 7 and 11. Bottom
row shows the evolving morphology of the same isentrope in r-coordinates. The colour bars show
the same vertical scale in T with units of 0.001. Horizonal domain: from equator to pole over 1200
longitude.
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Figure 10-7: The left-hand column shows the zonal mean zonal wind. The right-hand column shows
the 9-contours in p-coordinates. The grey line is the top of the surface zone. The bold line in the
right-hand column represents P,, which measures of the total atmospheric mass at latitude <p.
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surprising as multiple jets are known to develop in sufficiently wide baroclinic zones (Panetta (1993)
[79], Lee (1997) [60]). Note that the mid-latitude and subtropical jets in the model must be distin-
guished from the observed subtropical jet, not least because the latter is largely due to momentum
transport by the tropical Hadley circulation absent in the model.
The right-hand column of Figure 10-7 plots the isentropes using P as the vertical coordinate.
This way of representing zonal average pressure distribution on 9-surfaces elucidates an essential
feature of baroclinic adjustment: the mid-latitude mid-tropospheric isentropic slopes decrease as
potentially cold air is transported downwards and equatorwards (cf. Stone and Nemet (1996) [103]).
Furthermore, the equatorward shift in the atmosphere's centre of mass is apparent as zonal mean
surface pressure P, (bold solid line at the bottom of the atmosphere) falls in the subpolar region
(500 < ||<p| 70') and rises in the subtropics (300 11|p| ,< 50') by Day 11. The surface
zone occupies the region P > 750 mb in the mid-latitudes. (That is, isentropes with mean pressure
5> 750 mb intersect the surface somewhere in a latitude circle.)
The mass weighted zonal mean circulation in the meridional plane (i, is depicted in Figure
10-8. A strong equatorward flow is seen almost at all times in the lower region of the surface zone
(in agreement with the GCM simulation results of Held and Schneider (2000)). The poleward flow is
distributed over the depth of the atmosphere above the surface zone and in the upper portion of the
surface zone. Equatorward flow is also seen above the surface zone because air parcels recirculate and
heat transport is reversed, as the baroclinic wave enters the stage of nonlinear saturation beginning
from Day 7. (The reasoning is similar to the case of a decaying baroclinic wave mode where cold
anomalies move polewards while warm anomalies move equatorwards, cf. Section 4.2.1.)
The distribution of zonal average diabatic heating 9 in the right column of Figure 10-8 shows
that mid- and upper tropospheric flows are almost adiabatic, because radiative forcing is weak.
Within and near the surface zone, large potential temperature tendencies (up to ~ 12 K d-1) result
from PBL turbulence and shallow convection. (Diabaticity due to hyperdiffusive mixing of potential
temperature is left out in the figure because it is too noisy.)
10.1.4 High-Resolution and Low-r-hd Life-cycles
Figure 10-9 shows the surface pressure, tropopause and surface potential temperature, and o-velocity
just above the PBL on Day 11 (i.e. about when the EKE attains maximum amplitude) in the
high-resolution life-cycle (left-hand column) and low-Khd life-cycle (right-hand column). Several
differences can be seen from the control life-cycle (cf. Figures 10-3 and 10-4): (1) the pressure
minima in the cyclones are a few mb lower in the high-resolution and low-ihd life-cycles than in
the control life-cycle; (2) potentially warm filaments at the tropopause level, delineated by the
310 K-contour, are resolved in the high-resolution life-cycle, while they appear only as cusps in the
310 K-contour in the low--hd and the control life-cycles; (3) in the surface potential temperature
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Figure 10-8: The mass-weighted zonal mean circulation (i on the left column, # in the right column)
are shown at different times during the baroclinic-wave life-cycle. In this and subsequent plots,
magenta lines demarcate the extent of the surface zone. Red and blue ends of the rainbow spectrum
signify positive and negative extremas respectively, while the zero-contours are suppressed in all
plots.
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Figure 10-9: Surface pressure ps, tropopause and surface 0, and a just above the PBL on Day 11 in
the high-resolution (left-hand column) and the lOW-rlhd (right-hand column) life-cycles. The contour
intervals used are identical to those in Figures 10-3 and 10-4.
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field, a 1000 km-wave can be discerned along the 270 K-contour west of the warm front: the wave
is weaker in the low--hd and stronger in the high-resolution life-cycle; and (4) ascent and descent
speeds show little difference, except that in very small peak ascent and descent regions, where values
are higher by 15-45% in the high-resolution and low--hd life-cycles compared to those in the control.
We may understand the preceding differences: finer-scale features in the potential temperature
field are better represented at higher resolution or less hyperdiffusion in spectral space. Slightly
sharper fronts force slightly stronger cross-frontal circulation. Consequent slightly sharper ascent
velocities generate slightly higher vorticity. Geostrophic adjustment then implies that cyclones
depress a little more.
From the differences between high-resolution, the low--hd and the control life-cycle, we surmise
that there is only a small improvement brought about by higher resolution or lower hyperdiffusive
coefficient, even on Day 11 when the wave amplitude and nonlinear saturation is maximal. It is no
wonder that the evolution of EKE shown in Figure 10-2 is not much different between the high-
resolution, low-Khd and the control life-cycle. Comparison between the zonal average quantities (cf.
Figures 10-7, 10-8 and 10-10) also shows little difference among the three life-cycles. Therefore,
given limited computational resources and uncertainty in the long-term numerical stability under
lower hyperdiffusion, T63 resolution and -rhd = 1 h have been considered suitable for subsequent
studies involving baroclinic-eddy equilibration. And for the sake of consistency, our analysis will be
focused on the control life-cycle, which uses these parameters.
10.1.5 Moist Life-Cycle
due to latent heat release in the moist life-cycle is shown in Figure 10-11, where the averaging
period is from t = 6 d to t = 13 d. It is a 9-coordinate diagnostic, but is plotted also in i-coordinate
to facilitate comparison with more conventional p-coordinate diagnostics. The magnitude and dis-
tribution of latent heat release in the model is similar to that observed in the mid-latitude winter
atmosphere (see e.g. Newell et al. (1974) [75]), despite (and because of) the contrived values of
moist parameter a~hr (recall Section 9.4.5). Such similarity gives us confidence in the crude moist
parametrization.
Figure 10-12 compares the surface air potential temperature 0a, surface pressure p,, and vertical
velocity & at the top of the PBL when lower tropospheric eddy kinetic energy peaks in the moist and
control life-cycles (i.e. t = 10.25 d and t = 10.5 d respectively). The surface warm front is sharper
when there is condensational heating, as is consistent with the findings of Emanuel et al. (1987) [26].
Cyclones are intensified by stronger ascents, while anticyclones are weakened by weaker descents.
These are well-understood effects of latent heat release associated with the generation of positive or
negative vorticity associated with ascent or descents near the surface, and consequent adjustment
to maintain geostrophic balance.
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Figure 10-10: Corresponding plots for the high-resolution (left-hand column) and the low-Iihd (right-
hand column) on Day 11 to those in Figures 10-7 and 10-8.
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Figure 10-11: Latent heat release (OlhrS) averaged from t = 6 d to t = ttd in the moist lifecycle.
Although the role of latent heat release in synoptic development is significant, more important
to this thesis is the influence on the zonal average state. Figure 10-13 shows 7-day averages of the
zonal mean zonal wind LUU1 and the meridional and vertical mass flux 2wa cos W [A]S(()()
for the moist and control life-cycle. (The averaging periods are displaced by 0.75 day on account of
the eddy kinetic energy maximizing at different times in the two life-cycles.)
Surface easterlies are slightly strengthened and the westerly jet core is weakened by the release
of latent heat. Similar results are also reported by Gutowski et al. (1992) [30]. The secondary
subtropical jet around 300' is strengthened. However, the overall character of the zonal (or angular)
momentum distribution is not altered by the inclusion of the moist parametrization. This is the
crucial point.
Poleward meridional mass flux is increased slightly by latent heat release. We may understand
this as follows: as pointed out in Held and Schneider (1999) [40], zonal momentum balance implies
that poleward (iY) is mainly due to equatorward advective eddy PV flux p tv = vCj-hA V'/t Thus,
the higher vorticity and winds in the more energetic moist life-cycle are associated with stronger
advective eddy PV flux and hence stronger poleward meridional flow.
The release of latent heat in the mid-latitude mid-troposphere changes the vertical mass flux in
-coordinates from net downwards in the control life-cycle to net upwards in the moist life-cycle.
Hence, the exclusion of water vapor transport does make an important difference to the character
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MOIST life-cycle
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CONTROL life-cycle
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Figure 10-12: Comparison of potential temperature in the lowest model level, surface pressure and
& above the mixed layer between the moist life-cycle and the control life-cycle, when either cycle
reaches its peak eddy kinetic energy in the lower troposphere.
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of cross-isentropic flow away from the Earth's surface.
Note that the character of circulation in the surface zone is basically the same in the control
and moist life-cycles. In fact, the mean diabatic flow near the lowermost boundary barely differs
quantitatively whether there is latent heat release or not. This is because the zonal average near the
lowermost boundary is derived over cold descending air in anticyclones where large-scale condensa-
tion does not occur. Instead, diabatic heating is provided by surface heat flux. Thus, the lack of
moist parametrization is not a serious obstacle in the investigation of the surface-zone circulation.
10.1.6 Altered-PBL Life-Cycle
Synoptically, reduced thermal damping over cool surfaces in the altered PBL life-cycle allows warm
surface air to penetrate farther polewards. The top row of Figure 10-14 shows that the surface warm
air forms seclusions and sharp T-bone fronts (e.g. Shapiro (1990) [95]). These warm-air structures
are also seen in adiabatic frictionless baroclinic-wave life-cycles, e.g. in Thorncroft et al. (1993)
[107]. Compared to the control life-cycle, the surface warm air in the altered-PBL life-cycle is also
more buoyant as it has penetrated a cooler denser environment. This leads to stronger ascents,
which is balanced by stronger descents. Consequently, stronger vorticity anomalies are generated
and geostrophic adjustment implies stronger cyclones and anticyclones, cf. the bottom row of Figure
10-14.
Since surface warm air acts like positive PV (Bretherton (1966) [16]), the formation of warm-
air seclusions can also be viewed as low-resolution manifestations of PV-filament roll-ups in two-
dimensional chaotic mixing (Juckes and McIntyre (1997) [51]). (But note that surface 0 has a
different dynamical relation to the circulation than PV, cf. Held et al. (1995) [41].) Strong thermal
damping, such as in the control life-cycle, dissipates the warm-air filaments before they can roll up.
In contrast to the moist parametrization, PBL and surface flux parametrizations directly affect
diabatic heating in the surface zone. Figure 10-15 shows the mean diabatic flow in the altered-
PBL and control life-cycles, averaged over 7-day periods. Cooling in the higher-latitude potentially
warmer region of the surface zone is much weaker in the altered-PBL life-cycle than in the control
life-cycle. This indicates the weak thermal damping of warm surface air to cool subpolar surface
temperature in the altered-PBL life-cycle.
In the altered-PBL life-cycle, the survival of warmer air to higher latitudes causes the surface
zone to be deeper around 450 -65* latitude. This means that the top of the surface zone generally
reaches higher altitudes around 45 -65 latitude. Hence, the mean westerly wind Lul is stronger at
the top of the surface zone, cf. Figure 10-16. However, the distribution of meridional mass flux within
the surface zone is unchanged by the altered thermal and mechanical damping. In particular, take
note of the bottom row of Figure 10-16. It compares the mass circulation 27ra [s S cos p ((V), ()
between the altered-PBL and control life-cycles. The dashed magenta line indicates u = 0.8, i.e. the
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Figure 10-14: Altered-PBL life-cycle: top two panels show the potential temperature in the lowest
model level at t = 7 d and t = 9, 25 d respectively. Bottom two panels show surface pressure and a-
at above the mixed layer at t = 9.25 d.
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Figure 10-15: The mass-weighted mean diabatic heating (0) compared between the altered-PBL
and control life-cycles. It is dominated by contributions from the vertical eddy-diffusion in the PBL.
The averaging periods are different between the two life-cycles. Magenta lines denote the extent
of the surface zone. Both panels use the same contour interval. Red symbolizes positive, blue
symbolizes negative.
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6/K at cr=0.985; t= 7d
potential temperature of surface air is below the dashed magenta line with 80% chance. It roughly
divides the surface zone to an equatorward flowing region below and a poleward flowing region
above. This feature attests to the robustness of the surface-zone circulation despite huge differences
in the damping time-scales around 45 -65 latitude. It gives us confidence in the simple turbulent
flux parametrization in the control life-cycle, despite the fact that it does not distinguish between
statically stable and unstable situations.
10.1.7 Tracer Transport in the Life-Cycles
Control Life-Cycle
For a preliminary survey of the character of tracer transport in a baroclinic-wave life-cycle, two
passive tracers, with initial distribution vertically and horizontally stratified in 9-coordinates, were
employed:
0/K -250
ye11=o =100
xlt=0 = sin2 1
The mass-weighted zonal mean distribution of these tracers at the end of Day 13 in the control
life-cycle is shown in Figure 10-17.
The persistent horizontal stratification of Xe above 300 K in Figure 10-17 shows that transport is
mainly isentropic in the model's Middleworld. This is because the time-scale of radiative cooling is
30 d, whereas the baroclinic-wave life-cycle lasts for less than half that period. On the other hand, in
the Underworld, cross-isentropic transport is pronounced near the surface (cf. the yellow and white
dashed lines representing tracer mixing ratio isopleths at 0.25 and 0.30 respectively). For a closer
examination of such transport, xi and 0 are plotted in jB-coordinate at t = 7 d, 13 d in Figure 10-
18. The displacement of the mixing ratio isopleths relative to the isentropes in the mid-latitudes is
evidence for the basic transport mechanism of baroclinic eddies described in Section 2.2.1. Thermal
damping to surface temperature is the main reason for the restoration of isentropic slopes at synoptic
time-scales. (Note that the surface zone varies with time, so that the mid-tropospheric region above
50 0 at t = 13 d was actually within the surface zone some time before, and hence the isentropes
were in contact with the surface.) Figure 10-19 illustrates the cross-isentropic transport in the lowest
model level, where the tracer contour xe = 0.3 (dashed line) was initialized to be coincident with
the isentrope 0 = 280 K (magenta line).
x; in the bottom right panel of Figure 10-17 displays sharp gradients around 500 in the Mid-
dleworld which are absent in the Underworld. Additionally, there are other regions of sharp tracer
gradients: in the subpolar region near 70 , in the subtropical region near 20 , and around the 295 K
isentrope equatorward of 50*. Figure 10-20 re-plots the distribution X'; in p-coordinate, where the
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Figure 10-16: Top two panels show mean zonal wind [U] and meridional mass flux
27ra cos p |-ts s (i) in the altered-PBL life-cycle The same contour intervals as in Figure 10-13
has been used. Bottom two panels compare the mass circulation in the altered-PBL (left) and con-
trol (right) life-cycles. The same vertical exaggeration is used for the arrows as for the axes. Solid
magenta lines show the extent of the surface zone. The surface 0 has an 80% chance of being below
the dashed magenta line. Red line denotes the dynamic tropopause (( 0 = 3 pvu).
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Figure 10-17: The distributions of Xo and x, initially and at t = 13 d. Solid magenta lines show the
extent of the surface zone. The dashed magenta line denotes the 295 K-isentrope.
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Figure 10-18: X -distribution in (<p, p)-coordinates at t = 7 d and t = 11 d. Magenta line shows the
top of the surface zone. Both panels use the same graphical representations.
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Figure 10-19: The distribution of y in the lowest model level at t = 11 d. The black dashed line
and the magenta solid line coincide during initialization.
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tracer contour Xp = 0.5 is indicated by a dashed magenta line. The black dashed line shows the
295 K-isentrope, and the black dash-dot line is the contour U = 40 ms 1 which marks the location
of the jet core. The sharp tracer gradients around 500 in the Middleworld are clearly indicative of
the tropospheric jet acting as a barrier to isentropic transport in a baroclinic wave. We shall return
to answer the question of whether other regions of sharp tracer gradients also represent barriers to
transport.
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Figure 10-20: ) plotted in (<p,p)-coordinates at t = 13 d to show the location of transport barrier
(denoted by the magenta dashed line where 6 = 0.5) coinciding with the zonal jet core (denoted
by the black dash-dot line where U = 40 ms 1 ). The 295 K-isentrope is denoted by the black dashed
line.
The chaotic mixing of X, along the 316 K isentrope is shown in the left-hand column of Figure
10-21. High- and low-tracer filaments (dashed lines) break away from 500, hence tightening tracer
gradients there. Such wave-breaking events are due to cyclonic cat's-eyes flow poleward of 50 and
anticyclonic cat's-eyes flow equatorward of 50' in the co-moving frame of the eddies, illustrated
schematically in the top panel of Figure 10-22 (cf. Killworth and McIntyre (1985) [55]). In contrast,
quasi-horizontal mixing near the surface (cf. right-hand column of Figure 10-21) is associated with
breaking of high- and low-tracer filaments (dashed lines) into the mid-latitude region. The result is
tightening of tracer gradients at the subpolar and subtropical edge. Such wave-breaking is also due
to cat's-eyes flows in the mid-latitudes, but the flow topology is different near the surface because
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surface westerlies are weak while surface easterlies are strong (cf. bottom panel of Figure 10-22).
The kinematics of both upper-level and near-surface chaotic advection in a baroclinic wave shares
similarities to planetary Rossby-wave breaking in the wintertime stratospheric surf zone (McIntyre
and Palmer (1984) [71]), but their detailed flow topologies differ substantially.
More on Transport Barriers
Since barriers play an important role in tracer transport, let us investigate them a little further
using isentropic zonal average diagnostics. Figure 10-23 shows the zonal average distribution of
tracer , and the isentropic component of eddy tracer transport v* at different times in the
control life-cycle. Downgradient eddy transport along isentropes destroys isentropic tracer gradients
both in the Middleworld and in the Underworld (e.g. from Day 7 to Day 9). Along Middleworld
isentropes, the jet core around 50 0 is a partial barrier to transport. The reduced downgradient eddy
transport through that region help enhance tracer gradients there (cf. Day 9). Then on Day 11,
tracers recirculate (cf. Figure 10-21) as the baroclinic wave saturates nonlinearly. The consequent
upgradient eddy transport further tightens tracer gradients. Note that the dynamic tropopause
(sloping red line) steepens considerably as isentropic PV gradients tighten for the same kinematic
reasons. (It has been suggested that sharp PV gradients once formed dynamically resists deformation
and hence further strengthen the transport barrier, e.g. McIntyre (1989) [70].)
From the last paragraph, sharp tracer gradients around 50 * in the Middleworld are clearly
formed as a result of weak eddy transport across the jet core over the baroclinic-wave life-cycle.
Hence, they are manifestations of a partial barrier to downgradient transport. But are other regions
of sharp tracer gradients similarly indicative of partial transport barriers? In particular, the sharp
tracer gradients around the 295 K-isentrope in the ji-coordinate plot of Figure 10-20 appear to have
continued from the sharp tracer gradients around the jet core. Does this mean that the transport
barrier also continues around the 295 K-isentrope?
The 9-coordinate plots of Figure 10-23 show that the sharp tracer gradients around the 295 K-
isentrope is orthogonal to those around the jet core in the Middleworld. This points to a different
dynamical reason for their development. Strong cross-isentropic transport towards warmer 0 in the
model is confined to within the surface zone as that is where surface thermal damping is effective.
But the surface zone does not reach across the 300 K-isentrope (magenta lines in Figure 10-23).
Hence, just below the 300 K-isentrope, cross-isentropic transport to warmer 9 abruptly comes to a
halt. Consequently, tracers cannot get past the 300 K-isentrope and sharp tracer gradients build up
around the 295 K-isentrope. In the real atmosphere, the presence of latent heat release and deep
convection over warm oceans would contribute to transport across the 300 K-isentrope. Thus, the
existence, or at least the location, of a transport barrier around the 295 K-isentrope would be in
doubt.
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Figure 10-21: Distributions of x on the 316 K-isentropic surface in the Middleworld (left panels),
and in the a-level just above the PBL (right panels) at different times in the control life-cycle
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Figure 10-22: Schematic diagram showing the geostrophic streamfunctions on a Middleworld isen-
trope (top row) and on a quasi-horizontal surface in the lower troposphere (bottom row). Left and
right panels show the flow morphology in the stationary frame and the co-moving frame with the
eddies respectively.
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Figure 10-23: Left panels show tracer distribution ; and right panels show isentropic eddy transport
v in (<p, 9)-coordinates. Red line shows the dynamic tropopause ((= 3 pvu). Solid magenta lines
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The sharp tracer gradients around 70 0 evident in 10-23 are present in the baroclinic-wave life-
cycle for two reasons. Firstly, meridional temperature gradients are negligible poleward of 70 * in the
basic state (cf. Figure 9-1). Secondly, the Rossby radius of deformation (- 1000 km) corresponds to
decreasing zonal wavenumbers with increasing latitude. Since the baroclinic waves considered are
only excited in zonal wavenumbers that are multiples of 6, the longest zonal wavelength excited will
still be shorter than the Rossby radius in the region poleward of about 70 . Therefore, for both
reasons, the baroclinic wave (of wavelength on the order of Rossby radius) does not exist beyond
70 0. Consequently, tracer transport does not occur beyond 70 *. In the atmosphere, temperature
gradients still exist at high latitudes, and so a subpolar transport barrier probably does not exist in
the atmosphere.
As for the sharp tracer gradients around 200, their presence is due to the confinement of merid-
ional temperature gradients and hence the baroclinic wave outside the model tropics. Although
Bowman (2000) [12] showed that a subtropical transport barrier may exist in the atmosphere away
from the surface, the absence of tropical dynamics in our model prevents us from making a similar
suggestion. In fact, the absence of monsoonal and Hadley circulation in our simple model also ex-
plains the failure of tracer penetration into the tropics along the surface. Near-surface transport of
tracers from the mid-latitudes into the tropics have been reported in GCM simulations (Yamazaki
(1993) [114], Bowman (2000) [12]) and observation campaigns (e.g. Gregory (1997) [29]).
Moist and Altered-PBL Life-Cycles
Figure 10-24 shows the distributions x' and ; in the moist life-cycle (left-hand column) and altered-
PBL life-cycle (right-hand column). Away from the surface zone, cross-isentropic transport of Xo
is apparent in the moist life-cycle because of the release of latent heat. But apart from this, tracer
transport in either life-cycle shares the same character as the control life-cycle. Therefore, we shall
only make brief references to transport in the moist life-cycle in the next chapter, and no further
reference to transport in the altered-PBL life-cycle.
10.2 Long-term Model Integrations
While baroclinic-wave life-cycles are useful paradigms for studying mid-latitude eddies over synoptic
scales, the zonal symmetry constraint (of order 6 in this thesis) seriously impairs its representation
of the eddies at longer zonal and temporal scales. As a solution to an initial-value problem, the life-
cycle does not represent an equilibrated atmospheric state, even when averaged over its life span.
Therefore, a longer integration of the model using the full zonal spectrum was also carried out, to
investigate circulation and transport in an atmosphere equilibrated over long time. The numerical
and physical parameters used for this longer integration are identical to those used for the control
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Figure 10-25: Initial perturbations in surface pressure used in the long-term integrations in the
control climatology and no-mixed-layer experiment. Solid line that is at the 3 o'clock position
denotes the zero meridian.
baroclinic-wave life-cycle, except for zonal symmetry Z = 1. Thus, we shall be referring to this
model integration as the "control climatology".
10.2.1 Initialization
As far as the equilibrated state is concerned, the precise initialization state is quite irrelevant, as
long as all unstable zonal wavenumbers have been sufficiently excited. Nevertheless, for the record
and later reference, we shall briefly describe the initial condition used to perturb the basic state.
Figure 10-25 shows the different initial perturbations are used for the northern and southern
hemisphere. While the two hemispheres do interact weakly, one may for convenience regard them as
separate realizations of baroclinic adjustment of the same basic state under different initializations.
Results from both hemispheres are similar and provide some evidence that the equilibrated state is
indeed independent of the initial perturbation.
In the northern hemisphere, a single low pressure disturbance pSO is introduced at t = 0 d:
ln (-9)= A - 0.03smn2 27 exp [9(72] ; y ;>0
Pref4r
where A is a constant such that the hemispheric average of ln (pscj/Pref) is zero, so that the total
mass of the atmosphere is unchanged. Such Gaussian disturbance in the zonal direction subsequently
spreads into a wave packet and eventually fills up the entire latitude circle.
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Figure 10-26: Time series of the specific eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at various model a-levels in the
control climatology.
In the southern hemisphere, a filtered randomly generated disturbance is employed at t = 0 d:
In ( Pso) = A - sin2 2pF{fR(p)} F{R(A)} ; < 0
where R is a random variable taking values between 0 and 1 with uniform probability. A Lanczos
filter F is used to remove variations of wavelengths less than about (ira cos W) /6 in the zonal direction,
and about 7ra/6 in the meridional direction (cf. Duchon (1979) [22]). A is again a constant that
serves to keep the total mass of the atmosphere unchanged by the perturbation.
10.2.2 Equilibration
Figure 10-26 shows the time series of the global average specific eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at
different vertical levels in the model. The initial perturbation releases much available potential
energy from the baroclinically unstable basic state, and the specific EKE at a = 0.197 reaches about
80 J kg-1, which is about the same as the maximum value attained in the baroclinic-wave life-cycles
(cf. Section 10.1.2). But after about 100 days, the specific EKE settles down to a chaotic-looking
oscillation, around 20 J kg-1 for a = 0.197.
To confirm the period for which the model atmosphere has equilibrated, we track the values of
certain marker indices in the northern and southern hemisphere: (1) zonal mean u averaged over the
jet core; (2) zonal mean 0 averaged over the jet core; (3) difference in zonal mean p, between two
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Figure 10-27: Time series of the marker indices showing the evolution of the model atmosphere
toward statistical equilibrium. See text for the definition of the indices.
Gaussian latitudes, 38.20 and 62.5 *. The zonal mean u and 0 are taken in the model's a--coordinate,
and the jet core is defined as the region between the Gaussian latitudes 45.7* and 55.0 0 and between
the a-levels 0.152 and 0.338 (cf. Figure 9-1). These time series of these indices are shown in Figure
10-27.
The time series of the marker indices and the specific EKE all indicate that the model atmo-
sphere has reached statistical equilibrium in the period t = 105 d to t = 300 d, notwithstanding low
frequency variability in the model. This period is used for all temporally averaged diagnostics.
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10.2.3 Control Climatological State
Since the model's response in both hemispheres practically do not differ, we shall only present results
for the northern hemisphere for the remainder of this thesis.
The model climatology (i.e. temporal zonal averages over the equilibrated period) in the northern
hemisphere is illustrated in Figure 10-28. The zonal jet maximum is at 33.6 m s 1 , which is close
to observed climatology. But it is located around 55 N and about 250 mb, which is more poleward
than the observed winter subtropical jet around 300. Additionally, there is a weak secondary jet
of about 17 ms 1 around 35 N and 150 mb. Multiple jet structures have been studied in models
with sufficiently wide baroclinic zones (e.g. Panetta (1993) [79], Lee (1997)[60]). The two jets in the
model are formed due to eddy momentum convergence. On the other hand, the winter subtropical
jet in the atmosphere is largely due to angular momentum advection by the strong winter Hadley
circulation, which is not represented in our simple model. Hence, the zone of baroclinic eddies occur
more northerly in the model than in the atmosphere, and surface easterlies reach up to 400 N.
The equilibrated meridional and vertical mass flux in Figure 10-28 show that a strong direct
circulation exists in the surface zone. This surface-zone meridional mass flux is about half as strong
as that within the mid-latitudes in the GCM simulation of Held and Schneider (1999) [40] (cf. Figure
5-1). The mass streamfunction IF obtained from equation (7.28) is shown in Figure 10-30. It is about
half as strong as the analyzed streamfunction in Townsend and Johnson (1985) [108] (cf. Figure 4-1).
The maximum of T resides in the model surface zone, but that in Townsend and Johnson's analysis
lies at around 290 K. The weakness of the model's circulation - especially above the surface zone
- in comparison to the mentioned GCM simulation and observed data analysis, may be attributed
to the lack of a tropical Hadley circulation and the absence of latent heat release.
The streamfunction T shown in Figure 10-30 is actually obtained assuming that T = 0 at
0 = 380 K and is taking OT = 380 K in equation (7.28). So strictly, one does not expect the circulation
to exactly close upon itself. However, the departure from closure near the lowermost boundary
appears to be worse than what can be assumed to have passed through the model atmosphere above
380 K. The anomalies near 30 N and 50 N seems to be particularly exaggerated. Additionally, the
streamlines north of 70 N and south of 25 N seem to strike the lowermost boundary at an angle,
instead of being parallel. There are several possible reasons for such departures from ideal (or near
ideal) behavior:
1. the regions where the departures occur are only occupied by the atmosphere less than 10% of
the time (cf. the rve-plot in Figure 10-30). As such, the statistics in that region may not have
converged.
2. the isentropic diagnostics were carried out on linearly interpolated fields at 2 K-intervals. This
is high enough vertical resolution considering that there are only 17 vertical oa-levels in the
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Figure 10-28: The top two panels show the mean zonal wind tLl in 9-coordinate and the 9-
distribution in jU-coordinate. The bottom two panels show the meridional and vertical mass fluxes
27ra cos <p ISI ((s() in 9-coordinate.
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Figure 10-29: A zonal sum quantity As = wA decreases suddenly with a small but finite decrease
in 0 near the lowermost boundary, assuming that A is roughly constant.
model. But near the lowermost boundary, vis-a-vis the minima in surface air potential tem-
peratures, 896/8A is small. Thus, a small but finite difference in 0 results in a sudden change in
the normalized zonal sum US , as illustrated in Figure 10-29. Hence, it is difficult to diagnose
a smooth approach p-v-s -+ 0 (cf. the plot of 27ra cos t [tsl s in Figure 10-28). This implies
inaccurate representation of the meridional mass flux near the lowermost boundary.
3. Figure 10-30 also compares [ft51 S with [p]1, where the former represents total atmospheric
mass in a latitude circle while the latter is a measure of the average inverse static stability.
The two differ only in the surface zone, and especially near the lowermost boundary. While
the atmosphere seldom gets cold enough to be near the lowermost boundary, when it does,
surface heating creates an unstable 9-profile and leads to convective adjustment. The result is
very high values of p which makes isentropic diagnostics very difficult (cf. Appendix C.1.1).
4. Since %P is integrated from the top of the atmosphere, errors accumulate over the last few
isentropic levels above the lowermost boundary, resulting in large departures from the ideal
zero value. In actual fact, the errors in of at each 9-level near the lowermost boundary are
less than they appear in the mass streamfunction.
10.2.4 No-Mixed-Layer Experiment
In order to test the importance of the mixed layer in the surface-zone circulation, a long-term model
integration carrying no tracer was performed with the basic state shown in Figure 10-31. The basic
state does not possess a mixed layer, but is otherwise identical to the basic state for the control
climatology. The initial perturbation is as shown Figure 10-1. The same numerical and physical
parameters are used as in the control climatology, except for the following: (a) surface heat and
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Figure 10-30: Top left panel shows the mass streamfunction T. Top right panel shows the fraction
w of latitude circle underground. The bottom row compares the normalized temporal zonal sum
[7s] S (left) and the temporal zonal mean [ml (right). Magenta lines show the extent of the surface
zone. Red lines show the dynamic tropopause ( = 3 pvu).
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Figure 10-32: Top panel shows the time-series of the global average specific eddy kinetic energy
(EKE) at various model o-levels for the no-mixed layer experiment. Bottom panel shows the time-
series of the average northern hemisphere specific EKE during which a baroclinic wavepacket grows
and spread around the world.
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momentum fluxes and eddy diffusion in the PBL are switched off during the integration; (b) the
radiative damping time is shortened to Trad = 10 d, to help maintain baroclinic instability in the
model atmosphere. Despite the effort in (b), Figure 10-32 shows that the global average eddy kinetic
energy (EKE) gradually settles down to a small value in the long run. (Note that without surface
mechanical damping, the EKE just above the surface is higher than the lower tropospheric EKE, in
contrast to the control climatology in Figure 10-26.) As the computational time on the T90 Cray
has been depleted at this point in the work, the model integration could not be repeated with even
stronger radiative damping times near the surface, which might have been perhaps justifiable as a
substitute for turbulent thermal damping without imposing a mixed layer.
In order to carry on the comparison with the surface-zone circulation in the control climatology,
the results from the no-mixed-layer experiment are averaged from t = 10 d to t = 25 d, during which
the EKE in the northern hemisphere increases to a maximum around t = 16 d and then decays away.
Note that this event is not a baroclinic-wave life-cycle, because the initialization is a Gaussian-type
wave-packet in the northern hemisphere. The wave-packet quickly disperses and propagates around
the world, so that by t = 16 d the baroclinic disturbance has occupied the whole region north of
20 N (cf. Figure 10-33). And of course, the temporal averaging does not produce a statistically
steady climatology.
surf. pres. p,/mb; t= 16d 6/K at a=0.985; t= 16d
E CE
0)0
c-intvl=10; (dashed>=1000) c-intvl=5; (r=warm,b=cool)
Figure 10-33: The surface pressure and potential temperature in the lowest model o-level at t 16 d
in the northern hemisphere in the no-mixed-layer experiment. Solid black line at the 3 o'clock
position represents the zero meridian.
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Chapter 11
Results and Discussions
In this chapter, we present the model results that pertains to the subject of this thesis, and discuss
them in relation to the background literature reviewed before.
11.1 Near-Surface Circulation
11.1.1 Angular Momentum Balance
(<v ha>/m s~ , <DO/Dt >/K s- )
- - - v.e.=1 lat./K
. . ... .ref.arw.=25m/s
310
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290
280
270
260
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(dA/dt /d~' <DO/Dthat> /K d-')
-. .- . .-. .-
....... ,..~~
-x- v.e.=0.01 K-1
fref.arw.=0.3d-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0/K vs. A
Figure 11-1: The mean circulation in the meridional-vertical plane in <-coordinate (left panel) and
A-coordinate (right panel). Gray lines show the extent of the surface zone. The same vertical
exaggeration is used for the arrows as for the axes.
In Part III, we derived a formulation for the mean circulation in (A, 9)-coordinates. The circu-
lation (A, 0) in these coordinates was directly related to the mean diabatic heating Q, the PV flux
J and surface-zone momentum source g. Moreover, the temporal zonal average theory is exactly
analogous to the instantaneous zonal average theory. In this section, we shall apply the theory to
our model atmosphere. To gain a perspective on the results, we shall repeatedly refer to the work
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Figure 11-2: The decomposition of meridional flow A (top left) into the sum of eddy advec-
tive PV flux (Qa) 1l Kv**) cos p (middle left), eddy non-advective PV flux due to diabaticity
(Qa)1 [*u/86 cos p (bottom left) and due to turbulent drag (Qa)~- L-1 cos p (bottom right),
the eddy advection of eddy angular momentum - (Qa)> G' (middle right), and the surface form
drag - (Qa)'l Gy (top right), in A-coordinate. Note the different contour intervals. Magenta lines
indicate the extent of the surface zone. Red lines indicate the dynamic tropopause (K( = 3 pvu).
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of Held and Schneider (1999) (abbreviated as HS), which has been reviewed in Chapter 5.
Figure 11-1 compares the mean flow (V, 0) and (A, 0) of the control climatology in latitude
0
and angular momentum coordinates respectively. (A is diagnosed from equation (7.34).) The strong
equatorward flow in the lower region of the surface zone is obvious in both coordinates, while the
return poleward flow in the upper region is weak. The character of the extratropical mean circulation
practically remains unchanged by the transformation from o- to A-coordinate. This is because the
angular momentum contours are nearly coincident with latitude contours in the zonal average. In
other words, our mental picture of the mean circulation in p-coordinates is still practically relevant
in A-coordinate, but with the added advantage that the mean meridional flow A can be precisely
attributed to Jeq and geq.
0
To investigate the dynamical origins of the meridional flow A, let us decompose it by equations
(7.29), (7.30) and (7.31). Figure 11-2 shows that the equatorward flow within the surface zone
towards higher angular momentum is due primarily to the forcing by the eastward surface form
drag G. However, poleward flow in the surface zone, and poleward and equatorward flows above
the surface zone are mostly forced by the need to balance zonal accelerations induced by eddy
advective PV flux Lpl (V*K ) cos o. For example, equatorward eddy advective flux of PV in the
upper troposphere tends to deplete the PV reservoir poleward of a A-contour. Thus, the induced
zonal wind tends to decrease along that A-contour. Consequently, mean poleward flow across that
A-contour is forced so that the mean transport of PV cancels the eddy transport, keeping the
PV reservoir poleward of that A-contour constant and hence maintaining the zonal wind at that
meridional position.
0 0
The precise relationship between V and A is illustrated by Figure 11-3, where A has been de-
composed as
0 0
A -fV cos y + U
The first term balances the Coriolis torque fV cos p, and the second term balances the advection of
mean zonal momentum -U. The magnitude of the advection term is only 10% that of A near the
lowermost boundary, demonstrating that the overwhelming balance is between the Coriolis torque on
the equatorward flow and the eastward surface form drag Gy . On the other hand, the Coriolis torque
on the poleward flow within the surface zone, and the poleward and equatorward flow above the
surface zone, are balanced by the zonal forced induced by eddy advective PV flux Lftl v*K) cos y0.
The fact that surface form drag is eastward can be explained by the dominance of geostrophic
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Figure 11-3: Decomposition of A into terms that balance the Coriolis force and the relative an-
gular momentum advection effects: - (Qa) 1 f (iY) cos W (left panel) and - (Qa)- 0 ([U] cos p) /&9
(right panel). Magenta lines denote the extent of the surface zone. Red lines indicate the dynamic
tropopause ( = 3 pvu).
balance at the surface. First, recall that in the absence of topography,
am dUI op)
~A dp &A}j
>0
so that isentropic pressure gradients give rise to gradients in the Montogomery potential and accel-
erate the zonal wind in 0-coordinates. Then, Figure 11-4 explains schematically why the form drag
is eastward.
The explanation for the equatorward flow in the surface zone in terms of form drag is related
to that offered in HS. However, HS's viewpoint is grounded on a vertical-integral treatment of the
surface zone, whereas the approach above allows for analysis of the surface-zone circulation at each
0-level. Moreover, the form drag that HS refers to acts on the top of the surface zone, whereas Gy
acts on the bottom of the surface zone. The difference lies in the vertical coordinate in which the
explanation is given: geopotential height z9 in HS, potential temperature 0 in this thesis. However,
the fundamental principle between the two explanations are the same.
The dominant balance in the angular momentum budget presented above remains valid even for
o
an instantaneous zonal average state. Figure 11-5 shows A and its dominant components: form drag
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GF, eddy advective PV flux (Sla)-'pv*6 cos p, and the Coriolis term (Qa)7 fo cosyo, at t = 1ld
in the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle. Here, the eddy advective PV flux is 3-4 times stronger
because the control life-cycle is about that much more energetic than the typical baroclinic eddy in
the control climatology. This points to stronger convergence of eddy momentum flux, which is not
emphasized by HS as they were more concerned with the equilibrated climatic state.
(a) Northern hemisphere 
. increases
(b) at $
eastward form drag results
H L
Figure 11-4: Schematic diagram showing the pressure distribution: (a) on the surface, (b) in a
longitudinal-vertical section using 9-coordinate. The geostrophic wind carries cold air equatorwards
east of anticyclones. The result is that the western "valley wall" exerts a higher pressure on the air
than the eastern "valley wall" in 9-coordinate. Consequently an eastward form drag results, that
balances the westward Coriolis force acting on the equatorward flow.
11.1.2 Surface Heat Transport
In Section 7.3.1, the equilibrated meridional flow V in the surface zone was related to the expected
values of surface heating 2 (#a) and eddy advection of surface air potential temperature E('), given
the probability distribution of surface potential temperature Weq (W, 9), vis-a-vis equation (7.19).
Here, let us demonstrate this relationship in the control climatology.
The top row of Figure 11-6 compares E(#a) and E(Ot). For convenience, we may view Oa as
practically the same as Ta, since variations in surface pressure are only about 1%. The colder region
of the surface zone shows net surface heating while the warmer region shows net cooling. This is
understandable as heat is expected to enter the atmosphere from the surface when surface air is
colder than average, and vice versa. (The average surface temperature is close to the equilibrium
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Figure 11-5: The dominant contributions to meridional flow A (top left): surface form drag
- (Qa) 1 GF (top right) and eddy advective PV flux (Qa)- Tv** cos p (bottom left). Most of
01
A goes to the term - (Qa)- f icos p (bottom right) to balance the Coriolis force. Magenta lines
denote the extent of the surface zone. Red lines indicate the dynamics tropopause (( = 3 pvu).
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temperature in the surface heat flux parametrization.) Eddy advection of air potential temperature
at the surface tends to cool subtropical regions and warm subpolar regions in the surface zone. The
warming is expected to be more intense when subpolar surface temperature is warmer than average,
because that is when eddies bring warmer air to those latitudes. The converse is true for cooling in
the subtropics.
The bottom row of Figure 11-6 compares the sum E(#O) +1E(9t) with the mean meridional
flow V in the surface zone. Net heating, due to surface heat flux and eddy surface heat transport,
is balanced by mean equatorward advection of cold air and hence negative V in the northern hemi-
sphere. The weak poleward and equatorward mean flow V in the upper region of the surface zone
is also explained by net surface cooling and heating respectively. (The net heating values near the
top of the surface zone appear a little high, probably because of bad statistics at a high temperature
seldom attained by the surface.)
The above explanation of the surface-zone meridional flow puts the emphasis on heat exchange
with the surface. In fact, the principal "reason" for the strong equatorward flow in the colder region
of the surface zone is the thermal damping to warmer surface temperature. However, this is an
argument based on an equilibrated system and so causality is not implied. It simply is a statement
that equatorward flow near the surface can only be maintained if it is continually warmed by heat
flux from the surface. Otherwise, surface temperature gradients would be eliminated and baroclinic
instability would be difficult to sustain. The growth of baroclinic waves would be curtailed and
equatorward cold-air outbreaks would not be likely to occur. Surface eddy heat transport plays a
secondary role in the determination of surface-zone meridional flow, and in fact opposes the surface
heating effect in the subtropics.
HS's explanation for equatorward flow in terms of eddy heat flux along the surface is a fundamen-
tally different argument. It does not rely on the balance in surface heat transport in an equilibrated
atmosphere, and as such, it can be applied even for an instantaneous zonal average state of the atmo-
sphere. Their explanation is based on the representation of mass flux in 9-coordinates, and depends
crucially on the assumption that isentropic density y is constant in the surface zone. Thus, letting
6m stand for the mass of a vertical column in the surface zone and 60 stand for the temperature
difference between the top and bottom of that column,
V 6m = v 60 (11.1)
== V 6m = pLv60
where () above denotes a zonal average. Hence, mass-weighted meridional flow is equivalent to the
heat flux, provided that y is a constant. But inspection of Lf] in Figure 10-30 immediately shows
that p is far from constant in the surface zone. So, insofar as the atmosphere is not in statistical
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Figure 11-6: The contributions to surface-zone meridional flow (;a) (bottom right): expected surface
heating E(ea) (top left) and expected surface eddy 9-advection E(',) (top right). The sum
}E(#a) +E(6) is shown in the bottom left panel. Magenta lines denote the extent of the surface
zone. Red indicates positive, blue indicates negative.
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equilibrium, does surface heat transport determine the surface-zone mass flux at all?
In the quasi-geostrophic (QG) theory, the eddy flux of pseudo-potential vorticity v'q' may be
related to the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux F as follows (see e.g. Holton (1992) [42]):
Vq =P0 p-Ve F (11.2)
F = ( pofo9oozIvl
Then, equation (3.7) for the residual circulation in the TEM formalism becomes
(2 f~ 02 a ao& ) ,
fl82±NT2 Po o +N2 aofo z
92+ P0 p - po 2Ve +F
Uy. r Oz / OZ ay N0 & r z
Note that the above equation is valid for steady and non-steady states alike (cf. Section 3.3).
Distributions of EP flux for the atmosphere and for baroclinic-wave life-cycles show that F practically
points upward at the surface (cf. Edmon et al. (1980) [23]). On the other hand, the streamlines of
the residual circulation are infinitesimally close together in an infinitesimally thin boundary layer
just above the surface (cf. Figure 3-2). Hence, keeping only the leading-order terms, we have in that
thin boundary layer,
IPo Ipo [-lz Go 0
Integrating over that boundary layer, we have the meridional mass flux AT through it as
A = po V'W' (11.3)
The above result shows that, under quasi-geostrophic scaling, the surface heat flux is always directly
related to the near-surface mass flux, regardless of whether the atmosphere has equilibrated or not.
So, the pertinent question is: how can we generalize equation (11.3) to primitive-equation (PE)
systems?
Equation (11.1) in HS's explanation can be seen as an attempt to generalize equation (11.3) in
QG systems to PE systems. However, HS's explanation has assumed y as constant, just as po/ 6oz is
constant in QG systems. So, in a sense, HS's approach has not actually captured the distinguishing
dynamics of PE systems that allows the surface-zone flow to have internal structure.
The clue to relating surface heat flux to surface-zone mass flux for PE systems lies in the dynam-
ical cause of the equatorward flow identified in Section 11.1.1. The surface form drag GF - whether
in an equilibrated atmosphere or not - is due to bottom "topography" in 0-coordinates. This "to-
pography" is really just surface potential temperature fluctuations. Therefore, surface form drag
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is generated by surface heat transport and physical topography (because mountains are at higher
potential temperatures than valleys in a statically stable atmosphere). In fact, we may manipulate
the dominant contribution to surface form drag (cf. equation (6.39)) as follows:
Define
n
Gm = ~1iM']"227ra A-
i=1
Multiply by w, integrate with respect to 0 throughout the surface zone, and convert the RHS to a
zonal integral with the help of Figure C-2,
:HWGM dO= 1 2M'a dA
.InG 21ra fo BA
along the surface
= 2aj Oa dA27ra 0 B9A
along the surface
Now, 6a a + 9, M M SI+ M', and a-1OM/A = fv 9, where v is the geostrophic velocity and
()denotes the zonal mean along the surface. Thus,
H 
f 2rAJHGM dO = j v90 dA = fvg a (11.4)
along the surface
Therefore, the eastward surface form drag seen in Figure 11-2 is primarily caused by poleward
geostrophic eddy heat flux at the surface. The poleward eddy heat transport is evident in Figure
11-4. Equation (11.4) is true even in the presence of physical topography, although the surface heat
flux and the surface form drag will be modified somewhat.
Vertically integrating r x equation (6.38) over the surface zone and keeping only dominant terms,
we have
f 9 H fOH OH
- fu cos s dO6 w fv* * cos d + wGM dO
0iG OG oG
f(OH -- S '1 e-> 0  P CosH dO - OH pv* * cos -S dO - vgO, (11.5)
Equation (11.5) is the generalization of equation (11.3) to PE systems, allowing for vertical structure
within the surface zone, and taking into account as well the eddy PV flux that is responsible for the
poleward flow in the upper region of the surface zone. It states rigorously that a northward heat
flux at the surface is always associated with a net equatorward mass flux within the surface zone,
provided that eddy PV flux within the surface zone is small. (Recall that ft is positive definite in a
statically stable atmosphere.)
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Going back to quasi-geostrophic scaling, the surface zone has only an infinitesimal thickness
and almost zero mass. Thus, the vertically integrated eddy PV flux vanishes, leaving the surface
heat flux as the main forcing of the meridional mass flux. Following Bretherton (1966) [16], we
could notionally identify 0, as equivalent to a 6-function of PV at the surface, so that v9 a in
equation (11.4) becomes a notional PV-flux in the 6-thin surface zone, playing the analogous role of
J above the surface zone. But beware that even under quasi-geostrophic scaling, Ertel's PV must
be distinguished from the quasi-geostrophic pseudo-potential vorticity that Bretherton was using.
An analogous relation to equation (11.4) may be derived for the equilibrated atmosphere:
f9HW"e Gmq dO f o g Oa
M ~ - ,
27rmeq L JeQ
i=1
where the curly brackets {} above denote the time mean along the surface for the whole period
considered. This leads to an analogue of equation (11.5):
19 H 
5H 
V
(1p]Lil [j pu cos (ps]s dO f -a V p*{ G /V Cos (PSI dO - og VL0a
Therefore, we have rigorously shown that surface-zone meridional flow is, at all times and in the
equilibrated state, related to the surface eddy heat flux via the generation of surface form drag in
9-coordinates. Downgradient equator-to-pole eddy heat transport implies that the surface-zone flow
is net equatorward. But we also point out the importance of eddy PV flux within the surface zone
in generating an poleward mass flux in the upper region of the surface zone. These explanations are
quite apart from considerations of heat balance in the equilibrated atmosphere, where heat exchange
with the surface plays the principal role in maintaining the surface-zone meridional flow and the
equator-to-pole heat flux.
11.1.3 Kinematic Explanation
HS produced a kinematic explanation for the distribution of the meridional mass flux in the surface
zone (cf. equation (5.4)). To evaluate their argument, an analogous equation (7.23), supplemented
by equation (7.24), was developed in Section 7.3.2. Here, we show results from applying the theory
on the no-mixed-layer experiment and the control climatology. The reader will need to recall the
three premises of HS's argument (cf. Section 5.4).
The first premise of HS's argument is tested in Figure 11-7. For the control climatology, the
probability density function 7r (0,) = &/89OO is clearly quite symmetric about the median
potential temperature of surface air (i.e. the w = 0.5 dashed line). This median 0a practically
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Figure 11-7: z for the no-mixed-layer experiment and control climatology.
coincides with the mean 0a, indicated by the green line. But in the no-mixed-layer case, there are
noticeable differences between median and mean 0, over subtropical and subpolar regions, because
7r (0a) is skewed to warmer and colder potential temperatures respectively. This might be a transient
effect, since the no-mixed-layer atmosphere is not yet equilibrated. But, by and large, HS's first
premise that 7r (0a) is symmetric about the mean 1a is true in the mid-latitudes: 25 0 N -70 0 N for
both the no-mixed-layer experiment and the control climatology.
The verity of HS's first premise in the mid-latitudes also implies that j, is practically indistin-
guishable from the median 0,. Hence, we shall refer to 9 a as the median rather than the mean Oa
in the rest of the discussion, because the median is more directly related to m than the mean. It is
also understood that we are focusing on the mid-latitudes below.
The first three panels of Figure 11-8 (in the order from left to right followed by from top to
bottom) shows the meridional mass flux MV, the contribution VO at isentropic level 0 and the mixed
layer contribution V3 for the no-mixed-layer experiment (cf. equation (7.23)). The mixed layer
contribution V6 is clearly negligible. VO and hence MV has a strong symmetric component about
the median 9 a. But an antisymmetric component is also present, which is not anticipated by HS's
argument. The fourth panel Figure 11-8 shows the contribution V+ from just above the mixed layer.
Recall that the difference between VO and V+ arises from the variation of mass flux above the mixed
layer (cf. equation (7.24)). Comparing the second and fourth panels of Figure 11-8, V+ is capable of
capturing the form of VO, although V+ is weaker than VO magnitude-wise. Hence, we surmise that
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HS's second premise, that the mass flux is constant above the mixed layer, is functionally good.
Therefore, it appears that HS's third premise is not entirely valid in the no-mixed-layer exper-
iment, so that an antisymmetric component can exist in V+. The last panel of Figure 11-8 shows
the expectation value of the mass flux just above the mixed layer 'E ((pLL v) ). The poleward mass
fluxes at warmer 0a are more intense than the equatorward mass fluxes at colder 6,. This feature
destroys the strict antisymmetry of E ((pf v),!) about ~a and ultimately leads to the antisymmetric
component in MV. While we cannot confirm if the imperfection of the antisymmetry in E ((pa v),+)
is associated with the lack of equilibration, we propose an explanation that indicates that the imper-
fection may persist even in the equilibrated state. Figure 11-9 shows schematically that poleward
advection of warm air near the surface steepens isentropes, while equatorward advection of cold air
makes the isentropic slopes more gentle. Therefore, isentropic density y tends to be larger and hence
mass flux pv tends to be greater in warm air than in cold air.
Moving on to the control climatology, the first two panels of Figure 11-10 shows that the contri-
bution Ve at isentropic level 0 still dominates the meridional mass flux MV. The third panel shows
that the mixed-layer contribution V6 is significant but not dominant. The fourth panel shows the
contribution V+ from just above the mixed layer. Comparing VO and V+ (i.e. second and fourth
panels), it is clear that HS's second premise is still functional, except that the disagreement in mag-
nitude is greater now than in the no-mixed-layer experiment. Inspection of V6 and V+ (i.e. third and
fourth panels) shows that they are very far from being respectively antisymmetric and symmetric
as one might expect from HS's argument. Examination of the expected mass fluxes E(Vm) and
,E((pfv),,) in the last two panels show the reason to be that HS's third premise is in need of
modification. From the diagnostics, it is more reasonable to suppose that:
a1601 if 01 > 0
Vm = otews ai < a2 (11.6)
a262 otherwise
0101 if 01 > 0
(pV) 0 = ; 1i > p2 (11.7)
#201 otherwise
As a result, the pure antisymmetry of Vm and (pv)o are destroyed, and symmetric mass flux may
be present in V6 while antisymmetric mass flux may be present in V+. We may understand the
modified third premise as follows:
In the model, convective adjustment occurs mostly when cold air moves over warm subtropical
surface. This creates a deeper mixed layer, usually occupying the last 4 model levels whereas PBL
turbulence is confined to the last 3 model levels. Thus, the mixed layer contribution E(Vm) is
mainly confined to the colder region of the surface zone. Figure 11-11 shows schematically that the
isentropic slope above the mixed layer becomes more gentle after convective adjustment. Therefore,
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Figure 11-8: Decomposition of the surface-zone meridional mass flux [ps] S (V) (top left) into con-
tributions from mass flux at 9-level (Ve: top right) and from mass flux in mixed layers (V6 : middle
left). Middle right panel shows the contribution from mass flux just above the mixed layer (V+).
The expected mass flux E((IfV)+) is shown in the bottom panel. Solid magenta lines denote the
extent of the surface zone. Dashed magenta lines show the median surface potential temperature.
Red denotes positive, blue denotes negative.
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Figure 11-9: Poleward advection of warm air steepens isentropes. But the reverse occurs when cold
air is advected equatorwards
isentropic density just above the mixed layer is smaller over cold regions than over warm regions.
This leads to weaker contribution E ((pO V),+) in the colder region of the surface zone.
In the atmosphere, deeper mixed layers are usually associated with cold air over warm surface,
rather than with the converse. Hence, we may expect equation (11.6) to be generally valid. Thermal
inversion layers, with enhanced static stability and hence reduced isentropic density, are usually
found above stratocumulus boundary layers over eastern subtropical oceans. These are usually
associated with the cold equatorward branch of anticyclonic circulation. Thus, we may also expect
equation (11.7) to be generally valid.
To conclude this section, this is our evaluation of HS's kinematic argument for the surface-zone
meridional flux:
" the first premise is valid: it is equally likely for surface air to be AO above or AO below the
mean potential temperature 6a in the mid-latitudes;
* the second premise, that mass flux is vertically invariant above the mixed layer, is functional,
but lacks quantitative precision;
" the third premise needs to be modified to equations (11.6) and (11.7), although it is still true
that warm air tends to move polewards and cold air tends to move equatorwards. This is
because either (i) mixed layers are deeper in cold-air regions, and stronger thermal inversions
tend to occur above them; or (ii) in the absence of mixed layers, the near-surface advection of
isentropes increase and decrease the static stability in cold and warm regions respectively.
Consequently, it is false that the antisymmetric component of surface-zone mass flux MV about
0, is due largely to the presence of mixed layers. And mixed layers contribute to the symmetric
component of MV as well. The simple kinematic argument in HS appears to have overemphasized
the role of the mixed layers in the surface-zone circulation.
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Figure 11-10: Same as for Figure 11-8 but for the control climatology. Same contour intervals
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Figure 11-11: Schematic diagram showing that the convective adjustment of isentropes enhances the
static stability just above the convecting column.
11.2 Underworld PV and Pseudodensity Inversion
Figure 10-28 shows that there is a region of equatorward flow just above the surface zone north of
450 N. This is surprising because it is not usually present in the data analyses of the atmosphere or
GCM simulations. Figure 11-2 demonstrates that this is due to poleward eddy advective PV flux in
that region. To investigate this phenomenon, let us examine the mass-weighted mean PV and
the eddy advective PV transport JA in A-coordinate shown in Figure 11-12. The eddy diffusion
coefficient N A for PV, as defined by equation (8.16), is shown later in Figure 11-30.
It appears that the eddy PV transport JA is mostly down the gradient of mean PV , except
in the lower region of the subtropical surface zone where AA < 0. Strong equatorward eddy
PV fluxes are seen around the tropopause and in the upper region of the surface zone because of
sharp isentropic mean PV gradients. Weak poleward eddy PV fluxes are seen poleward of high PV
anomalies (with respect to the hemispheric isentropic average) in the stratosphere and at the top
of the surface zone. In particular, the region of high PV is as strong as 0.9 pvu or more along the
top of the surface zone poleward of A = 0.4 (< - 50 0 N). If we accept that climatological eddy
PV transport can be represented by eddy diffusion, then the pertinent question is: where does the
high PV at the top of the surface zone come from? Figure 11-13 shows the mass weighted mean
PV distribution ( at initialization, showing that no similar high PV is present then. And since the
initialization state also corresponds to the radiative equilibrium state, radiative damping cannot
account for the generation of this high PV.
To check if surface and PBL turbulent fluxes of heat and momentum are responsible for the
generation of the high PV at the top of the surface zone, we examine the results of the no-mixed-
layer experiment. Figure 11-14 shows that there is no equatorward flow A, except in the surface zone
associated with the eastward form drag. However, there is still a weak poleward PV flux associated
with a high PV anomaly around 270 K -280 K in the model. As the surface zone is deeper because
there is no thermal damping to surface temperature, the weak poleward PV flux is engulfed within
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the surface zone and its effects are overshadowed by the strong surface form drag. Thus, despite
the absence of an obvious equatorward flow divorced from the surface form drag, high PV is still
generated apparently without turbulent heat and momentum fluxes. Note that convection is also
virtually absent in the no-mixed-layer experiment.
In the no-mixed-layer experiment, hyperdiffusion is the only process that can generate the high
PV anomaly near the surface. This explanation is quite plausible because hyperdiffusion often leads
to diabaticity of more than ±10 K d-1 within surface frontal regions. (Significant PV generation is
also shown to occur at surface fronts by Cooper (1992) [18].) Especially with a horizontal resolution
like T63 which cannot properly resolve the mesoscale structure of fronts, the maintenance against
complete frontal collapse is primarily provided by hyperdiffusion at the higher wavenumbers. Since
fronts span across much of the mid-latitudes, the high-PV anomaly can be seen throughout the
mid-latitude surface zone, cf. bottom right panel of Figure 11-14.
In the control climatology (Figure 11-12), the near-surface high-PV anomalies are stronger in the
high-latitudes (around A = 0.2) and weaker in the mid-latitudes (around A = 0.6), when compared
to those in the no-mixed layer experiment (Figure 11-14). This may be explained by the presence of
strong mechanical damping at the surface. At high latitudes, the prevailing surface wind is easterly,
and so the surface drag is eastward. This is equivalent to a poleward non-advective flux of PV
substance from the surface into the atmosphere along isentropes, under the Haynes and McIntyre
(1987) [35] viewpoint. Thus, the high-PV anomaly generated by hyperdiffusion is enhanced in high-
latitudes. Conversely, the prevailing wind in the mid-latitudes is westerly, resulting in a westward
surface drag. Consequently, there is an equatorward non-advective flux of PV from the atmosphere
into the surface along isentropes. The result is that the high-PV anomaly from hyperdiffusion is
diminished in mid-latitudes.
Therefore, the presence of an equatorward flow above the surface zone in the control climatology
is associated with PV generation by hyperdiffusion at surface fronts, with the high-PV anomalies
modified by surface drag. Because thermal damping to cooler surface temperature at mid- to high
latitudes is unusually strong in the control climatology - normally a statically stable boundary
layer has vertical mixing time longer than one day (e.g. Mason (1989) [69]) - the surface zone is
rather shallow at high latitudes. Thus, the high PV anomaly is located at the top of the surface
zone, and poleward eddy PV transport occurs above the surface zone. The result is an equatorward
flow above the surface zone, divorced from the equatorward flow within the surface zone.
The relevance of this discussion to the atmosphere is that even though data analyses and GCM
simulations seldom display equatorward flows above the surface zone, it is quite plausible that there
exists relatively high PV anomaly within the surface zone due to PV generation by surface fronts
and eastward surface drag at high latitudes. Then, one may expect poleward eddy PV fluxes within
the surface zone. To the best of my knowledge, no isentropic PV budget studies have been carried
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out for the surface zone, not least for the lack of a rigorous consistent theoretical framework. It is
of potential interest to pursue such a study in future work, since differentiation of equation (6.38)
readily yields the PV budget equation.
Figure 11-15 shows the distribution of the modified zonal mean PV E (cf. equation (7.41))
and the pseudodensity F in the control climatology. The difference between E and (0 lies in the
surface zone, where surface eddy contribution =edd is absent in - (cf. equation (7.42)). But from the
distributions of E and in Figures 11-12 and 11-15, these eddy contributions are apparently small.
The differences between " and above the surface zone are due entirely to errors in numerical
computation, since E is computed from differentiating [] whereas is computed from averaging
( itself. They highlight the relative insignificance of e7dd in the surface zone, and represent potential
errors in the diagnosed pseudodensity F, since F is essentially the reciprocal of E above the surface
zone.
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Figure 11-15: The modified zonal mean PV E (left) and the pseudodensity F (right) in the control
climatology. Magenta lines show the extent of the surface zone.
Notwithstanding possible computational errors, the gross features of pseudodensity distribution
is well illustrated in Figure 11-15. Apart from the usual vertical gradient, a meridional gradient
also exists in the atmospheric density in (A, 0)-coordinates. This is because of the curvature of the
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planet: a large shift in latitude is required to effect a unit change in planetary angular momentum
near the equator, and so a lot of atmospheric mass is "packed" into a unit volume in absolute
angular momentum coordinate in the tropics. And in the real atmosphere, advection of angular
momentum by the Hadley circulation (absent in the simple model) further homogenizes IL , and so
the A-coordinate breaks down near the equator. Pseudodensity is low near the lowermost boundary
because the surface potential temperature is seldom that cold. The maximum in PV at the top of
the surface zone is reflected as a minimum in pseudodensity.
Next, let us demonstrate the feasibility of pseudodensity inversion by examining the nonlinear
thermal wind relation, the ellipticity condition, and the assumed 9-independence of a (sin p) /8A)9
within the surface zone. Actual inversion of F to yield P, W and hence Li] is left as a possible future
exercise.
The top row of Figure 11-16 assesses the validity of the nonlinear thermal wind relation by
comparing the LHS and RHS of equation (7.47). The close agreement between the LHS and RHS
above the surface zone shows that nonlinear thermal wind balance may indeed be used to constrain
P and W and permit inversion of pseudodensity F. The sufficient condition for ellipticity in equation
(7.48) is satisfied, as the bottom left panel shows all extratropical tropospheric P-contours are less
steep than the dash-dot line with slope d6/dA = 100 K.
The bottom right panel of Figure 11-16 shows that within the surface zone, 8 (sin W) /0A) 0 is
largely a function of A only except near the lowermost boundary poleward of A = 0.6 (p 40 N).
The odd behavior near the lowermost boundary relative to the rest of the surface zone may be due
to bad statistics, since the atmosphere only occupies that region for less than 10% of the time. But
on the other hand, there is no strong theoretical reason to support equation (7.50), except perhaps
the hypothesis that momentum and hence vorticity is mixed vertically.
Figure 11-17 is the same as Figure 11-16 but for the instantaneous zonal average state at t =
11 d in the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle. Despite the fact that the eddy is strongest at this
time, and that the control life-cycle is 3-4 times more energetic than a typical baroclinic wave in
the control climatology, the nonlinear thermal wind relation still holds rather well. And in fact,
a (sin p) /&A)9 actually varies less with 0 than in the control climatology. The ellipticity condition
in the extratropical troposphere above the surface zone is also well satisfied.
Therefore, inversion of pseudodensity to deduce the distribution of momentum and entropy in
latitude-pressure coordinates appears plausible, even when the atmospheric mean state is changing
with time.
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for the instantaneous zonal average state at t = 11 d in
same contour intervals and graphical representation as
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11.3 Underworld Tracer Transport
In this section, tracer transport in the Underworld is studied with the help of three specially designed
tracers, XM, XH and XA, in the control climatology. Then, three corresponding tracers in the control
baroclinic-wave life-cycle are used to elucidate the underlying transport processes at synoptic scales.
Tracer diagnostics in (A, 9)-coordinates derived in Chapter 8 are applied.
11.3.1 Specially Designed Tracers
In the Control Climatology
The three idealized tracers, XM, XH and XA, used to characterize chemical transport in the control
climatology have chemical sources and sinks to prevent eventual homogenization due to transport
and mixing.
The first two, XM and XH, act like radioactive tracers with decay lifetimes of rehe = rHe = 20 d.
Thus, they have zero equilibrium distributions Xeq and x in equation (9.31). These tracers are
supplied by fixed surface emissions in the mid- and high latitudes respectively as follows (cf. equation
(9.15)):
EM/ kg m- 2 d- 1  0.003 xm (P)
EH /kg m-d-1 0.003 xhQ(O)
where
xmI(p) E {tanh 5 tanh 5 + tanh 5 )- tanh 5
(11.8)
xh (O) 1 - 2{tanh 5 tanh 5 (11.9)
The peak magnitude of the emissions does not affect the tracer transport pattern, but was chosen
so that equilibrated mixing ratio values are similar to the mixing ratios of corresponding tracers in
the baroclinic-wave life-cycles. Thus, XM and XH represent idealizations of chemicals released from
the surface at mid-latitudes and high latitudes respectively.
The third tracer, XA, is exponentially relaxed towards a zonally symmetric equilibrium profile,
also on a time-scale of rhe = 20 d. The equilibrium distribution xqis:
xq = 1 - exp [- ( 5)2]
Zero surface emission EA is prescribed for XA. Thus, XA represents a tracer aloft in the troposphere
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away from the PBL.
At initialization, XM and XH are put to zero, while XA takes on its equilibrium distribution.
In the Baroclinic-Wave Life-Cycles
Three passive tracers, also labelled XM, XH and XA, are used in the baroclinic-wave life-cycles (i.e.
they have no chemical sources or sinks in the atmosphere or at the surface). The initial distributions
of XM, XH and XA are designed so that the three tracers correspond to the three similarly labelled
tracers in the control climatology:
XMlt=o = xm (W) exp 
.2]
XH O -= Xh (W) exp - )2 1
XAI t=o = 1 -exp - ( 0)2]
where xm and xh are functions defined in equations (11.8) and (11.9). The initial distribution of XA
is identical to the defined equilibrium distribution X in the control climatology. Note the different
strengths of initial vertical stratifications of XM and XH versus XA. The initial distributions of
these tracers are plotted in both (W, o-)-coordinates and (A, 9)-coordinates in Figure 11-18. Their
representation of tracers released into the mid-latitude PBL (XM), the high-latitude PBL (XH) and
the troposphere above the PBL (XA) is obvious.
11.3.2 Transport Climatology
Figure 11-19 shows the equilibrated distribution of XM, XH and XA in the control climatology.
The arrows denote the mean flow A, in the left-hand column, and the eddy transport vector
(YA, y9) in the right-hand column (cf. equation (8.10)). XM and XH have surface sources that are
respectively equatorward and poleward of A ~ 0.4. If only vertical mixing in the PBL is occurring,
they would have distributions that look like those in Figure 11-18. Thus from Figure 11-19, these
tracers have evidently been lifted out of the surface zone by baroclinic eddies, reaching to about
295 K for XM and 280 K for XH over the North pole, i.e. respectively about 400 mb and 600 mb with
reference to the 9-distribution in Figure 10-28. (Recall that, at each latitude, only isentropes within
the surface zone have ever been in contact with the surface source.) Comparing XM and XH, we may
say that tracers with lower-latitude surface sources tend to rise higher in the atmosphere. Isentropic
eddy transport is mainly responsible for the poleward and upward (in physical space) transport out
of the surface zone.
The third tracer XA has mid-tropospheric chemical sources and lower tropospheric sinks, as
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Figure 11-18: Initial zonally symmetric distributions of the three tracers, XM, XH and XA plotted in
(<p, o)-coordinates (left panels) and in (A, 0)-coordinates (right panels). Dashed magenta lines are
model a-levels within the PBL, and magenta dash-dot lines represent the model a-level just above
the PBL which is still reached by convection.
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Figure 11-19: The distribution (x) (shading and contours), the mean circulation (A, ) (arrows in
the left-hand column) and the eddy transport vector (yA, Yl) (arrows in the right-hand column)
for tracers XM (top row), XH (middle row) and XA (bottom row) in the control climatology. The
same vertical exaggeration is used for the arrows and the axes. Note the different reference arrow
lengths. Magenta lines denote the extent of the surface zone.
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shown in Figure 11-20. Isentropic eddy transport is mainly responsible for its entrainment into
the surface zone, especially in the subtropics: 0.6 < A < 0.8 or 20'N < 5p < 40'N. XA, XM
and XH together demonstrate isentropic eddy exchange of tracers between the surface zone and the
troposphere above.
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Figure 11-20: The chemical source (She) for tracer XA in the control climatology. Magenta lines
denote the extent of the surface zone.
Within the surface zone, XM is largely confined to the warmer region, whereas the bulk of XH is
confined to the colder region. This is an important point and we shall return to it shortly. There is a
strong equatorward mean flow in the colder region. It advects all chemicals towards lower latitudes.
While a weak poleward flow also exists in the warmer region, poleward transport of XM there is
mostly effected by eddies. In fact, eddy transport is significantly present throughout the surface
zone, and it has a strong cross-isentropic component because of surface thermal damping. Eddy
transport is generally a two-way exchange process, as (yA, Y6 ) of XA generally point in opposite
directions to those of XM and XH.
11.3.3 Synoptic-Scale Transport
Zonal average synoptic transport of xM, XH and XA during the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle are
shown in Figures 11-21, 11-22 and 11-23 respectively. Tracers do not reach the poles because of an
artificial subpolar barrier present in the baroclinic-wave life-cycles, cf. Section 10.1.7.
XM is spectacularly transported from the surface zone into the free troposphere polewards of it
from t = 7 d to t = 10 d. This occurs due to the stirring action of the baroclinic wave on isentropic
surfaces. Figure 11-24 show that mid-latitude PBL tracers are lifted upwards along narrow streets.
These would correspond to the warm and cold conveyor belts of frontal systems (Browning (1990)
[17]), except for the absence of condensation.
The baroclinic-wave life-cycle gives a spectacular demonstration of transport within the surface
zone: XM and XH are transported equatorwards in the colder half of the surface zone, and XM
is subsequently transported polewards in the warmer region of the surface zone (cf. Figures 11-
21 and 11-22). While the poleward transport seems to occur above the equatorward transport in
the isentropic zonal average, a substantial component of it actually projects onto the horizontal
plane because warm 0 in the surface zone also represents warm potential temperature of air at the
surface. This is illustrated in the top row of Figure 11-25, which shows the distribution of XM and
XH in the lowest model level at t = 9 d. XM has been advected equatorward ahead of the cold-air
outbreak, and then recirculated into the warm sector where it has penetrated poleward into lower-9
air. Meanwhile, XH has been advected equatorward by the cold-air outbreak, and it has penetrated
equatorward into higher-O air. Cross-isentropic transport occurs because of thermal damping by
surface heat exchange. The gathering of XM in the warm sectors and XH in the cold-air outbreaks
correspond to the confinement of XM and XH in the warmer and colder region of the surface zone in
the control climatology (cf. Figure 11-19). (The finite lifetime of XH means that little of it survives
to be transported to the warmer region of the surface zone in the control climatology.)
While near-surface quasi-horizontal transport of XM and XH is happening, XA is entrained isen-
tropically into the mid-latitude surface zone. In fact, the transport is so strong that 'i/&'P) is
reversed around A = 0.35 at t = 13 d (cf. Figure 11-23). The bottom row of Figure 11-25 shows
that isentropic stirring action of the baroclinic wave is responsible for the intrusion of XA into the
PBL. XA reaches the surface sandwiched between XM and XH within the equatorward region of the
surface anticyclone (cf. Figure 10-4).
11.3.4 Eddy versus Mean
So far, we have not provided direct evidence that the mean and eddy components of tracer transport
are equally important. But in fact, comparisons of the corresponding terms in the tracer budget
equation (8.4) for all tracers readily confirms this fact for the baroclinic-wave life-cycles and for
the control climatology. For example, the total mean advection is compared with the total eddy
convergence for Xe during the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle in Figure 11-26. It is evident that
the two are of comparable magnitude and tend to oppose each other most of the time.
At first sight, the above result appears to contradict the findings of Stone et al. (1999) [101], where
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Figure 11-21: Synoptic evolution of 2jj in the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle.
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Figure 11-22: Same as Figure 11-21 but for tracer XH.
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Figure 11-24: Distribution of XM on two Underworld isentropic surface, where pink regions have
higher mixing ratios than cyan regions. The left panel shows a cold conveyor belt on a lower 9-
surface, while the right panel shows a warm conveyor belt on a higher 9-surface. Dashed yellow line
denotes XM = 0.5. Contours of r = (p, - p) /pref, which is a measure of mass below the isentropic
surface, are drawn at 0.05 interval. The black dashed line indicates r = 0.25. Notice that the
9-surfaces are almost vertical in the PBL (-r 0.15) in the cold sectors.
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Figure 11-25: The panels show mixing ratios (colored shading) in the lowest model level for tracers
XM (top left), XH (top right) and XA (bottom left) at t = 9 d in the control life-cycle. The bottom
right panel shows XA on an Underworld isentropic surface. Yellow contours denote lines of constant
9 in all panels except the bottom right where they denote lines of constant T.
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Figure 11-26: Left panels show the total mean advection -a-ii 82/8<p -0 82/89, and right panels
show the total eddy convergence -y-IV * 7Y', for the tracer X0 in the control baroclinic-wave life-
cycle. Different rows correspond to different times. Panels on the same row use the same contour
interval. Magenta lines denote the extent of the surface zone.
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isentropic eddy transport dominated the tracer budget. Firstly, it was not clear in that paper how the
authors treated tracer fields on underground isentropes, as they used a tracer budget equation based
on rather than £. So, direct comparison with our results may be suspect. Nevertheless, assuming
their zonal means refer only to above-ground segments of isentropes, we note the following: Stone et
al. used an adiabatic, frictionless baroclinic-wave life-cycle, where the mean circulation is weak. In
contrast, strong surface heat fluxes in our control life-cycle produce a strong mean diabatic flow in
the surface zone. Moreover, Stone et al.'s model used T42 resolution, which in our experimentation
(not shown) appeared not to resolve surface fronts as well as T63 resolution. Sharp fronts generate
more PV in the Underworld (Cooper (1992) [18]). Thus, the higher horizontal resolution used in
our model may have contributed to stronger eddy PV flux and hence stronger mean meridional flow.
The combination of surface heat exchange and high resolution implies that mean advection plays a
more important role in tracer transport in our results.
Having said that the mean circulation is important in tracer transport, it should be emphasized
that the mean circulation itself is induced by eddy transports. In this case, it is the equatorward eddy
advective flux of PV above and within the surface zone that encourages poleward meridional flow,
thereby maintaining the angular momentum balance in p-coordinate, or constant PVS concentration
in A-coordinate. Near the lowermost boundary, the equatorward meridional flow owes its origin to
eastward form drag, which ultimately comes from poleward eddy flux of potential temperature at
the surface. In other words, eddy transport of dynamical tracers - i.e. atmospheric PV and
surface potential temperature - induces the mean meridional flow. (In steady state, the mean
diabatic flow can be obtained from the mean meridional flow from mass continuity.) Therefore,
eddies effect chemical transport on two levels: one, the direct eddy exchange of chemicals; two, the
forcing of the mean meridional circulation which advects chemicals. And this viewpoint is valid in
(A, 9)-coordinates even when the atmospheric state is evolving in time.
11.3.5 Moist Life-Cycle
As the emphasis of this thesis is to capture the fundamentals of circulation and tracer transport
effected by baroclinic waves, more complicated issues involving explicit water vapor transport have
not been included. This section reports some tentative results on the effects of water vapor con-
densation on Underworld tracer transport, using the crude parametrization for latent heat release
in Section 9.4.5. The verity of these results can only be tested in a GCM simulation or from data
analyses, which lie outside the scope of this thesis.
As noted in Section 10.1.5, the presence of latent heat release changes the diabatic circulation
substantially above the surface zone. Consequently, tracer transport by the mean circulation is
likely to be more important. At the same time, diabatic eddy transport is enhanced as well. Figure
11-27 compares the mean tracer advection and eddy tracer convergence for the moist baroclinic-wave
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life-cycle averaged from t = 6 d to t = 13 d. It shows that the two are of comparable importance, in
agreement with results from the control life-cycle.
To gain a better idea of the pattern of tracer transport in the presence of latent heat release, we
refer to Figure 11-28. The shading and contours represent the temporal zonal average distribution
of Xe in the moist life-cycle, the arrows show the mean circulation (A, ) (left panel) and the
eddy transport vector (YA, ye) (right panel). This tracer is most affected by diabatic effects since
initially it is aligned with the isentropes. Mean advection of tracers is largely confined to the surface
zone near the lowermost boundary, like in the control life-cycle, since thermal damping to surface
temperatures is still much stronger than diabatic heating from latent heat release in the model. Eddy
tracer transport pattern within the surface zone is as described in the control life-cycle. The eddy
transport vector above the surface zone shows a downward component. This is because latent heat
is released in ascending air which has low tracers, and so the covariance is negative. Since
the tracer transport equation is linear in x, we may consider the tracer -Xe whose eddy transport
vector's direction is opposite to that of Xe. Then, the right panel of Figure 11-28 shows that the
eddy transport of -Xe has an upward component above the surface zone. In other words, in the
presence of latent heat release, the pattern of tracer transport by eddies above the surface zone is
no longer isentropic, but proceeds in a poleward-upward and equatorward-downward fashion with
respect to dry isentropes. This behavior is not surprising, since moist air parcels tend to conserve
the equivalent potential temperature 6 e rather than the potential temperature 6, and 6,-surfaces are
more steeply inclined than 6-surfaces (cf. Peixoto and Oort (1992) [81]).
11.3.6 Synthesis
Together, tracer transport in the control baroclinic-wave life-cycle and the control climatology brings
out several aspects of tracer transport in the Underworld:
1. quasi-isentropic stirring action of baroclinic waves leads to poleward transport of tracers emit-
ted from the surface, and equatorward transport of tracers produced in the free troposphere.
(The vertical transport of these tracers is implicit since 6-surfaces are inclined in physical
space.) The chaotic advection manifests itself as near-isentropic eddy tracer transport be-
tween the surface zone and the troposphere above. Low-latitude surface tracers are transported
higher over the poles than high-latitude surface tracers. Latent heat release is estimated to
cause lower-level tracers to rise through isentropes, and upper-level tracers to sink through
isentropes, due to cross-isentropic eddy transport.
2. near-surface quasi-horizontal stirring by baroclinic waves transport tracers equatorwards in
cold-air outbreaks and polewards in warm-air sectors. In the isentropic zonal average picture,
mid-latitude surface-zone tracers tend to be transported equatorward in the colder region (by
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Figure 11-27: Same as for Figure 11-26, but for xo averaged over the moist baroclinic-wave life-cycle.
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Figure 11-28: Same as for Figure 11-19, but for xo averaged over the moist baroclinic-wave life-cycle.
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the mean circulation and eddies), and return poleward in the warmer region (by eddies). But
high-latitude surface-zone tracer tends to be transported equatorward in the colder region (by
the mean circulation), and not be recirculated poleward in the warmer region if their lifetime
is on the order of the duration of a synoptic meteorological event.
3. the mean circulation is as important as the eddies in tracer transport. But the mean meridional
flow itself is forced by the eddy transport of dynamical tracers, vis-a'-vis PV and surface 0.
Hence tracer advection by the mean circulation may be seen as an indirect way that the eddies
effect chemical transport in the atmosphere.
Therefore, the tracer transport pattern in the Underworld may be summarized by the schematic
diagram in Figure 11-29.
eddy
transport
mean
transport
Pole Subtropics
Figure 11-29: A schematic diagram showing the tracer transport patterns in the extratropical Un-
derworld
11.4 Eddy Diffusion of Tracers
Figure 11-30 shows the eddy-diffusion coefficients KA, K A, KA^ for tracers XM, XH, XA respec-
tively, and AA for PV in the control climatology. Values in regions where the mean gradients vanish
have been removed. Note that the eddy-diffusion coefficients are mostly positive, indicating that
downgradient transport is the norm. Recall from Section 8.2.3 that the eddy-diffusion tensors Kx
for all chemical tracers are identical in the limit where chemical sources/sinks are weak during the
lifetime of an eddy, and the eddy-diffusion coefficient and KA are the same in the limit of weak
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diabatic heating. The resemblance between K^, KM and KA shows that chemical sources are
indeed weak enough over the lifetime of an eddy for the eddy-diffusion formulation to have meaning
for chemical transport. On the other hand, KA is sufficiently different from K KAA and KA
to indicate that eddy transport of PV is not quantitatively related to eddy transport of chemicals
because of strong diabaticity in the lifetime of an eddy.
Notwithstanding the above result, the distributions of all four eddy-diffusion coefficients clearly
show that a region of enhanced tracer transport around U = 10 - 15 ms'. We may identify this
region as the critical layer, since it occurs at the steering levels at each latitude where the mean zonal
velocity approximates the zonal phase velocity of baroclinic waves in the model. (The zonal phase
velocity of mid-latitude surface pressure anomalies in Figure 10-4 are indeed around 10 - 15 m s- 1 .)
Thus in the co-moving frame of the wave, streamlines in the critical layer form typical cat-eyed
structures shown schematically in Figure 10-22. Consequently, the critical layer is a region of active
tracer transport and mixing, where tracer contours break, stretch exponentially, wrap and fold
around the cat's eyes and eventually dissipate. Thus, eddy-diffusion coefficients of chemicals and
PV are functions of location in the atmosphere, being largest in the critical layer. Plots of tracer
fluxes versus mean tracer gradients do not show compact relations (see Figure 11-31). This is in
accord with the view that the eddy-diffusion coefficients are not functions of tracer distributions,
but of location in the atmosphere.
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Figure 11-30: Eddy-diffusion coefficients for chemical tracers XM (top left), XH (top right), XA
(bottom left), and PV ( (bottom right). Thick blue lines correspond to L7~ / m s- 1 = 10, 15. Magenta
lines denote the extent of the surface zone. Red indicate positive, blue indicate negative. The same
color scheme is used in all panels.
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Chapter 12
Conclusions and Further Remarks
12.1 Conclusions
This thesis was carried out with the objectives of understanding the extratropical near-surface
circulation, and characterizing the tracer transport patterns in Underworld. In the process, two
important theoretical contributions were made. The first is the use of zonal mean angular momentum
as a meridional coordinate to clarify the relation between mean meridional flow and eddy PV and
surface 8 transport. The second is the development of a consistent and rigorous formalism for
studying isentropic circulation and transport within the surface zone.
By using A-coordinate, the concentration of PV substance is forced to be constant above the
surface zone. Consequently, no net transport of PV can occur: eddy PV flux must always be
accompanied by a mean flow that achieves the opposite PV transport. In a way, the concept is
similar the impermeability theorem in Haynes and McIntyre (1987) [35], where PV substance cannot
be transported across isentropes. (Note that the impermeability theorem applies in three-dimensions
and is due to PV sources/sinks compensating any cross-isentropic transport.) The forcing of the
mean flow by eddy PV flux has been pointed out by Haynes et al. (1991) [34] as a stratospheric
planetary-wave pump in steady-state. But we showed that the A-coordinate formulation for this
mechanism works even in a regime where momentum variability is not small. Also, we are applying
this idea to the extratropical troposphere where the stirring and mixing of PV is carried out primarily
by baroclinic waves.
In our treatment of the surface zone, we have circumvented the awkward issue of underground
meteorological variables by defining zonal averages with reference to above-ground regions only. This
allows a consistent isentropic zonal average set of equations to be derived. Motivated by the work
of Held and Schneider (1999) [40] (abbreviated as HS), we applied the derived equations on the
surface-zone circulation of our model computations and obtained the following results:
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1. the equatorward mean flow ia in the surface zone is primarily forced by a strong eastward form
drag from the bottom of the atmosphere, i.e. from the surface. Analyzing in geopotential
height coordinates, HS reasoned that the equatorward flow is mainly due to form drag acting
on the top of the surface zone. The apparent difference between the source of the form drag,
vis-h-vis bottom versus top of the surface zone, arises from performing the analysis in different
coordinates (cf. Figures 5-4 and 11-4). A 9-coordinate analysis was consistently kept up in
this thesis, in order to explain the mean flow in 0-coordinates.
2. poleward flux of potential temperature along the surface by the geostrophic wind is respon-
sible for the eastward surface form drag. Thus, the equatorward flow in the surface zone is
ultimately related to poleward surface heat flux. HS had the same result, but they assumed
constant isentropic density in the surface zone, which is not substantiated in a primitive-
equation atmosphere. We also show that in an equilibrated atmosphere, thermal damping
to underlying surface temperature maintains the circulation at every isentropic level in the
surface-zone.
3. there is a poleward mean flow i7 in the upper region of the surface zone, corresponding to the
poleward flow in the warm sectors of a baroclinic wave at the surface. This poleward flow is
forced by equatorward eddy PV flux within the surface zone. There is a tendency to overlook
this branch of the surface-zone circulation, since it is like an extension of the poleward mean
flow above the surface zone. But this poleward flow should be emphasized since it contributes
to the net meridional mass flux within the surface zone, and the contribution is not small when
the atmosphere is non-steady.
4. HS produced a simple kinematic explanation for the surface zone circulation based on an
assumed proportionality between meridional flow anomaly and surface potential temperature
anomaly. We used our theoretical framework and model results to show that this assumption
must be modified such that the constants of proportionality are different for warm and cold
anomalies. Consequently, unlike HS's conclusions, mixed layers are not necessary to break the
symmetry of the meridional mass flux about the mean surface potential temperature.
The (A, 9)-coordinates allow a clean separation between the mean circulation in the meridional-
vertical plane and the mean state of the atmosphere represented by pseudodensity -y. The mean
circulation is driven by the "forcings": mean diabatic heating Q, PV flux j and surface zone
momentum sources g . The mean state only changes when there is divergence in the mean circulation.
Contrast this with either the transformed Eulerian mean formalism or the <p-coordinate isentropic
mean framework, where it is uncertain how much of the forcings is spent changing the mean state
and how much is spent in generating the mean circulation.
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Pseudodensity F can plausibly be inverted under nonlinear thermal wind balance to obtain (p, p)
in (A, 0)-coordinates. Hence, r codes for the atmospheric distribution of angular momentum and
dry entropy. Four boundary conditions are required: two trivial conditions j = 0 and cos p = 0 at
the top of the atmosphere and at the poles respectively; two non-trivial conditions such as the mean
zonal wind ii at the top of the surface zone and the mean static stability 89/8j at the subtropical
boundary. The non-trivial conditions couple the extratropical troposphere above the surface zone
to the tropics and the extratropical surface zone. Related concepts of PV inversion for the zonal
average atmosphere in p-coordinate have been discussed in e.g. Sun and Lindzen (1994) [104], Kirk-
Davidoff and Lindzen (2000) [56]. A tentative proposition for the inversion of F within the surface
zone was also put forth.
Tracer transport in 0-coordinates is approached from a mass-weighted zonal mean perspective,
rather than the current zonal mean perspective in the literature. Moreover, the A-coordinate is
used to establish a direct relation between the mean advection of tracers and eddy transport of
PV and surface 0. The result is that tendency in zonal average mixing ratio is due entirely to
eddy action (and sources or sinks, of course). The immediate question which this leads to is how
eddy transport of dynamical tracers like PV is related to eddy transport of chemical tracers. We
addressed this question in the context of a simple eddy-diffusion parametrization for eddy transport.
It was found that eddy transport of both PV and chemicals are enhanced in the critical layer where
baroclinic waves has phase velocity equal to the mean zonal flow. Eddy-diffusion coefficients of the
three idealized chemical tracers with weak sources agree relatively well and confirm that the eddy
transport of chemicals does not depend on its identity as long as the chemicals have lifetimes longer
than the duration of a baroclinic wave. However, the eddy-diffusion coefficients of PV and chemicals
are sufficiently different to show that diabatic sources of PV are too strong to be ignored in the
lifetime of a baroclinic wave. Thus, although eddy PV transport determines the mean meridional
flow that advects chemicals, it does not provide quantitatively useful information on eddy chemical
transport. This is very different from the case in stratospheric transport, where PV fluxes are well
correlated with chemical fluxes.
For long-lived tracers, we identified an extratropical transport pattern in our simple model (recall
Figure 11-29) that corresponds well to observed chemical transport. Eddies carry chemicals poleward
and upwards, roughly along isentropes. (They actually rise through isentropes because of latent
heat release.) These agree with the poleward transport of water vapor in the "tropospheric rivers"
reported by Newell et al. (1992) [76], and in warm and cold conveyor belts described by Browning
(1990) [17]. Tracers released from the surface at high-latitudes in our numerical experiments do not
rise very high over the poles, giving us an analogue to the arctic haze phenomenon (e.g. Heintzenberg
(1989) [38]). Eddy transport in the reverse direction, along isentropes from the mid-troposphere into
the surface zone, is also seen in the model and correspond to e.g. observations in ozone transport (cf.
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Moody et al. (1995) [74]). Near-surface quasi-horizontal transport is frequently observed in cold-air
outbreaks (e.g. Gregory (1997) [29]). In the model, this is manifested as eddy chemical transport
within the surface zone as well as chemical advection by the surface-zone mean circulation.
12.2 Further Remarks
12.2.1 Poleward Branch of the Extratropical Circulation
We have shown that the equatorward flow in the surface zone is due to eastward surface form drag
and poleward eddy heat flux on the surface. Held (1999) [39] showed that the eddy heat flux near
the surface can be parametrized by an eddy-diffusion scheme. Hence, for a given mean surface
temperature gradient, we may expect a strong constraint on the strength of the equatorward flow in
the extratropical surface zone. The strength of the poleward branch of the extratropical circulation
is then constrained by mass continuity.
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Figure 12-1: Equilibrated meridional flow (V-) in the model, showing strong poleward branch of the
circulation within the surface zone. Magenta lines denote the extent of the surface zone. The red
line represents the dynamic tropopause ((i = 3 pvu).
Figure 12-1 shows the equilibrated meridional flow V in the model. The poleward branch of
the circulation is clearly split into two sub-branches: one above the surface zone and one within the
surface zone. This split is made obvious by the presence of an equatorward flow just above the surface
zone. While GCM simulations (Held and Schneider (1999) [40]) and analyzed data (Townsend and
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Johnson (1985) [108]) do not possess such an equatorward flow, it is still reasonable to partition the
extratropical poleward flow between the regions above and within the surface zone for dynamical
reasons: in an equilibrated atmosphere, the poleward flow within the surface zone is related to the
diabatic cooling of warm air at the surface (recall equation (7.19) and Figure 11-6). In the model,
we have used rather strong damping to surface temperature, resulting in the sub-branch within the
surface zone being stronger than the sub-branch above the surface zone, cf. Figure 12-1. (Note that
the effect of density weighting is not included in the above comparison, as the density weighting
always favors the lower sub-branch.) In the atmosphere and in GCM simulations, weaker thermal
damping of warm air to the underlying surface temperature may decrease the relative strength of
the sub-branch within the surface zone, since the total strength of poleward flow is constrained.
There is another way to appreciate the difference between the equilibrated dynamics of the two
sub-branches of poleward flow. Recall that equatorward eddy PV fluxes drive the poleward flow
in both sub-branches. Above the surface zone, radiative restoration of the strong background PV
gradient sustains the downgradient PV flux. In contrast, the downgradient PV flux within the
surface zone is maintained by PV generation at the surface. The rate of PV generation at surface
depends on the intensity of surface thermal damping: if warm air at the surface is rapidly cooled, a
strong upward gradient in 9 will be produced, leading to rapid generation of PV.
Therefore, an important question is raised by the results of this thesis: how does the poleward
branch of the extratropical circulation split between the regions above and within the surface zone?
The answer to this question must lie in a careful evaluation of the eddy PV fluxes, and a comparison
of the relative rates of PV generation by radiation, latent heat release and surface thermal damping.
The issue is closely related to the PV budget of the troposphere, including the surface zone.
12.2.2 PV Transport versus Diabatic Heating
The (A, 0)-view is useful because the dynamics of the general circulation is neatly summarized in
terms of eddy transport of PV and 0a (surface air potential temperature), and mean diabatic heating.
These are the two most important processes that lie at the heart of mid-latitude wave dynamics,
whether in the troposphere or in the stratosphere. Under steady state conditions, the mean diabatic
heating and eddy PV and 0, transport are related due to mass continuity. But no causality is
implied between the two in this relation.
In the stratosphere, it is generally accepted that the radiative imbalance in the extratropics is the
consequence of the meridional flow forced by planetary Rossby-wave breaking in the stratospheric
surf zone (Haynes et al. (1991) [34]). This argument is possible in part because planetary Rossby
waves are generated from the Earth's surface and surface processes are at best weakly dependent
on the mean state in the stratosphere. So the momentum deposited by wave-breaking, vis-a-vis
the eddy advective PV flux, may be construed as an external forcing on the stratosphere. Then,
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stratospheric diabatic heating may be seen as a response, and it is subjected to downward control
by the wave-breaking aloft in an equilibrated climate.
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Figure 12-2: The cyclical interaction between PV and surface potential temperature fluxes (left
bubble) and mean temperature, diabatic heating, and surface stress (right bubble), via the mean
circulation and the supercriticality of the baroclinic atmosphere.
In the extratropical troposphere, the situation is more convoluted: on one hand (cf. upper part
of Figure 12-2), eddy fluxes of PV and 0a force the mean meridional circulation. The circulation
alters the mean temperature structure and causes mean diabatic heating by destroying radiative
equilibrium and redistributing water vapor. Additionally, surface winds affect the surface stress
exerted on the atmosphere. On the other hand, the radiative-convective equilibrium state in the
extratropics is baroclinically unstable, and causes the generation and maintenance of the baroclinic
waves that transport PV and Ga (cf. lower part of Figure 12-2). The strength of the baroclinic waves
depends on the extent of supercriticality of the baroclinic state, while the extent of supercriticality
depends on the mean temperature distribution and is affected by mean diabatic heating and mean
surface stress (Pierrehumbert and Swanson (1995) [83]). The result of the cyclical interaction be-
tween eddy PV/6a fluxes and temperature/diabatic heating/surface stress is usually an adjustment
to an equilibrated state that is not baroclinically neutral (cf. Barry et al. (2000) [9]). Under these
circumstances, the viewpoint that PV/6-mixing fundamentally determines the diabatic circulation
is not tenable, since it affects and is also affected by the mean diabatic heating. This thesis has been
concerned with the upper branch of the cyclical interaction in Figure 12-2. Thus, it may wrongly
give an impression that the eddy transport of PV and surface potential temperature fundamentally
determines the mean diabatic flow without being affected by it.
12.2.3 Long-Lived versus Short-Lived Tracers
So far in this thesis, we have only looked at passive tracers or tracers with weak sources. In the
atmosphere, real chemical tracers range from highly reactive short-lived species like OH to practically
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inert long-lived species like the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Additionally, we have only considered
zonally symmetric chemical sources or initial distributions, when in fact, certain chemicals may have
a very uneven distribution owing to patchiness in the sources and/or short atmospheric lifetimes, e.g.
NO, NO 2 , SO2 . Therefore, we need to emphasize that the results of this thesis pertains mainly to
the longer-lived, more evenly distributed chemical tracers, e.g. CO 2 . Sometimes, reactive chemicals
may be budgeted as a family and the lifetime of a chemical family may be substantially longer, e.g.
NOY family' (Wang and Shallcross (2000) [112]), and our results apply to these families as a whole.
But the key point is that the precise identity of a chemical is not important, as long as it survives
long enough to outlast a synoptic baroclinic wave. Then, our results show that there is a certain
pattern of transport associated with that tracer. The transport pattern is universal in this sense
and hence is helpful to understanding how chemical species are distributed in the Underworld.
12.2.4 Handling Datasets
After all the work on the simple model, it is pertinent to ask the question if the theoretical and
numerical methods used in this thesis is applicable to analyzed datasets from observations and GCM
simulations. Isentropic analysis is applicable as long as the studied atmosphere is statically stable
at synoptic scales and above. Theoretically, mixed layers with near-neutral static stability can be
represented by using 6-functions. Hence, the real challenge is how to handle the mixed layers in a
numerically accurate fashion. We have had some difficulties in this regard, probably because we had
a global mixed layer of neutral static stability for all times in our simple model. We think there will
be fewer problems in the observed or GCM-simulated atmosphere, because neutral static stability
do not span the whole globe and in most regions are not always present (except very near to the
surface). Nevertheless, more work must be done to find a better interpolation scheme from p- or
o-coordinates to 0-coordinates, that preserves variations of meteorological variables within mixed
layers which are not resolved in 0-coordinates.
A-coordinates clearly cannot be used in the tropics where absolute angular momentum gradients
are weak or non-monotonic. But in the extratropics, the (A, 0)-diagnostics should be readily appli-
cable. Surface form drag may be reliably estimated from pressure, geopotential and temperature
distributions on the surface. The real challenge for application in analyzed observations is thus
getting reliable data for PV flux. Since ftv* = - i(, the difficulty again lies again primarily in
reliably estimating -V in the presence of mixed layers near the surface.
As for tracer transport diagnostics, present observation networks are too sparse to establish a
gridded global dataset. But GCTM simulations that measure up well to comparisons with station
data may be good surrogates. The use of mass-weighted mean X again points back to the importance
INOY includes NO, NO 2 , N2 0 5 , HNO 3 , PAN etc.
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of having a good handle on the treatment of mixed layers.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Less Conventional Notations
Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 are compilations of the less conventional notations repeatedly used in this
thesis.
Symbol Meaning Introduced in
Section ...
A equals L/ (Qa) for zonal average atmosphere, OR 6.1.1
equals [LI / (Qa) for temporal zonal average atmosphere 7.2
7, l mass density in (A, 6)-coordinates in zonal average and 6.1.3,
temporal zonal average atmosphere respectively 7.4.1
Oa potential temperature of surface air 5.3
OG, OH potential temperature at the bottom and top 6.2.1
of the surface zone respectively
19G, 2dH potential temperature at the bottom and top 5.1
of the time-mean surface zone respectively
, weq fraction of isentropic latitude circle that is above ground 6.2.1
and the analogous time-mean quantity 7.2
Table A.1: Less conventional symbols
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Table A.2: Less conventional symbols (cont'd)
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Symbol Meaning Introduced in
Section ...
Pref reference surface pressure = 1000mb 3.1
F zonal component of drag 3.1
F' meridional component of drag 6.2.5
y mass density in 9-coordinates 4.2
(0 component of absolute vorticity normal to an isentrope 4.2
Ertel's potential vorticity 4.2
eddy flux of PV substance along isentropes, 4.2
cf. Haynes and McIntyre (1987) & (1990) [35],[36]
j, jeq equals J/ (Qa), 6.1.2
and the analogous time-mean quantity 7.3.4
GA, GA eddy advection of eddy angular momentum, 6.2.4
and the analogous time-mean quantity 7.3.4
GF, G surface form drag in 9-coordinates, 6.2.4
and the analogous time-mean quantity 7.3.4
Gm, G's components of GF and %q respectively, 11.1.2
due to surface geostrophic heat flux
g equals (Ga) 1 (GA + GF) 6.3.2
geq equals (Qa)- (G7 + Gq ) 7.3.4
Vm mass flux in the mixed layer 5.3
V6 , VO, V+ respective contributions to [fts1 s from the mixed layer, 7.3.2
the isentropic layer 9, and just above the mixed layer 0+
Symbol Meaning Introduced in
Section ...
normalized zonal sum
zonal mean
deviation from zonal mean
mass-weighted zonal mean
deviation from mass-weighted zonal mean
normalized temporal sum
temporal mean
deviation from temporal mean
mass-weighted temporal mean
deviation from mass-weighted temporal mean
temporal mean of zonal mean
deviation from temporal zonal mean
mass-weighted temporal mean of zonal mean
deviation from mass-weighted temporal zonal mean
time-derivative following (,) )
time-derivation following ((;),
expectation value at latitude 'p
when surface air is at potential
expectation value at latitude Vp
when surface air is at potential
C )
and time t
temperature 0
over time [ta, tb]
temperature 6
6.2.1
6.2.1
6.2.1
6.2.1
6.2.1
7.1
7.1
C.3.1
7.1
C.3.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
6.1.2
7.2
6.2.2
7.3.1
Table A.3: Less conventional operators
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Ys
XI
Lix
Xt
(')
2X S
L]
Xt
(z)
0
z#
[ ]
zt
(2)
E
E(z)
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Appendix B
Mathematical Operators and
Identities
B.1 Mathematical Operators
In the following, E, r; represent scalar fields and E ' [ex, Y] , - = [rfx, 1 y] represent two-dimensional
vector fields in the local tangential (horizontal) plane (x, y). Here, dx = a cos # dA, dy = a d#.
Vector manipulation
rev(s') E , -6']
.r &- EX f +6 '71
-A -exry - EYrx
Differential operators
1
VVE [ acosWv
a cos p
Vv A r= s
a cosWp
1 09E~
a 9o) ]
x
EX + - )
y (E
ex Cos tp
E' XCos p
,72Ea VV 
- (VVE)wavnls
where~)and 4) are partial derivatives holding the vertical coordinate vi constant.
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Identities
ij A E if -rev(s)
V, A E V, - rev(E'
V, A (r) E Vrl A E+ r/Vv A E
B.2 Derivation of Some Identities
B.2.1 Zonal Average Theory
All identities are trivially true at the bottommost boundary 0 = 6G because A = A = A there. So,
we shall only consider the region 0 > OG, where w $ 0 and is # 0.
Identity (4.5)
A'= A - A
~is _ - A s
wAI =A AsA
Dividing by w, and using the definition of A,
Identity (4.6)
AB = (A + A') (TA + B')
= AB + AB' + A'B + A'B'
Using the last proven identity,
AB EAB+ A'B'
Identity (4.7)
SS
sA* =p(A- A)s
Dividing by ps, and using the definition of A,
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A* 0
Identity (4.8)
AB = ($ + A*) + B*)
= AB+ AB* + A*B+ A'B'
Using the last proven identity,
AB E AB+ A*B*
B.2.2 Temporal Zonal Average Theory
The identities at the equilibrated bottommost boundary 0 = OG is trivially true because A [Al
(A) there. So, we shall only consider the region 0 > VG, where Ll S : 0 and (fsL s 0.
Identity (C.38)
At =A - [A
(wuAtls = LwA1s - LAl Lw1s
Dividing by [wls and using the definition of [Al,
[Atl = 0
Identity (C.39)
LAB] = (A] +At) ([Bi + Bt)1
= [A] [BI + [At] [Bi + [Al (Bt1 + AtBtl
Using the last proven identity,
LAB] [Al [BI + AtBt1
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Identity (C.40)
[psA] s = [ps (A - (A))]s
= [pSA S [ ps] S (A)
Dividing by [fs s, and using the definition of (A),
(A#)E 0
Identity (C.41)
(AB) = ( ((A) + A#) ((B) + B#) )
= (A) (B) + (A#) (B) + (A) (B#) + A#B#)
Using the last proven identity,
(AB) E (A) (B) + (A#B#)
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Appendix C
Mathematical Details of Theory
C.1 Derivation of Zonal Average Equations in (A, 0)-coordinates
C.1.1 Validity of A-coordinate
For A to be a meridional coordinate, we require:
0 < < oo
OA\ 
_ U . 1O 8U
- 2cosw+ smW+ CosW
The constraint on boundedness is evident. Away from the equator, Qa > ii, 8ii/8a ensures that
BA/8a is positive (negative) in the northern (southern) hemisphere. Near the poles, the above
inequality is still valid as Pa cos p > i. This is because, with the help of Stoke's theorem,
Pi|| 1 1lim = lim 1 -d
O- 7/2 Qa cos W O 7/2 Ga cos W 27ra cos W c(V,O)
1 V. A(Ip,I0)2Q W~x/2 -r/2 7r (a cos p)2
1 11 (rel 11fl r/
<1
where dlis a differential vector directed eastwards, C(p, 0) is the latitude circle W at level 9, A(p, 9)
is the isentropic surface enclosed by C('p, 9), and (gel is the vertical relative vorticity in isentropic
coordinates. Hence, transformation to (A, 9)-coordinates is possible separately for each hemisphere
away from the equator.
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C.1.2 Mass-Weighted Zonal Mean in Mixed Layers
Consider the integral employed in the definition of A in Section 6.2.1:
f\2pA d A = - 1f2Ap. -- d A
along const. (V1,91,t1)
=1 fA2o x) aA a) ciA
1 f 2  A ' d,
=- g Ap dA
along 6(A,Wi,o,ti)=61
If [A1 , A2] at constant (pi, &1, ti) lies within a mixed layer - where 86/Ba ~ 0+ and p -+oo - the
expression on the RHS above is evaluated in place of that on the LHS. This is to take into account
the vertical variation of A within the mixed layer. Since 9 is quite independent of a in the mixed
layer,
01 = 6 (A, p1, a, ti) ~ Oa (A, o1, ti)
== A ~ A. (p1 , 01, ti)
where Oa is the potential temperature of surface air, and A, is some constant depending on the values
of V1, 01, and ti. Hence, the integral f02 Ap, 2), do is computed at A ~ A, in the mixed layer.
To avoid unusually large values from contaminating the mass-weighted zonal integrals, (66),
is limited to a lower bound of 2K over a grid spacing (JA),. Additionally, interpolated values
of p outside the mixed layer are capped at 300 kg m 2 K- 1, where mixed layers are defined to be
consecutive a-levels with vertical potential temperature difference of less than 0.1K. Interpolated
9-surfaces lie practically outside the mixed layers.
C.1.3 Time Evolution of the Surface Zone
The fraction of the latitude circle above the Earth's surface is defined in equation (6.25) as:
i=1
Using equation (6.26),
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Figure C-1: In a statically stable atmosphere, the ground is always potentially cooler than the
atmosphere. Thus, configuration (a) is possible, but not configuration (b).
a 099/9 -
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21r n
_1
27r
L 0 )at
ii + U'
a cos V9
a 0W9
v* 8 j
a 09
U,
a cos
00
+0 I
0 A2 -1
X2
v* 0
a 099 A
A2 ,
'0
Note that the separation of u into mean and eddy components can be with respect to the mass-
weighted zonal mean as well as the zonal mean. The latter is chosen for consistency with the use of
i instead of nL in the zonal momentum equation, and that is because we want to relate the forcing
on the mean zonal momentum to fluxes of potential vorticity substance.
But for a statically stable atmosphere, aA2i/88), > 0 and 0A2i- 1/06), < 0 (see Figure C-1),
and so we obtain:
aw
Ot Jep a ocp
+0^0 )m 1 2n4 .,80, E a
U' 0
a cos V a'A)
v* 8o
a 0pJ)
Or equivalently,
O 1b au ) +0 50 W
-
r-n
27r E rj=1 (4* + 
,
(C.1)
#* is the eddy diabatic heating, 6* is the eddy advection of potential temperature, and r is the
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27r
magnitude of zonal potential temperature gradient, all evaluated for air at the Earth's surface:
O* 0* (0a)
U' (0a) 8Oa
acosp 9A),
16a
rOA
V* (0a) 90a
a O<p )A
where 6a is the potential temperature of the air at the surface. (We are actually free to use u' instead
of u* in the definition of 0!, because mean zonal advection, whether by ii or fi, does not contribute
to the RHS of equation (C.1). But since i! is related to PVS transport, we prefer to use u'.)
At the top and bottom of the surface zone, r -- oo so that the RHS of equation (C.1) is
ill-defined. So we must rewrite the RHS as an average quantity
-1 {r' (#* + ')}
m # *, += 
a
a{r-n
multiplied by
Therefore,
aw -1 n _A -- 2. _ 2n
i=1 - 2 1 3=1
+ -- + 6- H&t a p 86
H.=--m(#1 6
(C.5)
(C.6)
where the 6-coordinate average eddy potential temperature tendency at the Earth's surface, o (#* + 6
remains well-defined even at the top and bottom of the surface zone.
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(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)
C.1.4 The Meaning of H,
The RHS of equation (C.1) can be expressed as follows:
Sr-1 * + 01
12n
H. 27r 
_E
2n A+
3=1 227r
OA
U,
a cos p
6(A - A3 ) dA
V*190a, 6 (O - ) dA
a BA
where 6 is the Dirac delta-function and we have made use of the transformation
6 (x - xo) = 6 (y - y (xo)) Ildy/dxl
And we note that,
-0)
where 71 being the Heaviside function. W [0 - 0a (A, p, t)] is a function of the "existence" of the
atmosphere, because it is identically one above the Earth's surface and zero below the Earth's
surface:
W [0 - Oa (A, , t)] =
6a (A, , t)
otherwise
Then, we have
-1 2 2r P *
-H (0 - Oa) +
a cos y
-u eU V ( ) W [ - O (A , ( , t ) ] d A
where
ud (' v, *
V (0) [ I
a cos p
Since V(0)71 (0 - 0a) is non-zero only at the bottom of the atmosphere, H, represents the eddy
motion of the bottom of the atmosphere in 0-coordinates.
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(C.7)
+ *aa' 8<p )aL
a A),
89 )0a S(0 - Oa)} dA
(C.8)
ao1) ,,t]
8a
BA )
6 (Oa - 0) = 6 (0 - Oa) = I') - -
1 8 a
, -- t
C.1.5 Angular Momentum Equation
In Section 6.2.4, we have Schir's equation,
- + k x J = -VOBo
where J E (v - k x (6 ai - F) and Bo = M + v2 /2. The zonal component of this equation is
Ou au
-- (Ov +# oat 80 1 Boa cos 19A
Taking the normalized zonal sum,
-ou S Z0 S
term b
term a
s St S
term c
1 o [BO]A227r acos~ i=
Defining L E Qa cos 2 W + u cos 0,
1 Ox3s
term a =
COS 0 at
1
cos 0
aLs i n A2i
8t 21r L a 
_t
term b = (o (, + v*)s = s so +
s
term c -C += )
-S
0650
_ S
+u
To further evaluate term b, note that for Ertel's PV is defined as ( /
s I s = p(+ * s + pv**± s = pv** s
where the last step above makes use of the identity (4.7). Meanwhile, we may write
1
a cos y
{v OL
aA ogp
-s 1n 
x
27ra cos _ 2i-1
1
a cos y
{As I n [ Ai
E L O~
Byp 27r B=1 09 p12
(C.17)
Thus, substituting equations (C.15) and (C.17) into equation (C.13), we obtain
term b = v*(*s _ s
a cos o aW L O A 3 ] A 2,aP _2 121 _ f+ [)a2'27ra cos p A2.-1
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(C.9)
(C.10)
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
(C.14)
so that
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.18)
To evaluate term c, recall that
-OU s -Ls86 Cos a 8
1~ s 12
cos 90 27r 89
Thus, substituting equations (C.19) into equation (C.14), we get
I' Bis
term c -
CosV 9 0
1 n - aA 2 ,
27r 0 9
Now, putting the values of terms a, b and c from equations (C.12), (C.18) and (C.20) into
equation (C.11), and multiply by cos p,
Ots f As
at a8 C
gHs
±0 =
+00 ( JV*? S - * -00 + FAS cosp +G (C.21)
Using equation (6.26) and [A] A
A2,-1
= 0, and assuming a statically stable atmosphere so that
BA 2 3 /86), > 0 and BA2-1/60), < 0 (see Figure C-1), we have
, axi
+ -
a 
+ --a~
a 0cV
v* aA-
a a9( u' 06
a cos pBA
+0 L + -v - 1 IM+a a (
u2+v2 X2
2 )] 
_I
av* 1 M (+U')2+(+V*)2A
L +a aM+2
-b* L j86 )
v* 86
+ a
1 MI
a
+±iiu' + t
2 + *2 )X2
+2u +\
-M I U1
2 + v*2
2 I A
(C.22)
(C.23)
where 0' and r are defined in equations (6.31) and (6.32) respectively.
Rewrite equation (C.21) in terms of zonal mean quantities,
a 8 ^ 8 wL= ( Ou00 + cos 'p + GF+ GL
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(C.19)
+ 0* - (C.20)
(A.
[ii + U,(a cos p
8!n1 )86 ,
=GL +GF
GL 2n
GL 27r . A=r
GFE E
i=1
SM ' + 2 + v*2 21
2 -
/ 0
8t
G = I
1 n
= n -
Using equation (6.27) to eliminate the time-tendency of w, we get
"(:k-~ 0 v 9 )cs F+G+0 L + ^T- - HL
(Ot a ~p 5- o
=*-60FA) cos p+GF +GA
1A 2n CoW
G A E yE {r- (0* +6G) u' cos Ot}
2rj= 1  a 1 7=
And dividing by w,
8/0 8 ^ 8 - - .u D
+ a 0 L= PVt* * + cos W+GF +Gu (C.24)
GF = M' +U/+ 
*1\2
27raru 2
GA r1 (* + O) u' cos }
-w * ]+ U' (Ga) co N
W - (C.25)
where we have rewritten GA using the operator m to show that, at the top and bottom of the surface
zone, GA remains well-defined because both w and U'(0a) tend to zero. GF is zero at the top and
bottom of the surface zone, because A2i -+ A2i+1 and A2i- 1 - A2 as one approaches the top and
bottom of the surface zone respectively.
C.1.6 Meridional Momentum Equation
In Section 6.2.5, we have the meridional momentum equation on a sphere in 9-coordinates as
av +v =1 M
t+vVov+-=Flo- (f+-anp u-8t 8 a a 8W
Adding px equation (6.41) and vx equation (6.34), we have
(PV) +VO -(pvv) + pv =IpFw - (f + tany)pu - mat 80a /I a op
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Take the normalized zonal sum,
a pFJs + I a ps cos 9at a cos w op0 (V
-S - 1 - 1 19M
=pFs - sfu _yus tan p - -p-
a a op
1 n 8v( Aj
+ 27r pa t
v aAj
a Op
A u Oj) A2u
00 acos A2 ,
Above the surface zone, the surface terms above are absent. But within the surface zone, the surface
terms vanish too because of identity (6.26).
Recall the definition of zonal mean (equation (6.24)),
a 1 0 2
p acosp (Upv2 cos + wp(v
1 1 aMs
= pF - wf I - -opu 2 tan -p
Using the identities (4.5) to (4.8), and note that wft = s
_ As + 1 0
at acospaop
pSF + -tan (1)
a ,
s 2 cos W) + ps80l
s- 1 0Ms
a 0(10
(  V
a cosyp (pSV*2 cos y0)
- f lu (Pu2+ 2uplu7 + p'U) tang
Let us write M = M + M', and then y = p + p', so that the term
aM5
/1 cp
pSBaS am
s am
-0
OM's
+p
+A- 8a
OM'5
+p1' 0o
+ s a
+p M'
sS PBM 2_ p
-- T
1~ 1
This is then substituted into equation (C.26).
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(C.26)
1 n
21r ( 09W
M A2
-1
/ OA 3]2'M' o 12
_ 
SUP 
+T1 (pbOs)
Finally, subtract i x equation (6.35) from equation (C.26) and divide by fps, we get
-+-±-Ot ap 09 a
=F - (f + tan c') ii
1 1 09
a cos o ps g,
a o
1 a
Ps gg0
(S )
-fpu' 2 + 2Uftsul + u 2 ) tan p
1 p m' + 1 2r [Ma awj I A2.
afL a&p 27razu OpA 1
C.1.7 Hydrostatic Balance Equation
We have in Section 6.2.6 the hydrostatic balance condition in 9-coordinates by
= 1 (p) cP
\ Pref I
Consider writing M = M + M' so that
M) _s
oM).
OM 0 s +M' s
0
aM) -S - n
am) I~ 1 IMAj 12.
=0 W 1 09 A M
where the last step used MIs = uMl 0. On the other hand,
S
{Pref \ p + )
x us
( ) {+ S p __- 2( 1s
= 2-Z(-)--K(1-K) +P 1
where we Taylor-expand about p, and not ji.
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(C.27)
0 A2 -
'
5
\yPref /
(C.28)
(C.29)
Hence, using equations (C.28) and (C.29), the zonal mean of the hydrostatic equation (6.44) is
=II(p) 1 P'2+K--2(1-K) P +.
1 ZM ~1 - -I ~ A22-
C.1.8 Chemical Transport Equation
The tracer transport equation in Section 8.1 is
8 80
px + Vo -pXv+ pxe = ps
Taking the normalized zonal sum,
a s s -&s s
-px + p -xu + -pxv Cos O + px0
at acos op ±A 8}
For latitude circles entirely above ground, this yields
a 1 s 9 s
j-x + -pxV cos v+-p'x08t acos op c 8p+0
1 ~_9
- si ± 1 a
t acos~ [ x6
For latitude circles partially underground, we get the following instead
-/xs + c -pXvs
t a cos V 8
=- pS + -- ( p-x q~27r E t
cos W + -- pAXO
p xv OA
+ -
a
+ x$00 a cos V _
which is equivalent to equation (C.31) upon using identity (6.26).
Using identity (4.8), equation (C.31) can be rewritten as
8 1 8
-psi + psi cos V + - sio8ta cos V OV 80
= ps g- 1 OsxYcos + -Psx*
a cos W aW 09
Subtracting jx equation (4.10), and dividing by ps, we obtain finally
+ + - = S -Ot a~cp 0 s x* cos +/s ~acosyop
which can be rearranged to get equation (8.2).
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am)
80
(C.30)
s
=S
-sS
:fs 5 (C.31)
Ss*
0
C.2 Elliptic Nature of the Inversion Problem
In this section, we present a mathematically rigorous argument for the ellipticity of the inversion
problem. For notational simplicity in the following analysis, we shall write r1 = sin pi, and non-
dimensionalize by making substitutions
P 4 Pref P
R
2lrprefR
We shall leave out subscripts to partial derivatives as they are understood to be with respect to
(A, 0)-coordinates, unless explicitly expressed.
The inversion problem, linearized about a basic state with the same pseudodensity but no zonal
winds, is defined by equations (6.66) and (6.67), rewritten below as:
__81_ 8771 1 891
Poo - POA - - =0 (C.32)BA B0 fo 09
A f qU A = POAgo + P iqo (C.33)
A 09 aA pOqpqA
where gOA =Oaqo/0A)0 .
Next we refer to the following theorem in the theory of p.d.e. (see e.g. Courant and Hilbert
(1962) [19]):
Theorem 1 Consider a system of k quasi-linear first order p.d.e. with two independent variables
(x,y) such as:
k 9V% k
a0t  + b 0 + d3 = 0
i= 1i=
where a3', bV , d' are functions of (x, y, v'), and j = 1, 2,... , k. Let e (x, y) =const. denote a curve
C in (x, y)-space, where grad e # 0 on C. The characteristic determinant of the system is defined as:
A -a -- ae A 9E+ B9Ox'yay Ox ay
where A and B are matrices with elements alt and bT respectively. If the quadratic equation
A (a, /) = 0, called the characteristic equation, has a strictly negative discriminant, then the system
is said to be elliptic. If it has a positive discriminant, then the system is said to be hyperbolic. Let
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a|0 = r be a real root of characteristic equation. The solution c (x,y) to the first order p.d.e.
- ra- = 0(9x ay
yields a family of characteristic curves1, e = const for the hyperbolic system. If there is only one
real root r, then the system is said to be parabolic and there is only one family of characteristic
curves. (Hyperbolic systems formally have a solution if boundary conditions are specified along any
curve that is not a characteristic curve of the system. Elliptic systems have a solution if boundary
conditions are specified on any closed curve.)
Therefore, making the identifications (x, y) (A, 0) and (vI, v2 ) (rji,Pi), we have
A ( Poo 0
( 0 -qo J
B -PoA -1/fO
fo/A 0
0
d=
-PoA qo - P1qOA
The characteristic equation is
0 =A(a,#3)
pooa - POAO -3/fo
foo/A -qoa
2 1
= -qOpo + qopoAa + -2
and has discriminant:
2 4qOo90D (qp)oA) + A
2 2 + 4
o O A PO Aqopoo
Thus, the system is elliptic if and only if D < 0 everywhere in the domain, i.e.
00)P < 2
BA J V A llfo||qoy
where we have used equation (6.65) to substitute for poo. Recall that the above equation is non-
1 Physically, characteristtc curves are lines along whzch information propagates through the hyperbolic system.
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dimensional. The dimensional criterion should be:
6 < Qa2 ( 27rPref ) 1/2 29Aj) 0  gR VA ||fo| qO-y
where fo and qo are dimensionless as before. Using equation (6.10) to replace -Y with (, and substi-
tuting for fo and qo, we have
86) O 20a2 Prf)1/2 g^/2 1/ O (1-r,)/2
B9A ) x gR f A1/2 (1 - A)i/ Pref /
C.3 Derivation of Climatological Equations in (<o, 0)-coordinates
C.3.1 Some More Definitions
Here are some more notation introduced for the sake of the proofs contained in this section. The
temporal mean [Al and the mass-weighted temporal mean (A) have been defined in Section 7.1.
Deviations from these temporal averages are denoted by:
At A - [Al (C.34)
A# A - (A) (C.35)
Then, the deviations from the temporal zonal averages [A] and (A) defined in Section 7.1 may be
rewritten as
At A - A] =A' + At  (C.36)
A*' A - (A) =A* + Z# (C.37)
The following identities are proven in Appendix B.2.2:
[At] = 0 (C.38)
--> [ABl = [Al [B] + [AtBt] (C.39)
(A#) = 0 (C.40)
-> (AB) - (A) (B) + (A#B#) (C.41)
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C.3.2 Basic Considerations
Mathematical Definition of Statistical Equilibrium
By the definition of As as involving only above ground values, we have AS (tj) 0 for tj # t, or tb.
So,
Lat tb ta s [AS] t2,
- j=1
S 1 {() A(t) ) -- (ta) A(ta) i1
tb -~ ta
where 6 is the Kronecker delta, and we have employed the short-hand 6" 3o We say A is
equilibrated in a time interval (ta, tc), if there exists some AO > 0 such that for all tb E (ta, tc),
a s- s Ao
Ot I t -ta
Then, if tc = oo,
I A 0 as (t - t) -+ oo (C.42)[t
Normalized Temporal Sums of Derivatives
Consider
s [ s1 s 1 t s (t2) t2j -(1- 2ij 1) As (t2j-1) t2j-1
where we have noted that ta and tb are constants and so generate no time-boundary terms if ti = ta
or t 2 = tb. Recall that As(tj) = 0 for tj : ta or tb. Moreover, as the set of t.'s are by definition
isolated points in time, 8tja/8 are bounded for all j's for tj # ta or tb. Therefore, the time boundary
terms on the RHS is identically zero. Hence,
aA s _ s gAS] s
--- 
a (C.43)
Likewise,
a s Is a eS F
- -
09 (C.44)
This property of "carrying the integration inside" is particular useful. For example, from equation
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(6.57),
jsl S _ Pref [ ss 
sI s
g .9 6 g 90
(C.45)
This is crucial to subsequently writing the climatological pseudodensity 1 in Jacobian form.
Note that, in general, a 3D field A - as opposed to the normalized zonal sum As - does not
vanish at the time boundaries tj's. So, the time averaging of derivatives leads to the appearance
of time-boundary terms. The physical meanings of time-boundary terms are not as intuitively
obvious as zonal boundary terms. Thus, if we had taken time averages before zonal averages in our
diagnostics, the RHS of equations (C.43) and (C.44) will be more complicated and less intelligible.
C.3.3 Heat Transport in the Surface Zone
Like As, w vanishes at internal time boundaries tj E (ta, tb) in the definition of the normalized
temporal sum for the interval (ta, tb). So, analogues of equations (C.42), (C.43), and (C.44) may
be written down. With these analogue equations, and writing 0 E (0)± 0# and 9 = CO) +6 , the
normalized temporal sum of equation (C.1) is obtained as:
- S
() LZUls s _WI S 2n O
+ 00) = j r-1 ( *a+6
a 898 27r j=_) A=A, a- W+ , , -aI 8 G8
where 9* is the eddy diabatic heating, 0' is the eddy advection of potential temperature, and r is
the magnitude of zonal potential temperature gradient, all evaluated for air at the Earth's surface
(cf. equations (C.3) and (C.4)).
With the help of equation (6.25) and the fact that ?t is independent of A, we rewrite the transient
axisymmetric advection terms as
O# De'-#w r
+0 -
a 9o 80
Oa
O4
1 nZa# A - '-4#0A . it A2
27r _ a 89p 8 a cos c _
_2A 2E
_1 v '.'# '0#(996 gt (99 9A -
27r =1 a ao acos p aAj '6 _
i 1 + A2
r-r+
0 (0a)
fit (0a) 00a a # (0a) 86a
acosV 9A), a Ba
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(C.46)
(C.47)
(C.48)
0' is the advection of potential temperature on Earth's surface 0a by the transient wind (tit, #).
Note that it b#,O ) are functions of [p, 0a (A, V, t) , t] in equation (C.48).
Hence,
S
+ t + gt(o a 'LZwS
a alp _E-1
2n
r-7r
0*+0
S
(4 (C.49)
#0* and 01 are the climatological eddy heating and eddy advection of potential temperature at the
Earth's surface:
* a + = G'(0a)
Gt t + G = Ut (0a) 00a v* (Ga) 8Oaa cos V BA a 19y0
(C.50)
(C.51)
i.e. the eddy winds (ut, v*) are defined with respect to the temporal zonal means ([i] , (b)).
At the top and bottom of the surface zone, r -+00 so that the RHS of equation (C.49) is
ill-defined. So we must rewrite the RHS as an average
S[z 1 (4 +G )[E (* + 6 (C.52)
{r- 'I}
multiplied by the quantity
- L~1 S '9L~u1
Therefore, equation (C.49) becomes
a 9~ \ '90
-( 11' +_ i (C.53)
where the average quantity E(#i* + t) remains well-defined even at the top and bottom of the
surface zone.
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- ]S
2n
E
3=1
-1 n al\j ] A2,
27r 00
A2._1
0A
Figure C-2: In changing from integrating with respect to longitude A to integrating w.r.t. surface
air potential temperature 9 a, the integrand becomes a multi-valued function.
C.3.4 Meridional Mass Flux in the Surface Zone
First consider the meridional mass flux in the surface zone of the zonal average atmosphere at each
instant.
1 n A2 ,
psf = Ps = (v p dA
i=1 A2s-1
Let 9G, denote the minimum potential temperature of surface air in the latitudinal arc [A2i- 1, A2 ].
With reference to Figure C-2, instead of integrating with respect to A, we may integrate with respect
to Oa, the potential temperature of surface air, as follows:
fs 1 f pv), A2 i dOa - (pv) 0Z2i-1 d~a
O ) da 
(C.54)
since oA/&Oa < 0 and > 0 at A2i-iand A2j respectively in a statically stable atmosphere (cf. Figure
C-1). (Recall that the lower limit of integration is min (OGJ) = OG by definition.) Note that (pv),
is pv evaluated at C and NOT Oa. Nevertheless, (pv)9 is a function of (As, V, t) and so of (p, Oa, t)
as Aj = Aj (, Oa t). The resulting integrand is a multi-valued function, which bifurcates whenever
0 reaches some 9G, i.e. n increases by 1, and so the set of 6G, is excluded from the integral. And
from the definition of the operator x in equation (6.29), we have
6 n(61)A2,
As = j W((Pv) ; (Pa5t)1 ? a) a 2 d~aG i=1 9 d2O-1
= x W((pV)0,,a, t) d~a
0 G ao g=0
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Note that the integrand at OG, is now well-defined and its inclusion at these points does not contribute
to the integral. 9zu/0 is the probability density that the surface air at latitude 'p is at potential
temperature 0. Since in general (pv)9 j (p) 0., ((pv) 0 ; V, 0, t) is NOT the expected mass flux at
the surface at latitude V and surface air potential temperature 0a. If it were, j-sf would have been the
zonal average mass flux at the surface itself, and not along the isentrope 9. In fact, m((pv) ; W, Oa, t)
is the expected mass flux at latitude p and potential temperature 9 ;> Oa (i.e. above the surface)
wherever the surface air is at potential temperature Oa. It is emphatically a function of both Oa and
9.
In an equilibrated zonal average atmosphere, we have
MV = [,S s (tb ta) s dt
(b-t)j=1 f223 - 1
Substituting in equation (C.54),
1v m t23  0 2n(Oa)
V= 2 (tb-jta) =1 23  G) a d
eteGi
ta) G 2 (AV) 0 00a dt d~a27r (tb 0 f,9 GV t =j=
where n = 0 for 0a E
(7.18), we have
(G, OG) whenever OG > ' 9G- Using the definition of operator X in equation
MV = (Apv) ;1P,0a)
C.3.5 I as an Expectation Operator
Consider the vertical integral over the surface zone,
f (A ) d Lz 1] = H r 1A }> =A( wcot
1+ 19 G -2n
W=const. W=const. Lz-j=1l 1 A=A\j(W,0,t)
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{ .eq \ '
S) A= 0ad.a
(C.55)
&Lw1 dS
But
L~~~l ~ S , n A2
&0 00 E [Aj A2
n O 3 A2 t S
i= , 9 A22-1
- S
2n
_j=1
Therefore,
E(A) d (ws [A9H ]
W=const. Jp=const. i=12
= r 1 (t t jO[A jA A dt dO27r (tb - ta) fG a j=1 A2 -1p=const.
Now swap the order of integration, and note that the vertical integral over each instantaneous
surface zone may be rearranged as a zonal integral (cf. Figure C-2):
[HA.1A-j A dO- H A OH_ A d (C.56)
=const. Z=1 - 2 i-1 i=1 ](p=const.
/27r A jdA
p=const.
where OG, and OH, are successive local minima and maxima of air potential temperature in a latitude
circle on the surface respectively. N is the total number of such extrema at latitude p.
Therefore,
(A) d [wl s A dA dt (C.57)
o + 27r (tb - t,) Jt . o
W=const. o=const
Since d Lwls is the probability that a surface air parcel at latitude o has potential temperature
between 0 and 0 + dO, and the RHS above is the time-mean zonal-mean value of A at the surface,
we deduce that E(A) must be the expectation value of A when the surface air parcel is at latitude
p and potential temperature 0.
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C.3.6 Mass Continuity Equation
The normalized temporal sum of the continuity equation (6.35) yields:
1 a s s s
a cos oLI Vj cos 
O + s s
where we have used equation (C.42), . Recall the definition of the mass-weighted temporal zonal
mean, and we have
1 0a [ ss (i)cos +
a cos OWp L[s] sK") = 0
C.3.7 Angular Momentum Equation
Take the normalized temporal sum of equation (C.21) while writing b
and using equations (C.42), (C.43), and (C.44),
g (Lsas Lv_ s * &S- 9* -09 + YAs1
+ (GF]5 + [GLQs
where GF and GL are defined in equations (C.22) and (C.23).
Using equations (7.4) and (7.5),
pv**sl s S s )
* U S
S 1 * au
I 0
s s = s H
[Ls] s = s [L1
The last identity allows the LHS of equation (C.58) to be written as
(f) a LLs s
a 8cp
=Lwi S
))~ [Li
aCp
[Lus () a LI
(a 89 p
+ K0 [i + [Li [0 +
+ ) 0 - s [Li
0 9n
27rz { (= + O
where the last step used equation (C.49) and the definition of temporal mean. 6t and r are defined
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=0
(f))+i# and 6 =_ + ,
co p- # - s WLa op
+0 09 1
(C.58)
+( K) a [Ls]1o
(C.59)
+ 9 [s] s=
in equations (C.3) and (C.4).
The transient advection terms in equation (C.58) can be rewritten as:
L #
a UCos
L &A 3a Ocp +LO -- L00 acos
a
0
0,c )
+0 + -00 2 7rLd
a cosL ::z
ii os a~j] +(L
a cosgB V aj)O
Lr- + )
+u'cosy') a ]
a cos o 1A2 1
A2 -
+ [7r ptu'] 2-
where the last step used equation (C.48) and the fact that L and iat are independent of A. Now,
108
p = O= f - --ucos p+
acos~ VS
So, we have the transient advection terms as
#Ls .# ALs sI- +0 I
a o 0 001
= p # o + L= [~u#~os0+0 ao
.I
f)# a
+ a ( + v*)
a O9A
n "S
i 
=1
s.s
+ {Lr
/-:a+(\Oa + 01# ) A A 1
1
Cos O +± {Lr-' (O + O6) 1
+ [f'+_ *it]
..i=1 
+& * \2
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#80Ls
7 o(p
.# As
+0 80
b# rs
a
-&#8Ls
+0 0
0# OL -#8Ls
= +0 --
a 89o 80
1 0
a cos VA
= - [yIsis F)
(C.60)
= '# (-f cos +
Cos O + L-Gul s I W -OUv -1 00
s
Therefore, with the help of equations (C.59) and (C.60), equation (C.58) upon dividing by L[ls
becomes
(0) & [i] + 8 [i]
a {op + L 18
= A [pl v* + [6#1 - * + r)]Cos
_1
27ra [wl
- 1 s27r [wl
+ 12 + v*2 A2,
2 
.
_ l[2n{Lr~ (e + O)
a1 =P
27ra [l s
-S
+0b#v*]1X(
2i s [i r-1 (# + O)
27r [wlA=
where we have substituted for GL and GF from equations (C.22) and (C.23). Given that L =
[MI
.1
[LI + ut cos ', Mt = R' + M', ut = ut + u', vt = # + v*, and the fact that RI, jii and # are
independent of A, the last four term on the RHS can be simplified to
I [ n [Mt + Ut2  -A2.
27ra [wul s 2 1 n r-i (#e++O)27r [wul s _=
Next, we show that
v* + K#5) = V* + 1#
where the last step used the fact that v^ 0 and (i#) E 0.
Therefore,
= [pl (V ) - [
n
27ra Lrls =
+ cos 'p + G + G (C.61)
(C.62)+ t2 v 2 - A2.
-[o#* + O IUt ( ) Cos )
Sw]s
(C.63)
(C.64)0L] s)
aog)
where we have rewritten Gq using the operator E in order to show that Gy remains well-defined
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U1cos (p
a I + ] a
G7
Cos p
n f
_ U
eq2n U
Gya21r 1z]s -1 (2 6 t
at the top and bottom of the surface zone because both [wls and ul (0a) tend to zero.
C.3.8 PVS Transport
The mass-weighted temporal zonal mean PV is given by definition:
[psi S (0) = -O
= Kzf- 1a cos (p
27ra cos E []L + ut)
cos+27racos Eu cos Ay)n~
Cos ) + ((s) +v) -s
where we have used equation (C.43). But writing [0S1 = [ l [], and then using equation (6.25),
the second term on the RHS above becomes
0) Ls] s cos = [w] s i cos V + [i] Cos sL aI0 o u0s0u ) 0
= []lS [i] cos V +l cos O) A 2 _ S
Substituting back into equation (C.65), noting that (b) is independent of A, and then dividing by
[AS] = Ls1l [ sA
[Ul cos + I 27rwa cos u
K motivates us to introduce a modified temporal zonal mean PV E:
1 )u Cos )O
a cos 0 9) 6 o ) -
-1 a [L
L~ I a cos p 5 )
The difference between () and E is an eddy contribution Bedd at the Earth's surface:
eddL 27rwa cos W [u cos i
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a cos oK~) = [P1
The form of
cos D ,iA+ v
_ 1 (f
P [
+ v
= ~ ~ ~ 0 [ws _ 1 8) ssCos O
a cosy B0
C.3.9 Chemical Tracer Transport
Taking the normalized temporal sum of equation (C.31), and using equations (C.42), (C.43) and
(C.44),
1 _ s o + I s l
a cos <p 9p [As LI
_ Lfs 1 s
Recall the definition of mass-weighted temporal zonal mean and the identity (7.11),
1 _ Ls s
a cos <p (p
= [AS S _ 1 _ Lss9
a Cos <p T, ( )os < -[psi S(
Subtracting (j) x equation (7.25) and dividing by [fts S yields
(i) + 
- )
a 0'p \ 09
1 1 [ s1s
a cos<p ip (x )
C.4 Coordinate Transformation
Suppose we make the coordinate transformation: (p, 0) -+ (p, q). The mass density p in (p, q)-
coordinates is given by:
p = 27ra2Mcos<p 0 0 q) (C.66)
where Mcos <p is the mass density in (p, 0)-coordinates.
C.4.1 Invariance of Mass Streamfunction IF
The mass streamfunction T in (p, 0)-coordinates is defined by equations (7.26) and (7.27). The
meridional flow in (p, q)-coordinates is given by:
. V op
- I) * o
1 a (p, 4 )
27ra 2Mcos 'p 0 (<p,9)
1 8(p, q) 0 (p, T)
27ra 2Mcos 'p 0 (p, 0) a (p, q)
1 B)P
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where we have used equation (C.66) in the last step. Likewise, the vertical flow in (p, q)-coordinates
can be shown to be:
q=
p1 Op
Therefore, IQ is also the mass streamfunction in (p, q)-coordinates. Then, it is straightforward to
show that mass continuity is preserved in (p, q)-coordinates:
S p)qpi+ - Pq=0
C.4.2 Invariance of Tracer Tendency due to Flux Convergence
Suppose we have a vector A representing tracer mass flux divided by mass density Mcos <p in (<, 0)-
coordinates:
A= (A*, A9)
The tracer mixing ratio tendency due to the convergence of tracer mass fluxes is
-1_VA cs -1V e MM cos<M cos <p M cos <p
AwMcos p +
Consider the <p-derivative:
1 0
1_ -a A1Mcos <p
M cos <p 8p 0
1 0(A*Mcos p,9)
Mcos < 9 (<p, O)
1 1 (p,q) o &(A Mcos <, 0)
Mcos po(<p,6) a(p,q)
A127raMcos <p -[0 0) A 2raM cos <p]
aq P
A27raMcos
A" 27raMcos <p2
where we have used equation (C.66). We could swap p <- q, ap 0 9, and AP +- AO in the
above to get the analogous expression for the 9-derivative:
1
M cos <p
= P ;
A9 Mcos p
A02ra2 M cos <p [( 7 A0 2ea 2Mcos poq , I
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Hence equation (C.67) becomes
-1 
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And using equation (C.66) once more, we have finally
V AMcosp = ~ < [pAP] + [pA]
Mcos p p lop)q oq p
AP ),+A' ) p
= Aw ) A <\
A - a ),+ A qa" ON) 5A9N0
pAP is the tracer mass flux normal to p-surfaces while pAq is the tracer mass flux normal to q-
surfaces. Hence, the mixing ratio tendency due to the convergence of tracer mass flux is invariant
under the coordinate transformation. Moreover, (AP, Aq) is shown to be the vector A transformed
into (p, q)-coordinates.
C.4.3 PVS flux in (A, 0)-coordinates
We know that the vector flux of PVS by eddies and unresolved motion in (<p,0)-coordinates is
(ftJW cos <p, pjI cos <), where
JV , 0*~ 09+UI
a a i 0c ft cos p
E 0
since PVS cannot cross isentropes (Haynes and McIntyre (1987) [35]). With reference to Appendix
C.4.2, the same vector flux in ( p, 9)-coordinates is (yJAyJe), where
§A BA ,
je jpa) 0 j8a e86 +j
,A
=o0860 W
Co OA
pcos op OS J
Using equation (6.50) to substitute for -y, the PVS flux by eddies and unresolved motion in (A, 9)-
coordinates is
jA T-27ra 2 QJ
Positive -yjA points towards the direction of increasing A. Note that above the surface zone, w = 1
in the above equation.
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Appendix D
Dry Convective Adjustment
The principle of the dry convective adjustment scheme has been outlined in Section 9.4.3. This
appendix clarifies the practical implementation of the scheme under vertical discretization.
D.1 Basic formulation
Consider a vertical column with potential temperature 6k at levels Uk, where k is a natural number
increasing in the upward direction (i.e. o'k decreases as k increases). Suppose there exists a statically
unstable region [K, L] in the column, meaning that{ 9k > k+1
0 k < Ok+1
if k=K,K+1,K+2,... ,L-1
otherwise
(D.1)
First, let us re-scale the vertical coordinate to E = o1+K, so that the conservation of total
enthalpy in the convecting region is expressed by:
initial 
- f mnal ) dE = 0
SEao
(D.2)
where 0 is the continuous function that linearly interpolates Ok in E-coordinatesi, while Ea and Zb
are respectively the upper and lower limits of the convecting region. Next, we define
_ ~ic (0 - OK-i) dE
T, (0 - 0,+j) dE
i = 0, 1, 2,3,...
j = 1,2,3,...
1 The linear interpolation implies that we are using the trapezium rule to evaluate vertical integrals in E-coordinates.
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(D.3)
(D.4)
where E-i is the E-value above the unstable region ( i.e. E-i < EL) such that #(E-') = 9 K-z, while
Ei is the E-value below the unstable region ( i.e. EI > EK) such that 9(Ei) = OL+j.
The basic algorithm comprises the steps below, given the initial potential temperature profile
0 = 9 initial.k- k
1. Search for I E min{i : T-, > 0}following the sequence i = 1, 2, 3,....
2. Search for J = min{j : Tj < 0}following the sequence j = j,j, + 1,j, + 2,..., where
j, = min{j: E, < E-'.
From equations (D.2),(D.3) and (D.4), it is evident that in the convecting region,
0 }"t}al < fnal < initial (D.5)
Moreover, EK-I and EL+J are the closest we can approach to Eb and Ea respectively, given the
vertical discretization. Therefore, we define the adjusted potential temperature to be
of nal -- L+J inial dZE
k nttial
if K - I < k < L + J
otherwise
The above definition satisfies inequality (D.5). From inequalities (D.1) and (D.5), we deduce that
the entire vertical column is stabilized by the adjustment.
D.2 Convection next to the ground
In the above algorithm, it is expected that sometimes Step 1 will not go to completion because
Case (A) the lowest model level is reached before T-_ turns positive;
Case (B) K is the lowest model level itself.
In either case, we apply the following algorithm instead:
1. Define H so that K - H is the lowest model level.
2. Search for J E min{j : Tj < 0} following the sequence j = j.,j, - 1, j, - 2,..., where
j* min{j : Ej < E-H}
From equations (D.2) and (D.4), in the convecting region,
9 final < Oin"ial (D.7)
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(D.6)
The adjusted potential temperature is now defined as:
l- K L f'K-H initial dE if K - H < k < L + Jgf mal _ EK-H--L+J EL+J 
-- -(D.8)k 
- znitial otherwisek
This definition satisfies inequality (D.7). Note that the entire vertical column is stabilized by the
adjustment from inequalities (D.1) and (D.7).
D.3 Non-uniqueness and the ideal solution
The algorithm described above yield solutions that are in general non-unique. For example, another
way to adjust a column with a single unstable region is to let Eb EK, and Ea EL+J, while we
search for J = min{j : TY > 0} following the sequence j = j, j,. + 1, j. + 2,. .. , where j. E min{j :
E3 < E0}. However, this procedure will end up with possibly large adjustment in 0 at Ea. What we
seek is a ideal solution that approaches the theoretically unique solution - obtained by requiring
oin*al (Ea) = 6 /f*al and if Eb # 1, 6 initial (Esb) = 9 f/**l in the convecting region - as the vertical
grid becomes finer and finer. The definitions of I or H and J, together with inequalities (D.5) and
(D.7) show that our algorithm leads to the ideal solution.
D.4 Multiple unstable regions
In the situation where more than one statically unstable region exists in a vertical column, the
adjustment is carried out sequentially from the lowest-lying region upwards. Now, if the order by
which the unstable regions are adjusted is altered, a different ofinal profile will sometimes result.
The reason is that convecting regions extend beyond unstable regions and so may overlap with
one another. To minimize such a possibility for non-uniqueness, we limit the vertical extent of the
convecting region by confining I to above the level M = max{m < K : 6m < L }, and confining J
to below the level N = min{n > L : 6n > OK}-
Computation of E-' and E3 is complicated by the existence of multiple unstable regions since 0
may not be monotonic increasing outside an unstable region. We choose to search for E~ downwards
from level N and E3 upwards from level M, to avoid possible large swings in the value of Ti and
Y as i and j increase.
D.5 Tracer redistribution
This scheme assumes that the convection is so vigorous as to thoroughly mix the tracers in the
convecting region, resulting in Bx/0o- = 0. We emphasize that there is no firm dynamical basis for
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this assumption. The case is unlike that for potential temperature 0, where static stability demands
that the initial positive 00/o- be adjusted to 0+. It is also not true that the correlation between
0 and X is preserved by convection, because otherwise the conservation of tracer mass f x do- will
imply the conservation of f 0 do-, which conflicts with the conservation of enthalpy f o' do-. This
means that 80/8o- = 0 does not imply Dx/Bo- = 0.
D.6 The full algorithm
In addition to features already discussed, the full algorithm also adjusts a neutrally stable profile so
as to avoid infinite densities in 9-coordinates.
1. Define Ok = Oinittal and Xk = X inttal
2. Search for K - min{k : Ok > Ok+1}following an ascending sequence of k starting from the
lowest model level.
* if K is the highest model level, go to Step 14.
3. Search for L min{l : 01 < 01+1} following an ascending sequence of I starting from K + 1.
4. Search for M E max{m < K: Om < OL}following the sequence m = K - 1, K - 2, K - 3,...
e if the search for M is unsuccessful, it can only be because the lowest model is reached.
So, define M + 1 as the lowest model level.
5. Search for N E min{n > L : On > OK } following the sequence n = L + 1, L + 2, L + 3,.
6. Search for I = min{i < K - M : Ti > 0} following the sequence i = 1, 2,3,... , K - M - 1
For each i, E-* is obtained by
" search for P = max{p < N: Op < OK-,} following the sequence p = N-1, N-2, N-3,...
e linearly interpolate E-'from Ep and EP+1 as:
- K-i ~ OP) EP+1 + (OP+1 - GK-i) EP
9 P+1 - OP
7. If the search for I is successful, let P1 be its corresponding P.
e search for J = max{j > PI - L : Tj < 0} following the sequence j = P1 - L + 1, P1 -
L+2,P1 -L+3,... ,N-L-1
For each j, E- is obtained by
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- search for Q max{q > M : 9q > OL+j} following the sequence q = M + 1, M +
2, M +3,...
-+ linearly interpolate E3 from EQ and EQ-1 as:
-L+j ~ OQ-1) EQ + (OQ - OL+j) EQ-1
OQ - 9 Q-1
* if the search for J is unsuccessful as j has reached N - L - 1, define J = N - L - 1.
8. If the search for I is unsuccessful, define I = K - M - 1 and let P1 be its corresponding P.
e search for J = min{j < P1 - L +1 : T3 < 0 following the sequence j = P1 - L +1, P1 -
L, P1 -L - 1,... ,1.
For each j, E2 = EM+1-
9. Derive
1 JK-
ZK-I - EL+J fEL+J
where 9 is the linearly interpolation of Ok in E-coordinates.
10. Define e as a small potential temperature difference. (e = 10-3 K is used in the model.)
" If K - I is not the lowest model level and 9* - OK-I-1 < iE, redefine I I + 1
* If 9L+J+1 - 0* < le, redefine J = J+1
" If I and/or J has been redefined, go back to Step 9 to re-calculate 0*
11. Adjust Ok in the convecting region so that it is statically stable:
Ok = 0* + e K-I-r - ifK-I<k<L+J
12. Adjust the tracer mixing ratio in the convecting region
Xk = g __K- do- if K - I < k < L + JXk UK-IUL+J fILJ~d f - < +
where / is the linearly interpolation of xk in o--coordinates.
13. Go back to Step 2.
14. The whole column is stabilized and no further adjustment is needed.
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